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"Hhat 's it going to be then, eh? 11 is borrmv-ed from Anthony 
Burgess 1 novel, A Clockwork Orange, This question appears at the 
beginning of each of the four chapters and reinforces Burgess' theme 
of choice. Choices are what teachers of tniting will have to face as 
the paragraphmoves into its second century; these choices uill 
both the theory and the pedagogy of the paragraph. 
For over one hundred years, teachers and their students have 
had no real choice about t•1hat tV"as presented in the tv-riting class about 
the paragraph. Though the traditional lore of the paragraph had been 
challenged as early as the 1920's, this lore haS remained the preerrJ.i-
nent practice. This pedagogy, t~hich students hear from the primary 
grades through their freshman year, comes from an interesting, but 
questionable, psychological model and fror.:t a vi.et~ of language and 
discourse tv-oefully uninformed. 
The four chapters trace the English paragraph from its beginning 
in the 1860's into its second century: 
Chapter One shat11s the pedagogical approach developed and Nhy 
it has become the dominant practice. 
Chapter Tt•10 presents the theory of the paragraphfrom the "proto-
theory" of Alexander Bain and John Genung to the three "standard" 
theories of Alton Becker, Francis Christensen, and Paul RodBers. 
Chapter Three moves from theory to practice and argues that 
current pedagogy conflicts l'lith the current theories, either by only 
giving a nod to what the current theories say or by ignoring current 
theory completely, Chapter Three also reports on a challenge to a 
study conducted by Keen, Becker, and Young which claimed the 
"psychological reality" of the paragraph. 
Chapter Four follows up the question presented in the Introduc-
tion: "llhat if the traditional paragraph lore is wrong or ineffectual?" 
This final chapter presents data that show the results of a study 
comparing the quality of writing of students lV"ho received traditional 
topic sentence instruction with those l'lho received no instruction on 
topic sentences and paragraph development. The data indicate no 
significant difference in the quality of writing based on holistic 
scoring of the essays on a six-point rubric. 
11Hhat 's it going to be then, eh?" As the paragraph l'loves into its 
second century, a clear and urgent need presents itself: the lV"ay the 
paragraph is taught in our schools and colleges needs reevaluation. 
Teachers may choose to accept the hegel'lony of the nineteenth century 
lore. Or they may consider changing their practices as recor:JJilended 
by the current theories. Unlike the first century, teachers do have 
choices, and the choices are there to be made. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
CAN NOTHING EVER BE BETTER THAN SOMETHING? 
"A paragraph is in fact a whole composition in miniature, 
. . . . Unity requires that every statement in the 
paragraph shall be subservient to one principal affirmation. 
This principal affirmation is, of course, the topic sen-
tence, which sets forth the subject of the paragraph. To 
this everything that has any right to place in the para-
graph must be related, . 
John G. R. McElroy 
The Structure of English Prose ( 1885) 
"We can think of a paragraph as a topic sentence plus 
support. A topic sentence is the main idea of a para-
graph, and everything v.•e have said of thesis sentences 
also say of topic sentences. . . . They must 
announce the subject of the paragraph, tell what will 
be said about it, and if all possible, signal the organi-
zat ion of the paragraph. The supporting sentences are 
created by expanding the topic sentence in the same ~.;rays 
we've looked at expanding thesis sentences. Thus we 
think of the paragraph as a tiny essay within an essay 
Daniel Brown and Bill Burnette 
Connections: A Rhetoric and 
Short Prose Reader ( 1984) 
Though these two statements or guidelines about the paragraph 
are separated by nearly one hundred years, they are remarkably similar: 
Both speak of topic sentences~ both use the model of the paragraph as 
"an essay writ small." High school teachers or teaching assistants may 
ask, "But what difference could th:if' make? If the information is 
correct, it should not matter that time has intervened between the 
statement of these sound principles?" 
The problem, though, is that the principles evident in these two 
statements have been questioned at different times over the past one 
hundred years, yet the questions have gone unheeded. Once Alexander 
Bain and his followers, such as McElroy, set forth the principles of 
the topic sentence and modes of development, textbooks and teachers 
have repeated the same lore of the paragraph, even though a growing 
body of reflection and experience suggest the approach is ineffective 
inaccurate. 
The present work looks specifically to this question about the 
effectiveness of topic sentence prescriptions in the traditional 
paragraph lore. Even though a 1974 empirical analysis of paragraphs 
from popular magazine articles shows that only 13 percent of the 
paragraphs in the sample use anything close to the topic sentences 
prescribed by thousands of teachers year after year (Braddock), the 
topic sentence remains the focus of much writing instruction found in 
handbooks and rhetorics. Even today, nearly fifteen years after 
Richard Braddock's 1974 study on the placement of topic sentences, 
students read that the topic sentence announces the theme of the 
paragraph and that the topic sentence must be a preeminent position--
usually the first sentence of the paragraph. These prescriptions 
occur regardless of Braddock 1 s and others 1 claims. 
Braddock is not the first to ask serious questions about the lore 
of the paragraph. Fred Scott and Joseph Denny's 1893 Paragraph Writing 
present a more cautious view of the paragraph and topic sentence than 
the prescriptions McElroy endorses. Leon Mones~ in "Teaching the 
Paragraph" ( 1921) 1 asserts 1 "The English teacher of the old school, 
nurtured in the rhetorical sunshine of Alexander Bain; succeeded in 
teaching pages of rhetoric but not much about writing [paragraphs]" 
(456). The 1958 Conference on College Composition began with the 
question: "How adequate, from both theoretical and practical points 
of view, are contemporary views of the paragraph?" ( 191). This con-
ference was expressly considering the questions of topic sentences and 
modes of development. In the mid-sixties several articles in College 
Composition and Communication challenged the traditional theories of 
the paragraph and established the three major theoretical trends of 
today--Francis Christensen's notations of the cumulative paragraph, 
Alton Becker 1 s "tagmemic" approach, and Paul Rodgers 1 "stadia" of 
discourse. 
Following these theoretical rumblings of the mid-sixties are 
provocative empirical studies that look hard at the textbook approaches 
inherited from the nineteenth century. Richard Braddock 1 s 1974 study, 
"The Frequency and Placement of Topic Sentences" has already been men-
tioned. ·Richard Meade and Geiger Ellis 1 two studies, "Paragraph 
Development in the Modern Age of Rhetoric" ( 1970) and "The Use of 
Writing Textbook Methods of Paragraph Development 11 ( 197 I), showed 
further that real writers do not follow textbook prescriptions for the 
development of their paragraphs. And a 1985 dissertation by Thomas 
Utley shows that the tradition of the topic sentence is inadequate in 
its account for paragraph structure; this study also claims that of 
the three modern theories--Christensen 1 s, Becker 1 s, and Rodgers'--
only Rodgers' stadia of discourse can account for JOO percent of the 
paragraphs in the corpus Utley studied. 
Given all this research, teachers still find suggestions, such 
Burke and Burnette's, which seem to ignore the questions posed by 
Mones, Braddock, or Utley. The pedagogy revealed in Burke and 
Burnette's textbook is identical to McElroy's, and before him, 
Alexander Bain 1 s. 
The following study challenges this traditional approach to the 
paragraph with the emphasis topic sentences and topic sentence 
placement which is implicit in Bain's English Composition and Rhetoric 
( !870), modified and codified by his followers such as McElroy, 
Barrett Wende 11, and John Genung, and s t i 11 preserved in numerous 
textbooks today. The challenge may be stated quite simply: Does 
traditional paragraph instruction on topic sentences and their place-
ment at the beginning of the paragraph make any difference in the 
effectiveness of student writing? 
The organization of this dissertation reveals the way I have 
chosen to pursue this challenge concerning the effectiveness of topic 
sentence instruction. Chapter One reports on the history of this 
topic sentence pedagogy and shows that the pedagogy perseveres because 
of the weight of historical precedent.. "The paragraph has always been 
taught this way," many teachers claim, "Why change it?" 
Chapter Two suggests an answer to this "why change?" question. As 
Herbert Lewis points out in his 1894 dissertation on the pnrar:raph, the 
tradition of the topic sentence and the principles of the ~Elragraph 
pedagogical in nature, not theoretical. And an analysis of tl1e theory 
underlying the nineteenth century pedagogy reveals how ill forrn.ed the 
theoretical foundation for the pedagogy is. Bain's principles are 
shaped by his interest and commitment to associationist psychology and 
by an uninformed view of the forms and functions of English discourse. 
After analyzing the slim theoretical basis of the nineteenth 
century tradition and tracing modern theories of the paragraph which 
are far less specious in their assumptions about the human mind and 
about human language in Chapter Two, Chapter Three shows the implica-
tions these modern theories have for classroom practices in contrast 
to the traditional topic sentence prescriptions. The analysis of these 
lcr.plications considers several issues: ( J) What is the tenor of pres-
ent paragraph instruction--does it hold the line with the nineteenth 
century prescriptions or does it allow for the theories of Christensen, 
Becker, and Rodgers? (2) Hot" has this present instruction come about, 
especially since a growing body of research and theory challenges the 
topic sentence prescriptions? (3) How--if at all--does the present 
paragraph instruction differ from actual paragraphs produced by real 
writers? (4) Does the present pedagogy regard the evidence about 
topic sentences, or is the evidence ignored? and (S) Why has the 
topic sentence instruction survived? 
After demonstrating the sheer weight of historical precedents 
in Chapter One, the theoretical challenges in Chapter Two, and the 
implications of these challenges in Chapter Three, I present in 
Chapter Four the findings of a study conducted in 1986 which measures 
the effectiveness of topic sentence instruction. The study reports on 
two groups of students at Davidson County Community College who were 
enrolled in freshman composition, One group received traditional 
topic sentence prescriptions; the second group received no explicit 
instr1.1ction in the paragraph. This second group was not told about 
the topic sentence and its placement. The data show that no signif-
icant difference appears in the student writing and that no significant 
difference appeared in the occurrence of topic sentences. 
The design of this study (described in detail in Chapter 4) 
follows, in part, the procedures recommended by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, 
and Schaer in Research and Written Composition ( 1963). In this guide 
to design and research, we are told that composition research can be 
structured in such a way as to garner reliable information for statis-
tical analysis. Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schaer tell researchers 
that a pretest and/or posttest methodology is best suited for compo-
sition research. (Since the study reported in Chapter Four is not 
testing improvement in student writing, but only testing the effective-
ness of the topic sentence instruction, I designed the study around a 
post test methodology only.) 
After eleven weeks of writing, the students were given, as part of 
their final exam, an in-class essay. These essays were collected and 
given to a set of readers who evaluated the essays on a six-point 
rubric used for the holistic scoring of placement essays at the 
college. 1 Each essay was read and scored independently by two 
readers.. After the readers had evaluated the essays, the students' 
work was passed to a panel of readers who were directed to look for 
topic sentences in the paragraphs of the essays. These readers were 
former high school English teachers and their instructions explained 
that they tvere to use the definition of topic sentence that they would 
have told to their high school classes~ The readers simply highlighted 
sentences that matched what they would characterize as fitting the 
definition of topic sentence. 
The results of the study confirm the hypothesis to a statisical 
reliability of 99 percent accuracy: no significant difference in qual-
ity of writing, as measured on a six-point holistic rubric, nor in the 
number of topic sentences, occurred in the sample. Admittedly, 
Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schaer concede that researches cannot con-
trol for all the potential variables in this sort of posttest study. 
Time of day for class meeting, class locations, instructors' person-
alities, and several other environmental factors may affect the stu-
dents' writing. Nevertheless, this study controlled for overall 
instruction and methods of scoring, as well as assured an adequate 
number of students in the population for statistical analysis (a mini-
mum of thirty students in each group). This study is also unique in 
that no one (at least through 1985) has attempted to measure quality 
of student writing using a holistic rubric and compare this quality to 
the occurrence of topic sentences. The closest study, in terms of 
topic sentence variance, is Richard Braddock's 1974 "Frequency and 
Placement of Topic Sentences in Expository Prose." 
The conclusion, tvhich I present in Chapter Four, leaves composi-
tion teachers with ttvo alternatives: either adopt a different approach 
to the pedagogy of the paragraph or drop paragraph instruction 
completely. 
If teachers choose the first alternative, three options present 
themselves. The first option is to adopt Frances Christensen's notion 
of the cumulative paragraph. This pedagogical model appears in a few 
texts 2 and essentially maintains many of the traditional terms (topic 
sentence) and prescript ions (TS should be first in the paragraph). 
The important difference Christensen offers comes from his designation 
of levels of generality. He moves away from the nineteenth century 
sentence model which only embraces the subject and the predicate as 
structural elements and allows for more complex structural relation-
ships, such as embeddings, in the paragraph structure. Though slow in 
garnering support, Christensen's approach seems to be appearing more 
and more often in rhetorics and handbooks. 
The next option for teachers would be to adopt Becker's tagmemic 
approach to the paragraph. His model, which agrees with Christensen's 
more complex view of sentence structure, borrows directly from 
tagmemic grammar of the sentence and points to both functional and 
formal aspects, not just levels of generality. Becker's model uses 
none of the traditional vocabulary or prescriptions from the nineteenth 
century rhetoric of the paragraph. His analysis lends itself to a 
structural approach that is far less cumbersome than the three or four 
levels Christensen finds at work in most paragraphs. His work can be 
found in some textbooks 3 , but his model is not as broadly represented 
in the texts as Christensen's. 
The third option teachers have for supplanting the traditional 
pedagogy is Rodgers' "paragraph blocs" or "stadia of discourse." 
Rodgers sees discourse as having levels of generality; however, he is 
convinced that the levels are not ah1ays coterminous t..rith the tradi-
tiona! paragraphs discussed in classrooms and in textbooks. These 
intermediate points, he suggeests, are so much left to the whim of the 
writer ~hat little of substance can be said about their structure 
el~cept in terms of how the individual paragraphs relate to the larger 
blocs or stadia. Clearly, this model most radically breaks with the 
nineteenth century tradition: it does not account for topic sentences 
nor does Rodgers 1 concern himself with their placement. My survey of 
college rhetorics and handbooks revealed that only about two percent 
of the textbooks allow for paragraphs in keeping with Rodgers 4 And 
these t~1o percent tre&t his stadia or paragraph blocs almost as after-
thoughts, for the texts usually present traditional, nineteenth century 
paragraph pedagogy before acknowledging Rodgers' position. 
Of cOurse, if teachers do not want to embrace any of these 
options, they do have the second alternative listed above--reject the 
paragraph altogether as a topic of instruction in writing classrooms. 
This position is not found in any textbooks on writing I surveyed for 
this dissertation. As mentioned above, the texts may embrace one 
modern theorist over another, but all contain some discussion of the 
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paragraph. Thus, modern textbooks are endorsing the nineteenth century 
assertion that the paragraph is a unit of discourse between the sen-
tence and the essay as a whole, simply by preserving the paragraph 
prescriptions, even when these "prescriptions" may be inconsistent ~.;ith 
modern theories. 
However, after examining the data from the sample Collected in 
1985, the recommendation I endorse is to delete paragraph instruction 
that depends on the nineteenth century model or uses the sentence 
model--as do Christensen and Becker. This recommendation comes from 
two convictions: (I) the data are too compelling to ignore and (2) 
the very nature of the paragraph is so fluid in a classroom environment 
that it is better to ignore the paragraph than to contribute to stu-
dents' confusion. 
What do I mean by talking about the "fluid" nature of the para-
graph? In any classroom, teachers have to come to terms with at least 
three different approaches to paragraphs. The first approach is 
labeled "The Rhetorical Approach." This approach looks to the method 
of indenting every eight- to ten-typed lines. The Rhetorical Approach, 
as Herbert Lewis analyzes it in The History of the English Paragrah 
( 1894) emerged from a need to mark chunks of discourse for the reader's 
eye. This approach is especially fluid because of the impact of 
nel'7Spaper and magazine printing and business communication on usage. 
These areas have significantly influenced our students' sense of 
paragraphing. 
The second approach to the paragraph my be called "The Struc-
tural Approach. 11 This approach recognizes that paragraphs contribute 
in the malting of something greater than the sum of the parts. Para-
graphs, regardless of the "rhetorical approach," interrelate in some 
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to create something far more meaningful than each isolated para-
graph. Though marked as a paragraph for "rhetorical" or usage pur-
poses, these paragraphs, \V"hen observed from the "structural approach, 11 
are not self-contained units but belong to larger chunks which are not 
ah;rays coterr:tinous with five spaces fror:t the left margin. 
The third approach to the paragraph, the one most pervasive in 
lllriting classrooms at the secondary and freshman cor:tposition levels, 
may be called "The Pedagogical Approach. 11 This approach blends the 
other tliiO in a curious manner. The ever-changing usage comprehended 
in "The Rhetorical Approach" becomes a rigid prescription about para-
graph length. The aspect of invention--discovery of ideas and rela-
tionships Hhile lHiting--,.,hich appears in "The Structural Approach" 
becomes reduced to the space of the rhetorical paragraph. In other 
words, "The Pedagogical Approach" takes the essence of the other two, 
reduces their essence to narrow prescriptions, and then disregards the 
other tHo approaches ~ampletely. Paragraphs are self-sufficient units 
in the pedagogical approach--units of style or usage and units of 
invention. Students are told to be sure their paragraphs are coherent 
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and well developed, which implies that the other two paragraph 
approaches do not exist. The pedagog.ical approach does not want to 
consider the creative intelligence of the student lY"riters nor does it 
wish to concede that paragraphs are important only in the ways in l-lhich 
each paragraph contributes to the making of a whole piece of discourse. 
The first two of these three approaches are not mutally e~tclusive: 
writers do think and write in chunks of discourse larger than what 
usage allows. The last approach, however, does not tolerate the other 
two approaches: it ignores them. Teresa Amabile's recent book on the 
creative impulse, The Psychology of Creativity ( 1983) offers a pro-
vocative gloss on this conflict between approaches to the paragraph and 
also illuminates a paradox student lV"riters often find themselves 
addressing. 
Amabile claims that an essential aspect of creativity is that the 
task at hand must be 11heuristic rather than algorithmic 11 (33). 
Heuristic, she explains, are tasks "not having a clear and readily 
indentifiable path to solution." Algorithmic tasks, on the other hand, 
are tasks "for which the path to the solution is clear and straight-
fono~ard." The rhetorical approach and the structural approach to the 
paragraph are, by and large, heuristic. No clear solutions offer them-
selves to students as to how often writers should make a paragraph 
how smaller chunks work together to make a meaningful whole. The 
pedag~gical approach, hm.zever, is algorithmic; this approach does lay 
out a path for students to follow. That path consists of (I) a topic 
sentence in the first position which announces the theme of the 
paragraph; after '"hich all paragraphs must (2) be coherent; (3) 
have adequate development; and (4) address one and only one topic. 
The Catch-22 the students encounter in folloving these prescrip-
tions, however, is that the same teachers who demand this pedagogical 
or algorithmic approach the very teachers Hho ber.1oan the lack of 
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creativity among their students. Though students are given algorithmic 
tasks to accomplish, teachers often evaluate the Hark from a heuristic 
perspective. This irony and the data presented in Chapter Four compel 
me to endorse a position which rejects all explicit paragraph instruc-
tion in Hriting classes. Give the students heuristic tasks, this line 
of reasoning suggests, and they \-Jill discover for themselves creative 
ways to coffililunicate their purposes. They l>lill, through their oHn 
reading and ,,1-riting, come to terms with the rhetorical approach to the 
paragraph. They Hill discover what many writing teachers have sought 
to teach for so long, that uriting is liberating and a lmy of learning, 
not a drudgery and a penalty. 
Thus, the trip through the follm>1ing four chapters Hill have 
brought us to a new beginning. The historical Height of precedent 
l>lhich has aided the survival of the nineteenth century paragraph tra-
dition may be sloughed off by considering the three perspectives the 
dissertation presents: theoretically, the paragraph can no longer be 
accepted as a unit of discourse betHeen the sentence and the entire 
essay; pedaeically, the heger.10ny of "the pedagogical approach" is 
sloHly giving Hay to either the other tva approaches or some neH 
approach (or non-approach as I would recommend) l>lhich is more flexible 
and more "heuristic"; empirically~ the evidence is mounting to the 
point where one tvriter can assert, "I think tte can see that concern 
about paragraphs and their structure is rnisplaced11 (Cooper, 292). 
Clearly, these conclusions tell teachers that traditional paragraph 
instruction which focuses on the topic sentence and its placernent is 
at b!:!st questionable and at t·:orst, a 11aste of students' time and 
instructors' energies. 
Hhat uill these four ch.9.pters contribute to the grm'ling work in 
composition instruction? Rdbert Connors 1 dissertation, "A Study of 
Rhetorical Theories for College Hriting Teachers" ( 1980), comoitted 
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a detailed chapter to paragraph p.;!dagocy, and Michael Moran's biblio-
graphic essay, "The English Peracraph" ( 1984) does a superior job of 
surveying the theoretical developments of the paragraph. Yet both of 
these t"J"orlcs avoid a crucial question for prioary teachers 1 secondary 
teachers 1 and teaching assistants at universities throughout the 
country; tlhat g the traditional method is ineffective or inaccurate? 
These four chapters uork together to ansNer straightfon~arclly ~nC 
unaj>ologetically, "Yes, the traditional nethod malces no red differ-
in students 1 vritings." 
Is there another method to fill the vacuun if teachers a~ree to 
reject the traditional method? Perhaps, but the first and r.o~t com-
pelling ta!>l( is to convince teachers that the drill on topic sentence 
generation and the lectures on topic sentence location do not matter. 
Other researchers may offer neN approaches or be able to nodify the 
traditional approach so that it does mal(e a difference in students 1 
writing. At this point, however, if teachers can agree that nothing 
is better than something, then this dissertation has accomplished 
its purpose. 
15 
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NOTES 
1The follm.;ring rubric ~'las developed for holistic scoring of placement 
essays at Davidson County Community College (DCCC). This rubric was 
modeled after the one used by Miami-Dade Cornrilunity College for the stu-
dents CLAST essay. Since this rubric was adopted at DCCC, Educational 
Testing Service has drmm up a similar rubric for the scoring of essays 
for GED equivalency credit. 
RUBRIC FOR ESSAYS 
6--The essay shm.;rs a strong sense of pattern and development from 
beginning to end. Assertions are convincingly supported vlith expla-
nation and/or illustrations that are detailed, concrete, substantial, 
and relevant to the purpose of the essay. The t<.~riting reflects excel-
lent creativity and/or insights. The word choices are precise, eco-
nomical, and free from cliches or pat answers. The essay as a whole 
indicates an outstanding control of edited American English--proper 
grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 
5--The ~.;rriting is fluent and has a demonstrable pattern of coherence 
where ideas are adequately developed and supported. Connections 
bett~een sentences and paragraphs are clear. Sentences reflect a 
maturity of style; they are varied in patterns and length and express 
the writer's intentions. Word choice is adequate to express the 
t.;rriter's range of ideas. The writing generally follows the conven-
tions of edited American English. Typically, the essay will contain 
only a fet~ "major" errors (s/v disagreement, comma splice, run-on) 
and perhaps some of the "minor" errors (pronoun/antecedent disagree-
ment, comma errors, spelling errors, etc.). 
4--The essay responds to the assignment and has some discernible pat-
tern of organization. The central idea is apparent, but it is conunon-
place or too general. Assertions are only minimally supported. The 
writing exhibits more of the "major" errors, yet the errors do not 
interfere substantially with Hhat the writer is trying to say. 
3--The principal idea or point is suggested but is undeveloped or is 
treated superficially or in a stereotyped manner. The writing 
responds only to part of the assignment and/or doesn't exhibit control 
of the assignment. Though the essay may demonstrate a fair under-
standing of the sentence, most of the sentences are short and/or 
repetitious. Lapses in edited American English are present and 
occasionally interfere with the reading. The vocabulary is often 
inadequate for accuracy of expression, 
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2--The essay is somewhat incoherent and contains irrelevant statements. 
The writing does not exhibit clear support for assertions or an 
understanding of the importance of linking ideas. The essay doesn't 
stay on the topic. Sentences are so tangled that c~arity of expres-
sion rarely occurs. Punctuation errors lead to misreading and common 
words are spelled with little or not accuracy. 
1--The essay suffers from general incoherence and has no pattern of 
organiztion. There is a high frequency of errors--enough to confuse 
the reader. There seems to be some general misunderstanding as to torhat 
the assignment asked. The essay is far too brief for an accurate 
evaulation. 
~The follm~ing texts make specific 1·eference to Christensen's 
rhetoric of the paragraph (the total of texts surveyed t~as 29): 
Adelstein, Hichael E. and Jean G. Pival. The Writing Corrunitment. 
Atlanta: Harcourt Brace, 1976. 
Beale, Walter, Karen Meyers, Laurie White. Stylistic Options: 
The Sentence and the Paragraph. Glenview, IL: Scott 
Foresman, 1982. 
Cavender, Nancy and Leonard Heiss. Thinking/Writing. Belmont, CA: 
Hadsworth, 1987. 
HoHard, C. Jeriel and Richard Francis Tracz. The Paragraph Book. 
Boston: Little Brmm and Co., 1982. 
Leggett, Glenn, et al. Handbook for Hriters, 9th edition. 
Engle1wod Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1985. 
Lannon, John M. The Writing Process: A Concise Rhetoric. Boston: 
Little Brotm, 1983. 
Neman, Beth. Writing Effectively. Columbus, OH: Charles Herrill, 
1983. 
Reinking, Jam8s A. and Andrew W. Hart. Strategies For Successful 
Hriting: A Rhetoric, Readc:!r, and Handbook. Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, 1988. 
West, Hilliam W. Developing Writing Skills, Jrd edition. 
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1980. 
Windler, Anthony C. and Joe Ray McCuen. Rhetoric Made Plain, 
4th edition. Atlanta: Harcourt Brace, 1984. 
3The following texts make use of Becker's tagmemmic theory by encour-
aging students to organize paragraphs using TRI (or some slight modi-
fication) and PS strategies. 
Adelstein, 11ichael E. and Jean G. Pival. The Writing Commitment. 
Atlanta: Harcourt Brace, 1976. 
Corder, Jim W. Contemporary Writing: Process and Practice. 
Tucker, GA: Scott Foresman, 1979. 
Duncan, Jeffery L. Writing From Start to Finish: A Rhetoric With 
Readings. Atlanta: Harcourt Brace, 1985. 
Levin, Gerald. The McMillan College Handbook. New York: McMillan, 
1987. 
Neman, Beth. Writing Effectively. Columbus, OH: Charles Merrill, 
1983. 
The following two texts use "paragraph bloc" in much the same way 
that Rodgers describes "stadia": 
Irmscher, William F. and Harryette Stover. Holt Guide to English: 
The Alternate Edition. New York: Holt, 1985. 
Neeld, Elizabeth C01van. Writing Brief, 2nd edition. Glenview, IL: 
Scott Foresman, 1986. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE WEIGHT OF HISTORICAL PRECEDENT 
In his bibliographic essay, 11 The English Paragraph, 11 Michael 
Noran asserts that the "concept of the paragraph is ancient" (425), 
citing as evidence the Greek manuscript tradition that segregated 
chunks of discourse for various purposes, However, Moran fails to 
make two important distinctions between the manuscript tradition and 
the English paragraph tradition to1hich emerged in the latter part of 
the ninetee:nth century: First, though the paragraph may have been 
around for thousands of years, it t"as riot one of the central elements 
of rhetorical instruction--Greek or English--until the last one hun-
dred years. Today, nearly all rhetorical instruction features some 
significant discussion of the paragraph. Second, though Moran's 
evidence suggests that the essential nature of the paragraph is func-
tional, only in the last two decades have scholars begun to look to 
the paragraph 1 s function instead of its form. The insistence on form 
arose from the great amount of work produced in the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century, and the sheer weight of the work itself along 
with the added weight of historical precedent locked rhetorical 
instruction into a "pedagogical approach" to the paragraph. 
As explained in the introduction, two approaches present them-
selves in the discussion of the paragraph--the rhetorical and the 
structural. Both of these approaches are implicit in Nor an's 
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manuscript evidence and in the early v1riters on the English para-
graph. Hotvever, 1'11hen rhetorical instruction shifted from oral to 
written, the paragraph suddenly took on a different and significant 
role--a way to teach extended discourse to a heterogeneous group of 
students who did not share cultural and literacy experiences. This 
practical necessity, coupled with a shaky theoretical premise about 
the paragraph being a unit of discourse between the sentence and the 
essay as a lY"hole, gave birth to the "pedagogical approach 11 which 
the isolated rhetorical paragraphs as units for illustrating methods 
of invention. Thus, the isolated paragraphs, the "pedagogical" para-
graphs, became central to instruction in writing. 
This chapter t,;rill trace the birth of the 11 pedagogical paragraph 11 
and follow the shifting emphasis on form and function. This third 
approach, the pedagogical approach, thrives today, even though theo-
retical and empirical evidence increasingly reveals its limitations. 
Yet, by the end of the chapter, the reader l'lill understand why this 
approach has survived--simply because of the weight of historical 
precedent . 
Lindley Murray 
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One of the earliest writers on the English paragraph was Lindley 
Murray, \V"hose reputation was made on his textbook, An English Grammar, 
( 1816) which 111ent into multiple printings in England and the United 
States. It is in An English Grammar that the earliest discussion of 
the paragraph appears. 
In volume ttw under the heading "Punctuation," Murray writes two 
sentences about the paragraph mark ('I}, t'olhich "denotes the beginning 
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of a new subject or a sentence not connected with the foregoing 11 (412), 
A little later in the same section, he discusses the paragraph and sets 
forth "rules" that will "afford the student with some instruction." 
The four rules are: 
(I) A different subject indicates a need for a paragraph inden-
tion ltunless [the paragraphs] are very short, or very small 
in compass . 
(II) Larger divisions of the same subject which are continued "to 
a considerable length" should be indented or otheruise 
marked as a paragraph. Nurray hastens to caution: "And it 
will have good effect to form the breaks, when it can prop-
erly be done, at sentiments of the most weight, or that call 
for particular attention. 11 
(III) 11 The facts, premises, and conclusions, of a subject, some-
times naturally point out the separations into paragraphs: 
and each of these, when of great length, Hill again require 
subdivisions at their most distinctive parts. 11 
(IV) Students should be careful to make their connections between 
paragraphs clear so as to 11 give beauty and force to the 
division." Murray illustrates this rule \.;rith phrases such 
as 11 this idea Has, indeed, no more than conjecture: but it 
was confirmed by • II (4 16-17). 
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Murray's position leans toward the functional aspect of the 
paragraph. His rules are designed to aid the writer's generating and 
the reader's understanding of prose. If nothing else, Murray's place-
ment of the paragraph rules in the punctuation section of his text 
suggests a more functional understanding of the paragraph, for punc-
tuation can only be understood in terms of its function. Murray's 
rules also reveal his understanding of both the rheotrical and the 
structural approach to the paragraph. On one hand, his Rule (I) 
~uggests the structural bloc which aids invention, yet on the other 
hand, Rule (II) reflects his awareness of the need to "paragraph" as 
a way to break larger chunks of discourse into more manageable "bites." 
John Angus 
After Murray 1 s brief comments in An English Grammar, the next 
oldest source on the English paragraph is John Angus 1 Handbook of the 
English Tongue ( 1866) 1. Angus indicates in his preface that he has 
been unable to find any work that met the "necessities of students 
desirous of becoming acquainted with the history of our language, the 
principles of its grammar, and the elements of composition" (i). No 
other text, he continues, seems adequate in its training of "young men 
to speak and write the English tongue with accuracy, clearness, pro-
priety and force. 11 And these "young men,'' if they wanted training 
about the paragraph, could find that training--between the sections 
on "Harmony" and "Style." There, Angus sets down his guidelines for 
producing accurate, clear, proper, and forceful paragraphs. 
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Rule 730 in Handbook defines the paragraph as "a combination of 
sentences, intended to explain, or illustrate, or prove, or apply some 
truth; or to give the history of events during any definite period of 
time, or in relation to any one subject of thought" (411). What he 
has listed are the precursors of the modes of discourse which are 
found in most composition texts today--narration, example, cause and 
effect--as well as suggested what the focus of paragraph instruction 
should be--exposition. 
Rule 731 introduces two critical aspects of Angus' paragraph 
instruction: his insistence on unity and the model of the sentence for 
the paragraph. Then, in Hule 732, Angus hints at w~at would become a 
crucial aspect the English paragraph tradition--the prescription of a 
topic sentence. 
Though the "topic sentence" does not come about until John 
McElroy's The Structure of English Prose in 1895, Angus points in its 
direction when he instructs his young men: "A paragraph has one theme, 
which may be stated at the margin, or at the beginning, or at the 
close, or at both the beginning and the close" (40 I). He warns that 
paragraphs which lack a clear statement of theme, those that depend 
solely on an implied topic sentence, " ..• generally [are] defective 
in clearness. 11 
The bulk of what remains in Angus' instruction on the paragraph 
is a discussion of the placement of the subject (or theme) of the 
paragraph by using examples from seventeenth century sermons and by 
close readings of acknowledged masters of style, such as Addison and 
Milton. His discussion strives to make two points for the students: 
(I) the paragraph may be exC'.erpted and treated as an isolated unit; 
therefore, the theme must be clearly stated to avoid lack of clarity 
and confusion over unity, and (2) the paragraph is typically part of 
a larger discourse; therefore, transitional devices or "connections" 
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are important for allowing the " ... logical order of the [writer's] 
thoughts" (412). 
Angus' fourteen or so pages figure into the history of the English 
paragraph in several important ways: 
( 1) He places his discussion of the paragraph within the rhetor-
ical category of Style. 
(2) He establishes the model of the sentence for a discussion of 
the paragraph. 
(3) He looks to a central theme somewhere at a prominent place 
in the paragraph which pre figures the topic sentence. 
(4) He lays the foundation for paragraph study that will follow 
for the next 120 years--a clo.se analysis of isolated para-
graphs which have been excerpted from larger works by 
acknowledged "masters." 
Angus, in contrast to Murray, takes the formalist approach to the 
paragraph. His rules on the location of the paragraph's central theme, 
his definition that looks to how paragraphs are formed (i.e. to explain, 
to illustrate, to prove, to 11 give the history of events," and so on), 
and his analysis or focus on isolated paragraphs instead of seeing them 
in larger contexts lead to this formalist conclusion. Yet Angus, like 
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Murray, is aware of the two approaches to the paragraph. His placing 
the paragraph in the rhetorical office of Style shows his understanding 
of the rhetorical paragraph, and his insistence on the paragraph's 
central theme underscores his vision of paragraph blocks. However, his 
work points to the prescriptivist, pedagogical approach which is born 
in the work of Alexander Bain. 
Alexander Bain 
A writer on psychology and a friend to educator and philosopher 
John Stuart Mill, Alexander Bain was named the chairman of rhetoric at 
Aberdeen University in the early 1860's 2 . His focus on the paragraph 
came because he "saw a hierarchical structural relationship between 
words, sentences, paragraphs, and entire compositions, and he filled 
out what was a noticeable gap in the theory of the paragraph" 
(Shearer 417). It was Bain's ability to fill this "noticeable gap," 
in 1870 with his publication of English Rhetoric and Composition, 
that made him the focus of rhetorical instruction for many decades to 
follow. 
Bain's method for filling the gap in the theory of the paragraph 
depended on two things: his ability to pull ideas from both Murray and 
Angus and then add to this mixture his commitment to association psy-
chology3 The prescriptions that emerged in English Composition have--
with only slight modifications--shaped instruction in the paragraph 
eve:r since. 
Bain 1 s concern, it seems, is reasonable. There must be some form 
of discourse that lies bett~een the level of the sent~nce and the 
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composition as a whole. Smaller words (what modern linguists call 
morphemes) make bigger words and these words go on to shape sentences. 
But there is nothing after the sentence, save the essay itself. Bain 
takes the paragraph as the obvious answer to his problem in no uncer-
tain terms: "The division of discourse next higher than the sentence 
is the paragraph: which is a collection of sentences with unity of 
purpose 11 ( 142). Thus he weds the functional thrust of Murray (a 
collection ... with unity of purpose) with the formalism of Angus 
(a division of discourse . . . ) . 
After establishing his theoretical claim for the paragraph, Bain 
goes on to discuss the paragraph within the context of six principles: 
(I) All paragraphs should have clear and explicit references. 
(2) All paragraphs should employee parallel construction for 
sentences that share similar ideas. 
(3) All paragraphs should have an opening sentence that is 
11expected to indicate with prominence the subject of the 
paragraph. 11 
(4) All paragraphs should demonstrate consecutive arrangement of 
matter, no "dislocation11 or digression. 
(5) All ·paragraphs should exhibit overall unity. 
(6) All paragraphs should place due proportion between principal 
and subordinate statements. (Shearer 413) 4 
Bain lends credibility to these principles by taking excerpts from the 
work of "masters11 and showing the student how the principles are used. 
Besides setting forth the principles and arguing for the existence 
of a form between the sentence and the essay, Bain spends a great deal 
of space in English Rhetoric looking at how relationships are estab-
lished within the paragraph. He produces classifications and long 
lists of the types of conjunctions which add unity and assure his 
principle of explicit reference. His types hinge on two major clas-
sifications--coordination and subordination--which still inforrr work 
on the paragraph, as in Frances Christensen's "A Generative Rhetoric 
of the Paragraph" ( 1965). 
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Bain 1 s pedagogy has been challenged in such works as Paul Rodgers 1 
11 The Rise of the Organic Paragraph" ( 1965), because his analysis seems 
too rigid with its insistence on topic sentences and too dogmatic with 
its claim that the paragraph is, indeed, a logical unit. Bain's work, 
on the other hand, has been defended as in Ned Shearer's "Alexander 
Bain and the Genesis of Paragraph Theory" ( 1972) for its insightful-
ness and its consistency with association psychology. Regardless of 
the dogmaticism and rigidity or the insight and consistency, Bain and 
his English Rhetoric was, and is, influential in the growth of the 
English paragraph tradition and the birth of a third approach to the 
paragraph, the pedagogical approach. 
By the time Bain is writing, the shift from oral discourse to 
writing in rhetorical instruction is nearly complete. His emphasis, 
as Herbert Lewis points out in The History of the English Paragraph 
( 1894), is purely pedagogical, even though Bain tries to dress up the 
pedagogy in theoretical trappings. His analysis is deductive, disre-
garding Observations that counter his principles. Thus, Bain does not 
consider the rhetorical nor the structural approaches to the paragraph. 
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He gives ambiguous signals about the office of th~ paragraph and his 
prescriptions about the unity of the paragraph work most successfully 
in isolated paragraphs instead of for paragraphs in context. However, 
Bain offers answers to the difficult question of how to teach writing 
to large numbers of students who--for Bain' s time and from his per-
spective--l.rere "culturally illiterate." The confusion in higher edu-
cation brought in by the democratization of colleges and universities 
called out for quick answers. Bain' s answers were embraced by so many 
other writers that the pedagogical approach became the approach to the 
paragraph in spite of other approaches. And with Bain' s pedagogical 
approach's acceptance, the weight of historical precedent began. 
John Genung 
After Alexander Bain established the basic principles--both 
theoretical and practical--several followed who helped to codify his 
principles. One of the first works to move towards welding Bain's 
principles into a paradigm of the rhetorical paragraph was John Genung 
and his The Practical Elements of Rhetoric ( 1886). 
Genung's approach to the paragraph immediately attempts to place 
it within the context of classical rhetorical study. He writes: 
In the construction of a work of literature we discern 
two lines of mental activity, which, starting from widely 
separated points, converge at a common result in the 
completed product. The one is the line of thought, or 
matter; the other, the line of expression or manner .. 
The principles of rhetoric, therefore, group themselves 
naturally around two main topics: style, which deals 
with the expression of discourse, and invention, which 
deals with the thought. (7) 
And, in between these two "naturally grouped" topics of Style and 
Invention, Genung places his discussion of the paragraph. 
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Genung's first concern is to establish the appropriate model for 
his analysis of the paragraph. He accepts with Bain the inevitable--
the paragraph is a natural level of discourse between the sentence and 
the composition as a whole. However, when he looks for a model, he 
breaks with Angus' and Bain's position that the paragraph is modeled 
on the sentence. Genung goes to the other end of the hierarchy and 
claims, ''The general laws, of selection, arrangement, and proportion, 
which govern the construction of the paragraph, are so similar to those 
governing the composition of an entire discourse, that, as we call the 
sentence the unit of style, so we may regard the paragraph as the unit 
of invention" ( 194). 
A second element Genung discusses is the "subject sentence." 
Here he follows Angus' lead and allows that each paragraph contains 
some "subject" which is "often indicated in the opening sentence. . . " 
( 196) Though adopting the idea of the topic sentence, Genung is less 
flexible in telling his students where the "subject sentence" can be 
located. Angus allows the beginning, the middle, the end--or 
implied "subject sentence," though paragraphs with implied subjects 
may be defective. Genung, on the contrary, asserts that the subject, 
though "preceded . . by a fet<~ words, obviously connective and prepa-
ratory," must appear at the top of the paragraph so that the paragraph 
as a whole can "manifest a logical progression of thought [which 
develops] the suggestions of the subject, from point to point, and 
t<~ithout dislocations" ( 198). 
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The third aspect of Elements is Genung's analysis of paragraph 
types. Whereas Angus looks at how paragraph types are made (narration 
or cause and effect), and whereas Bain looks to ways paragraphs inter-
relate along lines of coordination and subordination, Genung wants "to 
name those leading types wherein the office of the paragraph is apt to 
cause fundamental modifications of the structure 11 (210). The three 
types he points to are: 
( J) The propositional paragraph. According to Genung, this type 
is the most common and has the structure of a subject sen-
tence in the form of an assertion whose suggestions are 
developed by "proof or illustration or some form of 
repetition. 11 
(2) The amplifying paragraph. The amplifying paragraph is more 
likely to be used with description or narration. The 
11office 11 of the amplification paragraph is 11 to particularize 
..• or to enumerate ••• details" (211). This type, 
Genung states, is "peculiar" in that the amplifying para-
graph does not have a "definitely expressed 11 subject sen-
tence; instead, the subject "has to be gathered from the 
general bearing of the whole. 11 
(3) The preliminary and transitional paragraphs. Genung classes 
these two types together because they are best known by their 
function, instead of their form. The preliminary paragraph 
does just what the name suggests; it 11gives merely the gen-
eral theme of a chapter, essay, or section; or lays out the 
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plan of a succeeding course of thought." Curiously, Genung 
claims that "Paragraphs of amplification naturally follow" 
preliminary paragraphs (211 f). And transitional paragraphs, 
also functional, are "introduced between the principle 
divisions of a discourse" (212). 
Genung's contributions are several: 
(I) He helps to popularize Bain's conviction that the paragraph 
is a legitimate theoretical entity worthy of study and whose 
form must be mastered by beginning writers. 
(2) He shifts the analogy by which the paragraph had been under-
stood. No longer was a paragraph seen as a 11subject/predi-
cate" relationship (Angus) but as a composition "writ 
small." 
(3) He furthers the cause of the topic sentence. 
(4) He begins the process of classifying paragraphs. The most 
"natural 11 paragraphs are known by their forms (amplifying 
and propositional), whereas the less significant types are 
known by their function (transitional and preliminary). 
Genung, though breaking with Bain's model of the sentence, goes 
far in adding the weight of precedent to Bain's principles. Both men 
are concerned, not with what writers need to know about the paragraph, 
but how to remedy the problems of student writers, especially the 
11 leaving [of] the topics of paragraphs indeterminate or too dif-
fusive" ( 195). These men begin the pedagogical approach because of a 
distrust of student writers and because they are more concerned with 
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problems of coherence, relevancy, logic ("Alexander 11 40 I) instead of 
wanting to make writers. Bain and Genung, instead of allowing a truly 
heuristic approach to writing, are content to give students algorithmic 
tasks that produce structurally sound, but contextless, academic prose 
which does little to reach students about the process of writing for 
real audiences and real purposes. 
This result of 11writing for the teacher" has plagued the peda-
gogical approach since its inception; however, few writers on the 
paragraph--and fewer teachers of writing--have wanted to tamper with 
Bain 's and Genung's prescriptions simply because the paragraph has 
always been taught with emphasis on topic sentences, their placement 1 
and the principles of unity and coherence. Also, the other two 
approaches--the rhetorical and the structural--are difficult to reduce 
to a set of rules, and as long as teachers approach writing as an 
algorithmic task, they will continually seek out methods that present 
clear cut paths to the goal of producing prose which gives the sem-
blance of an educated writer, even though the thoughts or ideas 
expressed in the writing is untutored. Ironically, one of Bain's and 
Genung's concerns is students' writing being pointless; yet, the 
pedagogical approach, which they developed and which lasts simply 
because of the weight of history, assures that students' writing 
remains pointless, for students learn the "rules" of paragraph-making 
in arid paragraph exercises, and they are rarely led to the "fertile" 
land of thought--lvhich is at the center rhetoric and rhetorical 
instruction. 
Barrett Wendell 
In 1891, Barrett Wendell added to the growing precedent of the 
pedagogical paragraph with a collection of eight lectures, which he 
had prepared for the Lowell Institute, titled English .Composi.tio_n. 
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When he comes to his discussion of the paragraph, he immediately takes 
issue with definitions of the paragraph, such as Genung's, which liken 
the paragraph to "a whole composition in miniature" or which simply say 
a paragraph is "a connected series of sentences constituting the devel-
opment of a single topic" (I 19). He returns to Angus 1 model of the 
sentence for his understanding of the paragraph: "The principles t.Jhich 
govern the composition of sentences are the same \'Thich govern the com-
position of sentences 
paragraphs" (I !7). 
the same which govern the composition of 
Beyond his shifting of the model of the paragraph from the essay 
back to the sentence, Hendel!' s rhetoric of the paragraph presents two 
changes: one change deals vith what Wendell calls "prevision" and the 
second reduces Bain's six principles of the paragraph, by combining 
several, to a more manageable list of three principles. 
Wendell's "prevision" grm~s from an apparent affinity Hith Bain's 
assertion that the paragraph was the logical unit bett·1een sentences 
and the composition as a whole. This affinity is evident when he 
makes this assertion: "Words and sentences are subject to revision; 
paragraphs and whole compositions are subjects of prevision" ( 118). 
By "prevision" Wendell means paragraphs and compositions must be 
planned, consciously and thoroughly, and that the plan is accomplished 
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by the writer's sitting down with a sheet of paper and a pen and 
"prudently [writing] down a scheme of the work he wishes to execute, 
phrased in as many independent sentences as he would ultimately have 
paragraphs in his composition; and in filling out this scheme he may 
wisely confine each of his paragraphs to one of the aspects of his 
subject which he has provisionally phrased in a single sentence" ( 126). 
With prevision, .~~endell adds more weight to the pedagogical approach 
by convincing students that essays are built--not from the top down--
but by laboriously developing isolated paragraphs which, when added 
together, will make an essay. Wendell's prevision assumes that the 
whole is equal to the sum of the parts and his prevision, or sentence 
outline, where a sentence from the outline becomes the 1'subject sen-
tence" for each of the paragraphs of the composition, reveals this 
questionable assumption. 
His rationale for establishing "prevision" is twofold: first, 
he makes it clear that without a plan the writer courts disaster: 
"To pause in the course of work, wondering whether we are on the right 
course, is most certainly a blunder" ( 115). Second, he argues that 
since the paragraph fills the gap between the sentence and the whole 
composition, a writer must be careful not to confuse the paragraph's 
function with what precedes or follm~s it in the hierarchy. He warns 
that if "we break up discourse into needlessly small fragments •.. , 
[we are] confusing the function of the paragraph with that of the sen-
tence." On the other hand, "we may accord into a single unit of corn-
position incongrous matters •.• , confusing the function of the 
paragraph with that of the whole composition" ( 125). 
Though this issue about the true function of the paragraph sug-
gests Wendell's functional interest, he never clarifies for his 
students what he believes that true function to be. The best that 
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be gleaned from his statements in English Composition is that the func-
tion of the paragraph relates in some manner to style, for he writes, 
"the words in which I have stated [the paragraph's principles] sound 
dangerously like absolute values of style" ( 146). Thus, whereas the 
paragraph seemed the bridge between style and invention for Genung, 
Wendell comes dmvn, hesitatingly perhaps, on the paragraph as having 
a stylistic function. 
When Wendell sets forth his four principles of the paragraph, 
understands how the paragraph 1 s stylistic function, from Wendell 1 s 
point of reference, can be realized. The first principle is unity, 
which can be measured "when you can state [the paragraph's] substance 
in a single sentence; otherwise [the paragraph] is very apt to lack 
[unity] ( 124). The second principle Wendell calls mass or emphasis 
( 134). Simply, effective paragraphs must have adequate details to be 
effective. Wendell's discussion of emphasis sets the stage for the 
third principle: due proportion. Here, Wendell encourages careful 
selection to assure that sentences follow one another in such a manner 
to assure that the "eye naturally lingers" at the appropriate places 
of the discourse ( 119). Also, due proportion further encourages the 
role of prevision, for due proportion be understood only when the 
writer has established the scheme for the composition along the right 
course. And lastly, the fourth principle t>1hich comes from due proportion 
and the activity of prevision is coherence which assures that 11 the 
relationship [of one sentence to another] is understandable" ( 134). 
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Wendell's principles of the paragraph and the establishment of 
prevision as an essential part of preparing a composition shape 
1o1riting instruction into the t\olentieth century. The four principles 
are easier to present than Bain's 1>ix (though the four will eventually 
be reduced to three: Unity, Coherence, and Mass). 
Prevision, sentence outline, reveals a connection of the para-
graph to the whole which Bain and Genung refused to develop adequately. 
Yet Wendell's assumption that isolated paragraphs could be added 
together to make a complete essay is, at best, misguided. This 
bottom-up approach simply does not fit to,~ith what Hriters report in 
terms of their writing processes. However, this bottom-up approach 
cL!n to,~ork in a pedagogical context where the instructors doubt the cog-
nitive skills of their students and to,~here instructors depend on algo-
rithmic tasks instead of heuristic ones. Thus Hendell presents 
teachers of writing t<Jith another method for teaching unlettered 
students about writing. His system preserves Bain's and Genung's 
emphasis on principles and "subject sentences" then moves beyond the 
isolated paragraphs that Bain and Genung emphasize to show that these 
paragraphs 1 when added together, do make a Hhole neither greater than 
less than the sum of its parts. 
Nowhere does Wendell suggest the other approaches--structural 
rhetorical. He has bought Bain's pedagogical approach completely; 
therefore, no other approaches can exist. Wendell's prevision 
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suggests the structural approach by implying that paragraphs are units 
of invention; however, his scheme is far too rigid. His prevision 
suggests a vestige of rhetorical paragraphing--even to the point .of 
allowing paragraphs to be an element of style, yet his prevision 
insists too much on an absolute value of the paragraph to truly allow 
for the rhetorical paragraph, which is too plastic to be an absolute. 
Scott and Denny 
In the same year, but some months after Wendell's text, Fred Scott 
and Joseph Denny published an expanded version of their pamphlet on the 
paragraph. This new and larger version was simply titled Paragraph 
Writing. Scott and Denny make clear their purposes in the preface: 
11 to make the paragraph the basis of a method of composition [and] to 
present all the important facts of rhetoric in their application to the 
paragraph" (iii). As they begin to make their case for the paragraph 
as a method of composition, Scott and Denny acknowledge Bain's influ-
ence by asserting that writing presupposes three units of discourse: 
the sentence, the paragraph and the essay or whole composition (iv). 
However, after making this acknowledgment, Scott and Denny ask a 
question that no other writer up to their time had considered: "Which 
of these three lunits of discourse] is best adapted, psychologically 
and pedagogically, to the [instruction of students]?" They argue 
against the sentence as the basis for instruction in writing because 
it is inadequate for 1.J'endell's notion of prevision. They concede that 
the essay as the whole "is theoretically the more proper unit of 
discourse" for students to study if they want to learn writing. Yet 
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Scott and Denny counter this position by asking, "But is [the essay 
as a whole] always [the best] in practice? Is it not true that for 
students at a certain stage of their progress the essay is too complex 
and too cumbersome to be appreciated as a whole?" They support what, 
by now, is the obvious solution to their dilemma by pointing out: 
If students who have written essays for years have 
with all their labor developed but a feeble sense 
for structural unity, may this reason not lie in the 
fact that the unit of discourse employed has been 
large and so complex that it could not be grasped 
with a single effort of the mind? (v) 
Of course, the only solution to the problem of the essay's being 
11 too large and too complex" a unit of discourse for classroom use is 
to consider the next smaller unit; 'hus the paragraph became the focus 
of composition instruction simply because it was manageable enough for 
students to learn the principles of rhetoric. 
Scott and Denny make their case for the paragraph in this manner: 
(I) The paragraph, Barrett Wendell notwithstanding, is practi-
cally identical l'lith the essay and "exemplifies indentical 
principles in structure." 
(2) The principles, when observed in a paragraph, are "in small 
and convenient compass so that they are appreciable by the 
beginner." 
(3) Isolated paragraphs allow for more writing; the student "can 
write more paragraphs than he can write essays ••• ; hence 
the character of the work may be made for him more varied, 
progressive, and interesting." 
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(4) Since "the bugaboo of the teaching of rhetoric. is the cor-
recting of essays [and] since the student, within the limits 
of the paragraph, makes the same errors t·1hich he commits in 
the writing of a longer composition, .•• the written work 
may profitably be shortened from essays to paragraphs." 
(5) Again, because of the more practical length of the paragraph, 
students can be encouraged to rewrite their tvork "from begin-
ning to end, and most important of all, t,;then completed [the 
revised paragraph] is not too long for the teacher to read 
and criticize in the presence of the class" (vi). 
(6) The unique position of the paragraph between the sentence 
and the essay makes it "a natural introduction to work of a 
more difficult character, 11 
Having presented their evidence as to why the paragraph ought to 
be the basis of instruction in composition, Scott and Denny move into 
their text proper and establish the model for the paragraph ( an essay 
in miniature) and set down their "general laws" of the paragraph: 
unity, selection, proportion, sequence, and variety (4). After 
expounding on the general laws, Scott and Denny turn to the form of 
the paragraph and tell their students that the subject of the para-
graph 11 is usually expressed definitely and unmistakeably in one of the 
sentences of the paragraph, called the topic sentence11 (21). Then 
Scott and Denny show their students where the topic sentence can be 
placed: either first, first and last, or last--the same locations Angus 
pointed out in Handbook of the English Tongue some thirty years 
earlier. 
Scott and Denny's little book looms large in influencing the way 
composition has been taught over the past one hundred years. Their 
rationale for limiting beginning writers to the length or scope of 
the paragraph has become axiomatic. They further the cause for the 
term, "topic sentence. 11 They point out a crucial aspect of writing 
instruction that is taken as 3iven today: students must write and 
re-write if they are going to master the principles of composition. 
They unapologetically voice the complaint most teachers have when 
'O'Valuating students' work--correcting students' errors. This 
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last concern about students' errors comes from two assumptions shared 
by..._ .in and all the others: students are unlettered and, therefore, 
make errors ~~hich must be corrected if their 1~riting is to appear the 
work of an educated person and errors (both usage errors and paragraph 
faults) are easier to correct than larger compositional concerns. 
After all, the goal of ~1riting instruction implicit in the works of 
these early writers and explicit among many \~riting teachers today is 
to assure continuity in the prestige use of English, and not, neces-
sarily, to make efficient and effective writers. 
But Scott and Denny also deserve attention because the~r book 
begins a process, which Ed\~in Herbert Lewis is to complete in 1894 
when his dissertation, The History of the English Paragraph, is pub-
lished. This process is the synthesizing of the accumulated lore of 
the paragraph and putting it into one place. Scott and Denny's 
Paragraph Writing does this job by furthering Bain's six principles 
(thol'p,h r<?~Hcecl tc fJ.v<>. hy Scott .?f!<: o~rm~·), hv recO:-t"leric!j.nr: l!enc~eli~s 
prevision, by choosing McElroy's term--"topic sentence," and by 
endorsing Angus's three locations for the topic sentence. By doing 
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all of this, Scott and Denny's book establishes that there will be an 
English paragraph tradition, the text codifies the pedagogical approach 
of Bain and Genung which essentially erradicates the other approaches 
to the paragraph, and it begins, though sketchy, to preserve the 
history of the paragraph. 
Thus, Scott and Denny's Paragraph Writing stands at the end of 
the century, looking back at how the pedagogical approach to the para-
graph had supplanted the other two approaches and become the basis for 
writing instruction. Instructors lecture the students on the form of 
the paragraph: what does a paragraph look like--topic sentence + 
development--(McElroy 214) and what are the types of paragraphs: 
propositional, amplyfying, preliminary, and transitional (Practical 
210-11). Students are told that the paragraph is a natural unit of 
discourse which fits into a heirarchy--words to sentences to para-
graphs to essays (Bain 142). The students, however, may be confused 
by the shifting models: is the paragraph to the sentence the way the 
sentence is to the word (Wendell 119), or is the paragraph " . • . in 
fact a whole composition in miniature" (McElroy 196)? Another point of 
confusion may arise when students look to the rhetorical office of the 
paragraph--does it belong to style, as Bain claims or to invention? 
All of these points of contention are only minor annoyances. 
Students are busily reading isolated paragraphs which illustrate the 
principles of a good paragraph--unity, mass, coherence (~228-29) 
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and then ~1riting isolated paragraphs. Instructors are marking the 
students' errors in the paragraphs, returning them to the students 
(perhaps after reading the paragraphs aloud to the class), and the 
students are re-~V"riting their paragraphs. This method of teaching 
writing is the only method found in textbooks and in most classrooms 
at the end of the nineteenth century. And Scott and Denny's Paragraph 
Writing reflects this pedagogy, even though some of the principles are 
ill-founded and the theoretical premise is questionable. The weight 
of precedent is sufficient reason for the pedagogy to exist. 
EdHin Herbert Lewis 
Also in 1894, the same year Paragraph Writing was published, 
a dissertation 'Has submitted to the faculty at the University of 
Chicago by Edwin Herbert Let<.~ is, The History of the English Paragraph. 
Though not as widely read as Bain's t~..:ro volumes of English Composition 
and Rhetoric nor reprinted as many times as Murray's two volumns of 
An English Grammar 5 , Let<.~ is' single volume is the only worlt from either 
the nineteenth or the twentieth century that seeks to loolt at the 
complete history of the paragraph in t~w ways: (I) ~.,.here did it come 
from and why and (2) hoH do Hriters use the paragraph, instead of how 
the paragraph should be used. 
Lewis begins where else had, looking at ~ ... here the para-
graph started. In his preface, he writes: 
Historically considered, the t-~ord paragraph means 
(a) .a marginal character or note employed to direct 
the attention to sorae part of the text; (b) a charac-
ter similar to (a), but placed in the text itself; 
(c) the division of discourse introduced by a 
paragraph mark or by indent at ion, and extending 
to the next paragraph mark or the next indentation; 
(d) the rhetorical paragraph, that is, (c) developed 
to a structural Llnit capable of organic internal 
arrangement. (5) 
Thus, in a somewhat cumbersome--but, nevertheless, thorough--
manner, Letds sums up the history of the paragraph as it had come to 
him. He looks first to the function of the paragraph which is to 
focus the reader's attention. Next, he considers the proto-
theoretical work of Bain. And lastly he indicates the most recent 
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of the paragraph, the pedagogical paragraph, as a model for instruction 
in producing larger forms of discourse t-~hich unlettered students 
incapable of mastering. Thus Lewis, after all the other \"riters have 
dismissed them, attempts to preserve the two other approaches to the 
paragraph--the rhetorical and the structural--as well as indicate what 
neH approach had supplanted them. 
The first chapter of Lewis' dissertation offers a historical 
survey of the mechanical marks found in manuscripts which indicate 
paragraph breaks. He looks at ancient Greek manuscripts, such as 
Res Gestae Divi Augusti, as well as modern works, such as the eigh-
teenth century De Prima Scribendi Origine, to show how the mechanical 
marks have evolved. Lewis even argues, for t\"O pages, that the 
"so-called section marl< l§], ... is developed, not from the ganuna, 
but from the old P .... '' ( 15 and 17). 
In Chapter II, Lewis reviews the proto-theoretical developments 
of the paragraph. He asserts, "Until 1866, when Bain published his 
Manual of English Composition and Rhetoric, the paragraph as a 
structural unit had received from writers on rhetoric no serious 
attention" (20). He turns to the significant writers on the para-
graph--Angus, D.J. Hill, John McElroy, Wendell, and so on--and groups 
them based on whether a writer claimed the paragraph tv-as more like 
a sentence or more like an essay. After this classification, Lewis 
adds, "All the definitions thus far given [by these men] were framed 
primarily for purposes of pedagor;y" :22), Lewis wants to clarify the 
muddled theoretical issues and the pedagogical methods. Though Lewis 
does little to contribute to the theory of the paragraph, he does 
insist that the lore which has come to him is theoretically vague and 
more concerned with teaching methodology than a clear theory. 
What Lewis does accomplish--in terms of theory--is to guard 
against the disappearance of the two other approaches to the para-
graph which are ignored by all the others, from Bain to Scott and 
Denny. Lel·1is writes: 
It hardly need be said that one of the trials of 
the teacher is this ,--that when a young mind is told 
to make paragraphs it begins to paragraph each sen-
tence. It proceeds by Hhat might be called impartial 
analysis, failing to distinguish the larger stadia of 
the thought from the smaller. (22) 
This ol>::ervation contradicts what the other writers have devel-
oped. Le1<1is wants to show that students have some sense of the 
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rhetorical and the structural approaches; hO\'Iever, they are unschooled 
in the essential difference of the two. Thus, beginning writers 
"impartially analyze" their writing and confuse the larger stadia, 
structural paragraph blocs, lVith rhetorical paragraphing. 
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Lewis does not recommend the same remedy as those who preceded 
him. He apparently recognizes the flaws in the pedaeogical approach 
and his overvieto~ of the history of the paragraph demonstrates that the 
pedagogical approach is some hybrid--it simply does not appear in real 
writing. However, Leto,~is' voice is small when compared to the weight 
of precedent, instead of conceding that students are simply untutored 
in the ~1riting process, the assumptions shared by Bain and hjs dis-
ciples are that students are deficient and need to be remediated. This 
assumed "deficiency" leads the textbook writers at the end of the 
nineteenth century--as t•1ell as in the tto~entieth--to believe that 
writing a full essay is simply beyond the capabilities of their 
students. Instead of addressing the possibility of different reasons 
for paragraphing, textbook writers are content to maintain the tradi-
tiona! lore and to perpetuate the notion that students are simply "too 
dumb" to deal uith t-.rriting instruction that is more than simple rulP.s 
and prescript ions. 
After acknmo~ledging the shaky theory of the paragraph and maldng 
attempt to preserve the structural and rhetorical approaches, Lct-.ris 
presents in Chapter III the methodology for his diachronic study of 
the paragraph: a careful analysis of paragraph length and sentence 
length. His reason for selecting these two points of reference is 
explicit: 
He are not sanguine at the start that a unit so 
subject to the Nill of the \·1riter as the paragraph 
apparently is, can be expected to shot<~ close rhythmical 
constancy . . . . Ne arrange [our] investigation in 
list form, o • • o The name of the author is first 
given, then the number of paragraphs counted • o o ; 
following this comes the average length of the para-
graph in lYords . • . ; then the average paragraph 
length in sentences; then the average number of words 
in the sentence. (34) 
Clearly, Lewis' methodology concedes the rhetorical approach to 
the paragraph, for when he asserts that the unit of the paragraph is 
"subject to the l'1ill of the l'lriter," he must surely have had in mind 
the actual process of indentation. He tells his readers that he will 
trace tv-hat appears within the bounds of indentation through seventy-
three "English prosaists 11 from Milton's "Areopagitica11 and Hobbes' 
Leviathan to Dickens 1 Old Curiosity Shop and a letter by Abraham 
Lincoln. 
His analysis confirms his intuition concerning the evolution of 
the English paragraph, " o great changes in the structure of our 
prose have tal<en place within the paragraph," yet these changes have 
not, in "four hundred years, materially affected the length of the 
pat·agraph. Probably no reputable English writer who wrote para-
graphs at all has risen above an average of seven hundred ,.,.ords, nor 
has any fallen below fifty [words]" (37) o One such structural change 
he points to is that even though the length, in terms of words per 
paragraph, is about the same over four hundred years, 11 the number of 
sentences per paragraph Hill [have increased] more than one hundred 
percent in three hundred years 11 (42). 
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After making this observation about the changes in the paragraph, 
he begins his analysis on ,.,.hy change occurred: "Evidently there has 
been from the earliest days of our prose a unit of invention much 
larger than the modern sentence, and ah.,.ays separated in the mind of 
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the writer from the sentence unit, of whatever length: (43). In making 
this statement, Lewis seems to be corroborating through his "empirical 
investigation" what Bain had claimed: the paragraph is the logical 
unit of discourse that lies between the sentence and the essay as a 
whole. However, he s~ems to take issue with Bain over the office of 
the paragraph: Bain had placed the paragraph in style; Lewis, however, 
is aware of the dual approaches of the paragraph. And when he places 
the paragraph under invention in Chapter III, he means the structural 
approach or paragraph bloc, which he--and Paul Rodgers--calls "stadia." 
The fourth chapter briefly covers "recent investigations" of the 
prose form. Basically, this chapter allows Lewis a chance to 
re-define some terms he had found problematic (oral style, aggregating 
style, redintegrating) and to make predictions about the "future style 11 
t<1hich "is likely to be yet more informal and easy than the best exam-
ples ... now extant 11 (62). After the close of Chapter IV, the rest 
of the dissertation, save the concluding chapter which summarizes all 
the preceding chapters, breaks English prose into historical periods 
and then analyzes representative prose t<1orks in terms of paragraph 
length, sentence length, and use of connectives (conjunctions). 
Edto1in Herbert Lewis 1 The History of the English Paragraph, 
though not influential, serves a pivotal role in the development of 
the paragraph tradition. First 1 he condenses massive worlts such 
Scott and Denny, and less influential works, such as Carpenter 1 s 
Exercises in Rhetoric and Composition ( 1893), John Earle 1 s English 
Prose ( 1690) 1 tofilliam Minto's Manual of English Prose ( 1892), and 
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L.A. Sherman's Analysis of Literature (1893). Besides compiling a 
great deal of the history of the paragraph, Letvis prefigures contem-
porary quan.':.itative analyses of prose when be counts words per sen-
tence and sentences per paragraph. Implicitly in his counting and 
explicitly in his discussions in Chapter IV, Lewis addresses the 
importance of a text's readability. He talks about l'Jriting as a 
process of discovering what a ~.;rriter tvants to say. He accurately 
predicts what the dominant prose style of this half of the twentieth 
century will be. He insists on a clear distinction between the theory 
of the paragraph and its pedagogy. He recognizes that the paragraph 
t•JOrlts in two ways: stylistically in the act of rhetorical paragraphing 
and structurally t·rithin the "stadia" or thought blocs. 
Letvis' tvorl< in History stands in marked contrast to Scott and 
Denny's Paragraph l-1riting. Scott and Denny are able to synthesize 
what has come before them and to endorse the pedagogical approach. 
Letvis, on the other hand, also synthesizes, but instead of being 
content to hold the line on tvhat the current trend is, Lewis attempts 
to break with the weight of precedent and show its limitation and 
oversights. Though few seem to have looked to LetV'is' work, it stands, 
poised at the end of the nineteenth century, and unlike Scott and Denny 
who lool< backward, Lewis is steadfastly pointing out new directions 
for the future. 
C. J. Thompson 
From Lewis' A History of the English Paragraph in 1894, no 
substantive commentary can be found about the paragraph until 1916 
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when C. J. Thompson's essay, "Thought-Building in the Paragraph, 11 is 
published in the English Journal 6. Thompson's essay requires attention 
because it seems to support Bain' s model of the sentence for the 
paragraph. Also, Thompson seems to acknowledge Wendell's notion of 
"prevision." Hm.,ever, Thompson tal<es from these nineteenth century 
lHiters only enough to keepl)im as a part of their tradition. He adds 
his 011n thoughts and shot-Is that he and the para~raph have moved into 
the twentieth century. 
His essay begins straight from the nineteenth century pedagogical 
approach: a thought is like a sentence and consists of tlw parts: 11 the 
grarnm.at ical subject . and the assertion, the particular thing 
said about the subject" ( 6 1 I) . He mentions this sentence ana logy to 
further a point he atteT'lpts earlier in the essay, 11A topic ... is 
always a thought; the development of it, a paragraph" (610). Thus, 
Thompson seems to ~"ant the reader to make the same theoretical 
tion that most of those in the nineteenth century made--the "subject-
predicate" relationship at the sentence level is mirrored by the "topic 
sentence-development'' relationship at the paragraph level. 
The second part of his essay presents five points that the 
students need to address if they are to be led into a "self-cultiva-
tion of English": 
(I) Students must first "formulate a working thought .... " 
(2) They must "call to mind and tabulate all the ideas, thoughts, 
facts, experiences, illustrations, analogies ... that 
relate to the central purpose ...• 11 
(3) Student tvriters should "examine the materials in the light 
of a common element ... in order to secure unity." 
(4) The students should "choose only the best materials . 
(5) After "having determined what method of paragraph is best 
suited to the materials and the purpose, [the students 
should] set forth the tiorking thought in terms of a fit-
ting topic statement" (610-!J). 
These recommend at ions appear to echo Wende 11 1 s assertions on 
prevision and Scott and Denny's prescriptions about the topic sen-
tence's development and location. Yet by the end of the essay, 
Thompson writes, "Let it not be understood thct the pupil is al1.,rays 
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to beein his paragraph 1vith a topic statement, or that it is necessary 
for him to incorporate it bodily anyHhere. It HOuld be, of course, too 
mechanical and would shaH the pupil to be sadly lacking in resource-
fulness" (617). 
Thompson's essay, though certainly not influential, does break 
significantly with the paragraph tradition he inherited from the 
previous century. Thoup,h he is atoJare of the pedagogical paradigm of 
the paragraph (topic sentences that come from a sentence outline 
during "prevision"), he acknowledp,es that this approach is mechanical 
and does not lead to prose that teachers ~wuld value. Thompson 
suggests that writing is a growth process. He points to three stages 
in the grmo,~th of a writer: imitation (both of professional models and 
drills in class), suggestion, and originality (612). Lastly, Thompson 
places himself on the invention side of the "office-of-the-paragraph" 
debate. The title of the essay, "thought-building," indicates 
Thompson's conviction that the paragraph is the locus for discovery, 
not style. And he implicitly breaks the algorithmic mold of the 
nineteenth century tradition by suggesting originality as a 'Hay for 
student writers to grow and by describing in his five steps a 
heuristic task. He does not prescribe placement of topic sentences; 
Thompso~ encourages tHiting that is truly discovery, writing that is 
greater than the sum of its paragraph parts. And these shifts 
in marked contrast to Bain, Genung, and Scott and Denny. 
Hanly and Rickert 
In Jg20, John Manly and Edith Rickert published a c.omposition 
text, The Writing of English. It saw several editions 7 , and their 
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instruction on the paragraph seems to echo some of the notions evident 
in Thompson. They, like Thompson, acknmvledge their debt to Bain by 
agreeing that the sentence is the best 1vay to understand the structure 
of the paragraph (82) and that the paragraph must be a unit of dis-
because it is "the next larger unit" of discourse above the 
level of the sentence. 
But after making these nods to the nineteenth century tradition, 
Manly and Rickert go further than Thompson's claims that topic sen-
tences make for mechanical Hriting. First, they 1-1ant their students to 
knm1 that a paragraph can be understood in tHo ways: "Externally, as a 
component part of an organized piece of tvriting . . . [ancl] inter-
nally, as in itself an organization of which the component parts are 
sentences." This ttvo-leveled vie"' of the paragraph is unique to 
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Manly and Rickert at this time in the evolution of the English 
paragraph and seer.1s to acknmvledge, far more explicitly than Let-lis, 
the existence of the rhetorical and and the structural approaches to 
the paragraph. Bain and Genung are content to look only at isolated 
paragraphs. Scott and Denny argue that isolated paracraphs are the 
only practical to~ay to teach t\lriting. Hendel! only allows for para-
graphs as they add together to make a whole composition. But Manly 
and Rickert make it clear from the beginning that the paragraph must 
be considered as a component of something beyond itself, •Nhile at the 
time exhibiting some internal structure of its m..m which demands 
that the paragraph be marked off in some manner. Thus, Manly and 
Rickert describe the structural and the rhetorical paragraph. 
They do echo Bain: "In a short piece of \'1riting ... each para-
graph t..rould usually contain all that is said about main section 
or phase of the subject" 8 • HoNever, they Nill not let their students 
lose sight of the dual role of the paragraph. They add, "But in a 
longer, more complex composition, this simple relationship does not 
answer" (83). Then, Nanly and Rickert end their sub-section on orga-
nization by reminding the students, "the point to be remembered now 
is that any piece of t"riting, considered as a unit, should consist of 
a series, or a series of clusters, of organically related paragraphs" 
(84). Where Thompson cautions about t"riting tvhich may sound too 
mechanical, Manley and Rickert continue the thought by pointing to 
"organic" relationship bett.;reen paragraphs. And this relationship 
exists bett.;reen paragraphs, not just Hithin the paragraph as Bain 
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asserts9 • After covering the paragraph's organization, Manly and 
Rickert have to address the question many students ask today: hmv long 
should the paragraph be? Letvis had determined that the length should 
be no less than fifty words and no more than seven hundred (37). In 
The Hriting of English, Manly and Rickert make a more practical assess-
ment of the issue: 11What is the effect upon your mind of looking at 
ttvo pages of print in which not single paragraph indention 
appears? A paragraph that extends over two or more pages of printed 
matter, although it may be perfectly unified in thought, will involve 
a great strain upon the attention of the reader 11 (85). McElroy, in 
The Structure of English Prose ( 1895), cautions writers about "method" 
in a similar vein--" •.. a want of method embarrasses [the reader] 
by unnecessarily taxing his attention" (215). However, McElroy's 
concern is with having clearly defined form, a topic sentence and 
development. Manly and Rickert are not concerned with form, but 1Y'ith 
the appearance of the printed page and how the overall appearance on 
the page makes the whole clearer and more readable. Clearly, Manly 
and Rickert are describing for their students the rhetorical approach 
to the paragraph which contrasts with the pedagogical approach iliherent 
in McElroy's caution. 
t.Jhen it comes to prescriptions about length, Manly and Rickert 
are a bit less dogmatic than actual ~.,.ord counts pointed out by LetoJis: 
"[For] the 1-1riter who habitually thinks in long paragraphs • , . it 
is a good rule to have usually at least one paragraph indention on each 
page of manuscript" (85). Of course, Manly and Rickert have advice 
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for those whose paragraphs include only t~'llo or three sentences: "For 
him a good rule is not to allaH more than two or three paragraphs on 
a page" (86). 
The third section of Hanly and Ricl(ert's discussion of the para-
graph looks to the paragraph's internal organization. This section is 
the most provocative for several reasons. First, its location at the 
end of the paragraph discussion indicates that internal organi:>.ation 
is not a primary concern; indeed, Manly and Rickert's position all 
alone has been to see the paragraph as part of a larger ;..rhole. Thus 
internal structure, though effective, is not the crucial focus, Hhich 
contrasts Hith the nineteenth century pedagogical approach. Secondly, 
they point out the fanction of the internal organization is 11PJ.OVement.n 
By Movement, they mean that the "thought must progress from the first 
sentence to the last; the reader must feel that he is goinp, forward, 
not round and round in a circle. It is not enough merely to tie 
together a group of sentences all relating to the same topic; they must 
be plact:!d so that each makes a definite advance toHard a goal that the 
writer has in mind from the beginning" (87£). Manly and Rickert, in 
setting forth their idea of motion as the organizing principle in a 
paragraph, avoid the traditional points of mass (development), propor-
!0 
tion, and arrangement (unity) . Instead, they suggest something far 
more difficult to address theoretically or pedagogically but t..rhich 
more truly reflects hoN readers read. If the paragraph does not build 
a sense of expectation, and then fulfill the expectation, the paragraph 
simply isn't readable--regardless of its having mass, proportion or 
unity II. 
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Though Manly and Rickert acknowledge the topic sentence in their 
section on internal organization, it does not take precedence in the 
discussion the way it do.es with Scott and Denny or McElroy. They have 
only one paragraph where they concede that topic sentem ...... 3 may "make 
for clearness" (88). Their emphasi~:, however, is more on their notion 
of movement or progression which, they claim, "is to a considerable 
extent determined by the subject itself. 11 
After suggesting ways for analyzing the subject (whether concrete 
or abstract), they tell their students that "movel'lent, progress, 
. can be maintained by tt-Jo general methods: 
(I) You may arrange your details, examples, or repetitions in 
the order of c 1 imax • • • . 
(2) You may, •.• , zigzag by the use of comparison, whicM shmY"s 
analogy or contrast between the thought of a paragraph and 
another thought introduced into the paragraph .••• 11 (89). 
Either method--building to climax or "zigzagging" with 
comparison--assures that the reader moves through the para-
graph and from that individual paragraoh to the entire work. 
Manly and Rickert, in The Writing of English, break more clearly 
with the nineteenth century paragraph tradition than Thompson. Their 
chapter on the paragraph suggests an organic notion quite removed from 
the "organic paragraph 11 which is implicit in Bain and explicit in 
Scott and Denny 12 • Manly and Rickert 1 s notion of oreanic always 
keeps the whole composition in mind; whereas, Scott and Denny, A. D. 
Hepburn, and others only look for the organic quality in isolated 
paragraphs. 
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Manly and Rickert violate other "rules" of the paragraph: they 
dispense too quickly with the role of the topic sentence. Their advice 
on methods of development does not adequately reflect Wendell's pre-
vision. They are pleased to look at the paragraph as part of a larger 
unit. Though Bain and his followers start with the same premise that 
the paragraph fits into a hierarchy between the sentence and the essay, 
they never address how the paragraph interacts with the larger unit. 
Scott and Denny, as seen earlier, go so far as to argue that isolated 
paragraph instruction is more than enough for students to learn the 
full range of compositional skills; Manly and Rickert refute this 
notion of Scott and Denny. 
Herbert Wins low Smith 
As may be evident, Manly and Rickert's book posed problems. By 
1920, Hhen the first edition appeared, writing isolated paragraphs, as 
dictated in Paragraph Writing, was the heart of composition instruc-
tion. The topic sentence was embraced by writing teachers as 
technique to better students' writing skills. And in defense of these 
values, Herbert Winslow Smith mounted an attack against Manly and 
Rickert in his essay, "Concerning the Organizat.i_on of Paragraphs" 
( 1920). 
Smith attacks Manly and Rickert's approach to the paragraph as 
both "unusual" and "unorthodox" (390). He builds his challenge uoon 
Wendell's English Composition (1891). Smith is convinced by-~Jendell 
that the paragraph is "a matter of prevision." Smith goes on to 
insist that, 11 Instead of composing sentences as they come, the writer 
plans first a logical structure of thought. With this conception, 
the treatment of Manly and Rickert is not in accord" (390). 
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His evidence for blaming Manly and Rickert's treatment comes from 
Smith's experiences in the classroom. He points out that "it is no 
unforgivable sacrilege to blaspheme against the gospel according to 
Hendell." However, he tells the readers of the English Journal, 
let a class of secondary-school pupils only normally scatter-
brained try to learn paragraph structure by the method of Manly and 
Rickert, and you can hope for no better results than the following 
" (392). And, to support his challenge, Smith includes one 
isolated student paragraph \olhich is poorly organized. 
After presenting his counter example which he believes refutes 
Manly and Rickert, Smith continues his attack by question in~ the_i_r 
"presuppositions." The Writing of English, Smith contends, "pre-
supposes as already established a literary power of correlating ideas 
which is by no means instinctive, but must be developed by the teacher 
of composition" (393). Thus the role of teacher, from Smith's point 
of view, is far more complex than simply marking papers. The teacher's 
role is to develop certain analytical skills which are not "instinc-
tive" and which Wendell's prevision cultivates. 
Then, Smith launchees into some psychological considerations. 
The student, he claims, "does not think in one of three ways [Manly 
and Rickert's notions of details, examples, repetition] about any 
subject he is going to discuss. Instead, he follows the law of 
association of ideas--what [William] James calls the law of neural 
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habit" (393) 13 • After establishing this psychological "high ground," 
Smith continues with the implications of 11 association" and the function 
of education: "Education consists largely of liberating thought from 
such complete subservience to the accident of two experiences having 
occurred together . . . • " 
Manly and Rickert's book, Smith asserts, is to blame for not 
offering "any other adequate check against vauge, purposeless think-
ing." Thus, he recommends: 
Tie students down to a topic sentence in the old 
fashioned sense of a simple proposition that every 
statement to appear in the theme must directly or 
indirectly either explain or prove. Require them to 
indicate by the appropriate conjunctive expression 
the exact relation of main head to subhead. Require 
them to correlate all this material before they even 
consider the question of presentation to another 
mind ... (398) 
Smith assures his audience that by following his method, " 
and in that way only, have most of us found that the vagrant mind of 
adolescence can be held to the task at hand." 
Smith concludes his criticism of Manly and Rickert by pointing out 
the burden composition teachers must shoulder. He claims that English 
composition is central to the secondary curriculum because of "its 
value in making a child extend to the whole field of all his experi-
ence the principles of orderly thinking" (400). TMis trust thrust upon 
the composition teacher is betrayed, according to Smith, if English 
composition teachers do not try their utmost "to convert fumbl~-
witted boys and girls into rational men and Homen." With the rigid 
or "ponderousn method of paragraph organization recommended by Smith, 
teachers can accomplish this goal of training rational men and women 
and avoid Manly and Rickert's method which 11 tends to substitute, 
instead of organized unity, a vague and specious fluency." 
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Smith 1 s essay, certainly strident in tone. and Manly and Rickert's 
chapter on the paragraph indicate subtle but important shifts from the 
nineteenth century paragraph tradition, Smith's last sentence broaches 
the issue of fluency--the ability to put words on a page. No one in 
the previous century considered the role of fluency as they were 
writing about the paragraph. Both Manly and Rickert's book and Smith's 
essay seem to place the paragraph under invention--a growing trend 
early in the twentieth century and a marked contrast to the earlier 
writers who salV the paragraph as an aspect for style, Perhaps the key 
difference between Smith and Manly and Rickert is their attitude toward 
the student. Smith's diction--scatter-brained~ fumble-witted~ 
vagrant--seems to tie him to Scott and Denny's position that students 
simply cannot deal with the complexities of producing a whole essay. 
Manly and Rickert and C. J. Thompson do not seem to have this distrust 
of the students' abilities. These writers feel, rightly or wronp,ly, 
that writing can be presented in such a way "that [the students] 
should master [the principles of writing] naturally; . 
(Thompson 610). 
Leon Mones 
Though subtle, all of these early twentieth century works--
The Writing of English, Thompson's essay, and--to some extent--Smith's 
essay--reflect a drift from some of the essential elements of the 
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pedagogical approach to the paragraph and a reassertion of the struc-
tural and rhetorical approaches. But when Leon Mones published 
"Teaching the Paragraph" in 1923, the drift is no longer subtle. Mones 
recommends revolution. 
As to Bain and "the old school," Mones writes: 
The English teacher nurtured in the old school, 
nurtured in the Rhetorical sunshine of A. Bain, 
succeeded in teaching pages of rhetoric but not 
much l'lriting. [Bain] gave an abundance of atten-
tion to rules of writing and not enough to the 
habits of writing; he never realized that creative 
work precedes and frequently scorns critical work. 
He never succeeded in getting his students to write 
freely and naturally, but did succeed in creating an 
over-decorated kind of exotic and flowery jargon, known 
as "high-school English • 11 (456). 
Mones is not content to charge Bain with producing the language 
used in teaching "high-school English 11 ; he launches an attack that cuts 
to the core of Bain's claims about the paragraph: Bain "was diver-
gent , 11 according to Mones, 1¥"hen his instruction on writing should have 
been "convergent"; Bain insisted on being "analytic instead of syn-
thetic"; and in the most vicious charge Mones musters, Bain "taught 
from instead of !£. .... " (457). Mones expands this last charge and 
states unequivocably that Bain "never helped [his students] to find 
something to say by showing them that they had somtt.hing to say. 
Thought and ideas meant little to him. Rule and form and convention 
governed his microcosm." 
Mones 1 posit ion on the paragraph and its pedagogy is straight-
forward: 
The pupil has written a paragraph. Can he define 
topic sentence? Probably not, but he has one. Can 
he define unity? coherence? mass? selection? No! 
But has he violated them? Does he know that he 
developed the paragraph by the method of "giving 
particulars"? Why should he? The young student 
wants to learn writing, not metaphysics, He wants 
to form habits, not to tTiemorize definitions. Give 
him a thought, a vital thought, one which calls to 
him, "Here I am, complete me!" and he to~ill develop 
it in spite of his ignorance [of the modes of devel-
oping a paragraph]. (458) 
Thus, a 111riting teacher's task is to offer students those topics 
which are vital and which sugp,est the method of development. 
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At the end of his essay, Mones summarizes his position on writing 
and the paragraph in seven steps: 
(I) Offer to the students "a fundamental thought. 11 
(2) Allow the students to explore the thought "from many points 
of vie'"· 11 
(3) Let the students "clarify ... and unify" the thought 
through a class discussion or a conference with the teacher. 
(4) After clarifying and unifying, the students should introduce 
the thought they are considering with a sentence. 
(5) Assure the students that their outlines may "be simple" and 
just an "informal _lotting down of facts and ideas • 11 
(6) Give the students time to complete the thought in writing. 
(7) And lastly, criticize the students' ,.,.riting "with the 
employment of a minimum of tP.chnical, rhetorical nomen-
clature" (459). 
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Mones 1 essay markedly contrasts with the nineteenth century 
writers. First, he cares little, if at all, about the form of the para-
graph or its types. Yet, from Angus through Le(·1is, classifying and 
stressing the importance of paragraph structure has been an ever 
increasing concern. Mones disallows the vocabulary which the tradition 
had developed. Mones has unquestioning trust in the students' natural 
ability to discover the approapriate mode for developing a thought--if 
the thought is "vital." 
Mones 1 essay has to be considered (but rarely is) because he 
questions assumptions about the methods of teaching both the paragraph 
and writing. But even though his questions seem so basic, these ques-
tions are not considered, to any great extent, until the College Compo-
sition and Communication conference at Philadelphia in 1958, twenty-
five years after Mones' article. 
Charles ~fhitmore 
~!ones is not alone, however, in his questioning of the paragraph 
tradition, though he may have been the most outspoken. Also in 1923, 
Charles Whitmore's article, "A Doctrine of the Paragraph," challenges 
one of Bain's leading disciples, John Genung. Whitmore's essay looks 
to Genung's definition of the paragraph: "A paragraph is a connected 
series of sentences constituting the development of a single topic" 
(Practical 193). Whitmore asks his readers to consider what this 
definition suggests, "Such a definition leads us to infer that in any 
good paragraph the topic can readily be found, and that it will always 
be developed, that is unfolded or carried to a conclusion •• , 
(605). 
Whitmore then asks his readers to consider actual practice: "In 
actual practice, however, we soon discover that the topic is often 
nowhere expressed in the paragraph, and that, whether it is or not, 
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the main idea is often not 'developed' at all. Yet paragraphs to which 
both statements apply [no clearly evident topic and no thorough sense 
of development] may be good paragraphs, and serve their purposes 
excellently." Whitmore has uncovered a dilemma. Textboo!{S tell stu-
dents that their paragraphs must look a certain way, must have a spe-
cific form. But anyone who reads knows that there are excellently 
v1ritten paragraphs that do not fit the pedagogical model. HaN can this 
dilemMa be solved? 
Whitmore says that a good paragraph is one that does more than 
just reflect the prescribed form. The paragraph must be evaluated in 
terms of its function and one should avoid the fallacy that "differ-
in structure ultimately depend on differences of function° (610). 
Whitmore makes a provocative and explicit point which is ignored in 
the nineteenth century pedagogical lore of the paragraph and is 
implicit in Manly and Rickert's discussion of the organization of the 
paragraph. ~.Jriters have options and may, if they wish, use different 
forms, select from several options--and still accomplish the same job. 
And these options Whitmore points to are what we call the rhetorical 
and the structural approach to the paragraph. 
With this assumption about options in mind, Whitmore asks '"hat 
maltes a good paragraph, and he answers, "[it] is not the presence or 
absence of a statable topic, but the presence of a single motive, Hhich 
finds expression in different ways, according to the nature of the 
material, and which appears as a topic only in paragraphs of a more 
less intellectual cast" (609). 
Brooks and Warren 
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With Mones' and Whitmore's articles in 1923, work on the paragraph 
seems to disappear. No articles are published which deal with the 
paragraph in the manner that Thompson's or Mones' article does, nor do 
any new textbooks cause a stir the way Manly and Rickert 1 s did. Tl'lus, 
the pedagogical approach of Scott and Denny remains essentially intact. 
The nineteenth century tradition, though challenged, survives and 
marches through the twentieth century. 
The best example of how this nineteenth century tradition not 
only survived but flourished is in Brooks and Warren 1 s Modern Rhetoric 
( 1949). Because of the success of their Understanding Poetry, the two 
collaborated on this college composition text and the revielY'ers were 
nearly unanimous 14 in their praise: ''The text itself is an example 
of good writing," lauded D. A. Stauffer (21). W:illace Stegner 
responded to the text's "meticulous thoroughness and [its) excellence 
in illustrative matter" (5). Stegner's reviet-1 bestows on Modern 
Rhetoric what the author obviously believes to be his highest praise: 
"[Modern Rhetoric] is traditional as all good pedagogy is traditional." 
And in terms of the text 1 s overall organization and in terms of its 
comments on the paragraph, Brooks and Warren are surely in keeping wi.th 
the paragraph tradition that emerged at the end of the nineteenth 
century. Instead of looking to the twenties, as Stegner suggests, 
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Brooks and ·Harren return to the rhetorics and to the pedagogy of the 
paragraph of Bain, Genung, and Hendell. 
Stauffer's review points to tt\10 strengths in Modern Rhetoric: 
first it is a carefully selected anthology--both in its good exaMples 
and in its "invented or reproduced examples of ho1~ not to t.;rite" (21); 
and second, the argument of the text, "in a capsule," is that Nriting 
can only come from "thinldng straight." Both of these points echo 
significant developments of the nineteenth century rhetoric of the 
paragraph. 
The anthology aspect of Nodern Rhetoric comes from the work of 
Scott and Denny, McElroy, and Bain himself. All of these nineteenth 
century writers included exanples from the "prose masters. 11 Also, the 
notion that Stegner underscores: "To ~"rite Hell is not easy for tl-te 
simple reason that to write Hell you must think straight," recalls 
Barrett l·lendell's "prevision." 
Our interest here is what Brooks and Warren have to say about the 
paragraph. They place their discussion of the paragraph in Part 
Three--Special Problems of Discourse. The first "problems" the 
students find are sentences and paragraphs. After acknO\iledging that 
the smaller parts of the composition--the sentence and the paragraph--
"easier to deal with ... w'"len one keeps the larger architecture 
in view," Brooks and Warren add: 
Nevertheless, the smaller elements should be studied 
apart from the l-Jhole composition. As a unit of thought, 
for example, a paragraph has a certain structure, 
achieved through unity, coherence, and enphasis. (267) 
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Brooks and Warren point to the paragraph as d "unit of thought. 11 
Their assertion echoes many of those who shaped the pedagogical 
approach to the paragraph over fifty years before Brooks and Warren: 
J...ewis, in his History of the English Paragraph, asserts that the 
paragraph is a unit of thought; Genung 1 s Practical Elements points out 
that the paragraph is a "unit of invention" ( 194) or thought; and the 
values a "good paragraph 11 possesses--unity, coherence, and emphasis--
found, though not as succinctly, in Bain's six principles. 
Brooks and Warren continue by looking at the conventions of para-
graphing--indention or the actual punctuation points as described by 
Lewis, Then they add: 
For the reader this marking off of the whole compo-
sition into segments is a convenience, though not 
a strict necessity. A truly well-organized,well-
written piece of prose would presumably be no worse 
as a piece of prose if it l'lere printed with no para-
graph divisions whatsoever (268). 
In this comment, Brooks and Warren seem content to reject utterly 
the role of the rhetorical paragraph. After a brief discussion of 
paragraph length (use common sense to establish the proper length), 
Brooks and llarren move to their statements concerning the rhetorical 
office of the paragraph. 
They point out that the paragraph "undertakes to discuss one topic 
or one aspect of the topic." This assertion echoes Bain 1 s definition, 
11 a paragraph handles and exhausts a distinct topic" ( 142). This 
function .of the paragraph to exhaust or to discuss one topic is 
realized by the structure of the paragraph, which is a topic sentence 
that "states the central thought of the paragraph" (Broolcs and Warren 
269) and the development of the topic sentence. Again, Modern Rhetoric 
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reveals its indebtedness to the nineteenth century paragraph tradition, 
for this claim, notl.dthstanding the concerns of Manly and Rickert or 
Leon Mones, mirrors Scott and Denny's position on paragraph structure. 
In fact, after a brief example, Brooks and Harren continue by pointing 
out that the topic sentence may appear as the first or last sentence 
of the paragraph which are two of the three positions Angus notes as 
the location for his "one theme"--topic sentence--of the paragraph 
(40 I). 
The rest of the section on paragraph structure tells students how 
to develop their topic sentences--classification, co111parison and 
contrast, illustration, and so on. Thus, Brooks and Harren's para-
graph pedagogy--write a topic sentence and then develop it along 
specific lines or modes--was \>lritten in 1866 in John Angus' Handboolc 
of the English Tongue, yet it is certainly ironic that in 1949 (and 
again in the second edition in 1958) this pedagop,y is called t'lodern 
rhetoric I 
Brooks and Harren's Modern Rhetoric is important in this overview 
of the paragraph tradition, not because it breaks any ne\v ground, but 
because it simply does not. Nearly one hundred years after Angus, the 
essential nature of telling students how to produce paragraphs is 
unchanged. Brooks and Warren take 1Y'ithout question the theoretical 
claims that the paragraph is, indeed, a legitimate level of discourse 
perched bet\V"een the sentence and the \~hole essay. Brooks and \-Jarren 
quibble over the notion of implied topic sentences, but otherwise, 
their instruction ignores Manly and Ricl<ert, Leon Mones, and 
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C. J. Thompson. At this point, perhaps one needs to return to 
Stegner's unapologetic assertion about the pedaP,ogy in Modern Rhetoric: 
good pedagogy~ traditional. Ho~tever, as the not ion is 
considered, one must ask, "Can such a statement be accepted on its 
face?" 
The 1958 College Connunication and Conposition 
Conference on the Paragraph 
The ans\.,rer to this question can be found in a 1958 conference of 
college coMposition teachers. For 1958 not only satv a second edition 
of Nodern Rhetoric; it also sat·T an important conference at Philadel-
phia--The College Composition and Communication Conference on the 
Rhetoric of the Paragraph. The report from his conference starts Hith 
a provocative question: "How adequate, froz•l both the theoretical and 
practical viewpoints, are contemporary definitions of the paragraph 11 
( !9!). It is ironic that this question is being asked in the same 
year that hundreds of textbooks Here published--such as Modern 
Rhetoric--where no one seems to have considered the adequacy of the 
paragraph instruction. 
This irony is cor.1pounded '"hen another statement from. the Philadel-
phia conference is found: the consensus of those attending was that the 
paragraph 11 is not an isolated unit of thought, but is part of a 
larger structure, a larger conte:{t, and even a larger rhythm. 11 Thus, 
with this concensus, the conference reconnended that the study of the 
rhetoric of the paragraph should al~.,rays emphasize the whole composi-
tion and avoid such 11safe 11 methods as focusing on topic sentences and 
relying on isolated paragraphs ( 192). 
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Here, at the end of the 1950's, a trend finally makes itself 
evident. When one looks for information about the nature of the para-
grpah there are two distinct and, often, conflicting sources. On the 
one hand, professional conferences, such as ecce, and professional 
literature, such as the articles published in the 1920's in the 
English Journal, loot( critically at the nineteenth century English 
paragraph tradition and question the assumptions tvhich birthed the 
pedagogical approach to the paragraph. On the other hand, however, the 
masses of textbooks, exampled here by the successful Modern Rhetoric, 
readily embrace, without hesitation or question, this pedagogy of the 
paragraph, which is questionable at best. 
In 1958, then, this "schism'' between theory and practice 
complete. The reasons for this break come from a gro,.,ing understanding 
of the nature of language and discourse and a growing awareness that 
what the textbooks preach cannot be found in the real world of writing. 
This break is amply exemplified when the conclusions of the CCC confer-
ence are juxtaposed with the pedagogy in Modern Rhetoric. This break 
bet~1een theory and pedagogy, between professional and scholarly work 
and what is published in textbooks still exists today, thirty years 
after Philadelphia and Brooks and Warren. 
1958--Tt-Je Break BetlY"een Theory and Practice 
Because of this clear break in 1958 bett-1een theory and practice, 
the rest of this dissertation is organized as it is. Until 1958, 
theory and pedagogy developed alongside one another. Yet, in 1958, 
tY"hen CCC conference reaches its conclusion about the inadequacy of 
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paragraph instruction at the same time Modern Rhetoric is coming out in 
a second edition, the history of the paragraph significantly changed. 
Theory is discussed in professional journals; pedagogy continues, 
Hith only minor modifications, in the pedagogical approach as exampled 
in Brooks and Harren. Thus, the next t~,;ro chapters look at how the 
theory and the pedagogy evolved until 1958 and then traces hm.;r the two 
developed after 1958 independently of one another. 
At this point, however, before tracing the theory and the pedagogy 
of the paragraph, one issue should stand out about the history of the 
paragraph: much of vhat is taught today is found in the words of a fetv-
men in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. lfuy have so few 
affected so many, especially when one considers the obvious gap betw·een 
what is taught and what real writers produce'! The ans~1er is simple--
the \V"eight of historical precedent. Even though only a fe~V" wrote about 
the paragraph, they influenced others and established a tradition, 
which, questionable and even faulty, dominates instruction today 
because--"this is the way it's always been." 
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NOTES 
1Though the edition used here suggests that Angus and Bain were nearly 
contemporary, the Handbook of the English Tongue first appeared in 
1869. 
2Bain stands at a point of intersection in the history of psychology. 
Watson points out that his significance comes from "the nature of 
Bain 1 s position. Is he the last of the old psychologists or the first 
of the new?" (213) What Bain did was help to popularize the psychology 
of J. S. Mill and have a credible methodology supporting his two books: 
The Senses and the Intellect ( 1855) and The Emotions and the Will 
( 1859). Watson, in summing up Bain's influence on the history of 
psychology, offers this appraisal of Bain 1 s work: "[His books are) 
full of 'seminal ideas' that he failed to clevelop , .. " (214). 
3Associationism was born from the time when philosophy and psychology 
were still wed. Marx and Hillix begin their essay on associationism 
and underscore this connection whey they say, 11The principle of asso-
ciation derives from .•• the epistemological question, 'How do we 
know? 111 ( 107). 
From this starting point, the theory of associationism evolved as a 
way to account for "learning. 11 According to Woodworth, there are no 
nineteenth century discussions of "learning," not enough in William 
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James' 1890 opus, The Principles of Psychology; however, the nine-
teenth century writers do spend ti~e talking about "remembering" (59). 
Bain stands at the end of his approach to explaining how people learn. 
His writings on associationism culminate a tradition beginning with 
Hobbes, coming through Berkely and Home, and stopping with James and 
J. S. Mill (60-5 passim). 
Bain's views of associationism embraced two principles: that the mind 
made connections by "contiguity"--two or more things literally touch-
ing, what J. S. Mill perceived as "mental chemistry (Marx and Hillix 
112), and "similarity"--a reinforcement of contiguity which makes 
note of "likeness and difference, and effect, utility and other 
relations" (Woodworth 65f). 
Also, Bain suggested that humans "learn" through a summation effect 
"whereby 'associations that are individually too weal< to operate the 
revival of a past idea, may succeed by acting together'" and through 
a principle of creativity "whereby 'by means of Association, the mind 
has the power to form new combinations or aggregates, different from 
any that have been presented to it in the course of experience'" 
(Marx and Hillix 113, from Bain' s The Senses and the Intellect). 
Associationism marks the end of philosophy's marriage to psychology, 
it looks to physiological connections for memory, and it points to a 
of psychology, the psychology of learning. 
4Bain's discussion of these six principles runs ten pages in A Manual 
( 142-152). For the sake of clarity and brevity~ Shearer's summation 
of the points are used here. 
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5rn contrast to Lewis' single printing of The History of the English 
Paragraph, Murray's An English Grammar, with his comments on the para-
graph housed under his discussion of punctuation saw thirty-five 
editions or fifty-eight imprints between 1795 and 1810. Bain's English 
Composition and Rhetoric was published t111enty-three times between 
1866 and 1910. 
6rwo brief notes about the paragraph do appear in English Journal 
before Thompson's essay in 1916: L. W. Crawford, Jr., "Paragraphs 
Trains," QJ I ( 1912): 644 and J. M. Grainger, "Paragraphs as Trains--
The Caboose," gJ 2 (1913): 126. 
7The Writing of English was first published in 1920; however, the 
edition cited here was the third, published in 1923. No significant 
changes in the chapter "The Organization of Paragraph" occurred. 
8See Bain's English Composition and Rhetoric, 182, 
9For a thorough discussion of Bain's convictions about the organic 
nature of the paragraph, see Paul Rodgers 1 , "Alexander Bain and the 
Rise of the Organic Paragraph." QJS 51 (Dec. 1965): 399-408. 
10see Genung's Practical Elements, 194 and Lewis' History of the 
English Paragraph, 170. 
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11 For a provocative analysis of the connection bett.,een readability 
and building expect at ions in writing, see M. J. Adams and Allan 
Collins' report, A Schema-Theoretic View of Reading. Technical Report 
No. 32. Urbana: Center for the Study of Reading, 1977. 
12see Scott and Denny's Paragraph Hriting, 95. 
13rhough Smith seems to be connecting himself with the nineteenth 
century paragraph lore, his comments on "association" seem to reflect 
his misunderstanding of the theoretical milieu Bain was working from. 
Compare Smith's comments to note 3 above. 
14rhere was one negative review found concerning Modern Rhetoric. 
Shirley Baker, writing for The Library Journal, complained of the 
"badly organized" nature of the text, after conceding, however, that 
the "subject matter ... [is] true and essential . . " (975). 
Overall, in assessing Modern Rhetoric as a book for a library to 
purchase, Baker simply says, "Not essential." 
CHAPTER II 
l>JOVING INTO THE SECOND CENTURY--"PROTO-THEORY 
TO AN EMERGING THEORY OF THE PARAGRAH 
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The past thirty years have seen remarkable change and remarkable 
aversion to change in the way professionals consider the paragraph. 
Change has occurred mostly within the theoretical area: Kelloag Hunt's 
"Grat'U!Iatical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels" ( 1965) gave 
professionals a different method for evaluating the base unit of prose; 
the T-unit (essentially a clause) supplanted the sentences l.:hich were 
so painstaldngly counted by Lewis in 1894. Francis Christensen devel-
oped a "Generative Rhetoric of the Paragraph" ( 1965) that, even thoup;h 
preserving the topic sentence's role and location at the top of the 
paragraph, demonstrates levels of development quite removed from the 
topic sentence + development model l.:rhich l.:ras (and in many cases still 
is) the focus of traditional paragraph study. Becker suggested 
"tagmemes"--a blend betHeen functional parts and suitable forms--as 
base units for analyzing paragraphs. Paul Rodgers' "A Discourse-
Centered Rhetoric of the Paragraph" ( 1966) picked up Lewis 1 terr.~, 
"stadia," to inform his view of the paragraph. Heade and Ellis in 
1970 and Richard Braddock in 1974 challenged the underpinnings of the 
nineteenth century tradition lvhen their enpirical work shmved that 
"real" wr.iters' paragraphs are not at all like the paragraphs the 
pedagogical approach teaches beginning \Vriters to make. 
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The pedagogy, on the other hand, seems to have resisted any major 
change. Hunt 1 s v10rk and John C. Mellon 1 s "Transformational Sentence 
Combining" ( 1969) did influence the rhetoric of the sentence to some 
extent. Writers such as William Stroop, produced books of sentence 
combining to encourage syntactic fluency 1, but his texts rarely 
consider fluency beyond the level of the sentence. Francis 
Christensen's "generative" rhetoric produced some pedagogical 
responses; textbooks, on occasion, showed the "steps" which culminated 
in a paragraph 2 . Becker's tagmemes informed the text he co-authored 
t·lith Richard Young and Kenneth Pike, Rhetoric: Discovery and Change, 
yet the boolt: tv"as not widely usect 3 and tended to appear only for 
teachers, The textbooks for college composition remained essentially 
the same as Brooks and ~~arren 1 s Modern Rhetoric. 
This discrepancy bet~·Teen the discoveries and suggestions in 
articles and at conferences and what has been and continues to be 
published in textbook after textbook is noted by Charles Cooper in 
"Procedure for Describing Hritten Texts" ( 1983). In his essay, Cooper 
summarizes the theoretical work over the past thirty years and 
reflects: "VieHing all of this research in the context of current 
discourse theory, I think He can that concern about paragraphs and 
their structure is misplaced .. The starting point for discourse 
analysis should not be paragraphing and paragraph structure. And Hhat 
is really interesting in \~ritten discourse and what can be discovered 
, .• seems to be both smaller than a paragraph and larger than a 
paragraph" (292). In saying this, Cooper is challenging the basic 
assumption of the nineteenth century paragraph tradition. He asserts 
that .!!.£unit of discourse exists between the sentence and the whole 
essay. 
Cooper's challenge illuminates critical issues about the theory 
of the paragraph. If the paragraph is not a unit of discourse, what 
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is it? tfuat are its characteristics, its essential elements? HmV" does 
the paragraph fit into the traditional offices of rhetoric? What is 
its function? These four theoretical issues which are embedded in 
Cooper's challenge are considered--directly or indirectly--in 
Herbert LelV"is 1 1894 dissertation, The History of the Paragraph. 
Herbert Lel<~is and the Proto-Theory 
of the Nineteenth Century 
Lewis is the first l-7riter to attempt to synthesize the commentary 
the paragraph. Though Bain, Genung and the others claim to explore 
the 11 theor( of the paragraph, they incorporate the theoretical tV"ith 
the pedagogical in such a way that the two are difficult to separate. 
Lewis, hmo~ever, attempts to make a clear distinction betw·een the tlV'O. 
His second chapter, 11 Rhetorical Theories of the Paragraph, 11 
points out: "Until 1866, '"hen Bain published his Manual of English 
Compodtion and Rhetoric, the paragraph as a structural unit had 
received from tvriters on rhetoric no serious attention" (20), 
Then, Leto1is considers the earliest theoretical problem upon which the 
debate of "discourse unit 11 rests: is the paragraph more liJ(e. the essay 
or more like the sentenCe? 
Lewis describes t,..-o schools of thought. Bain' s school follows 
his assertion that "The division of discourse next higher than the 
sentence is the Paragraph ..• 11 ( 142). His disciples essentially 
hold to his claim about the paragraph existing as a unit between the 
sentence and the essay. John McElroy: "A Paragraph is in fact a 
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whole composition in miniature • , .. " ( 196); John Genung: "The 
general lal'1S, of selection, arrangement and proportion, which govern 
the composition of the paragraph, are .•• similar to those governing 
the composition of an entire discourse 11 (Practical 194); and A. S. 
Hill: "[the paragraph] is something more than a sentence and something 
less than an essay . • 11 (Foundations 325). 
The second school looks to the sentence and finds there the 
principles for the paragraph. T. W. Hunt: "[the paragraph is] a 
collection of sentences unified by some common idea. It sustains the 
same relation to the sentence which this does to the clause or 
member" (82) and Barrett Wendell: "In these straits, trying to mal<e 
a definition for myself, I have been able to frame no better one than 
this, A paragraph is to a sentence what a sentence is to a 
word" (119). 
T .. ewis then turns to the most recent l'7riting on the paragraph, 
Scott and Denny's Paragraph Writing. He finds that they have taken 
the middle road, lVhich he finds "important, since [their definition] 
emphasizes the idea that a good paragraph is, more properly than the 
sentence itself, an organic unit of composition" (Lewis 22). Scott 
and Denny's organic view is that "[a paragraph] consists of a group 
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of sentences closely related to one another and to the thought 
expressed by the l·1hole group or series. Devoted, like the sentence, 
to the development of one topic, a good paragraph is also, like a good 
essay, a complete treatment in itself" (I). 
Lewis contends that beyond the debate over the appropriate model 
of this discourse unit, little more theoretical tY"ork has been 
attempted. He cites Bain 1 s six principles: explicit "bearing" of 
each sentence upon what precedes; parallel construction '"hen consecu-
tive sentences "iterate or Illustrate the same idea"; the first sen-
tence in the paragraph should "indicate . • . the subject of the para-
graph"; the sentences should be "free from dislocation," t,;~hich means 
that the sentences follm,r the plan "dictated by the nature of the 
composition"; possess unity; and 11 as in the sentence, [present] a due 
proportion •.• between principal and subordinate statements" 
(Lewis 29). 
These principles, Lel,ris shows, are present in most of the works 
of his day. He finds the principles "with ne\>1 names and various 
modifications in the best textbooks of the last quarter century11 (30). 
Lmds goes to Minto's A ~lanual of English Prose ( 1887) and sees that 
Bain' s principles "constitute the formal criterion" '"hich Minto uses 
to judge a paragraph's value. Lewis claims that McElroy 1 s The 
Structure of English Prose ( 1882) and John Genung's The Practical 
Elements of Rhetoric ( 1886) quote and "are regulated" by Bain's 
principles. Lewis discovers that Barrett Wendell's English Composi-
tion ( 1892) combines Bain's first, second, and fourth principles to 
produce "Coherence." Hendel! also combines principles three and six 
to create "Mass." Thus from Bain, through Hendel!, the paragraph is 
governed by Unity, Coherence, and Mass. These three principles, with 
only the shift in terminology of Mass to Emphasis, inform most theo-
retical discussions of the parasraph \·Thich are found in textboolts 
today. 
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Even though he lists these theoretical principles, Le\olis himself 
hastens to point out that these principles pose particular problems. 
First, he cites Hendel! 's test for a "~·Tell Massed" paragraph: "A 
paragraph whose unity can be demonstrated by summarizing its substance 
in a sentence ~,;rhose subject shall be a summary of its opening sen-
tence and Hhose predicate shall be a summary of its closing sentence" 
(Leto7is 3 I). After allmo1ing Hendel! to present the test, LeHis suggests 
the problem: "This [test] is both clever and interesting; and 
rrtatter of theory it is probably more than half true and good. His-
torically, however, paragraphs as veil massed as this are comparatively 
feN." Thus, Let\lis is questioning, in 1894, a fundamental principle 
of the paragraph which is presented by Brooks and Harren as axiomatic. 
After counting sentences to determine the average length of the 
paragraph, Let\lis concerns himself ~\lith the issue of the rhetorical 
office of the paragraph. He states unequivocably: "Evidently there 
has been from the earliest days of our prose a unit of invention much 
larger than the modern sentence, and ah;ays separated in the mind of 
the writer from the sentence unit, of whatever length" (43). The 
paragraph, for Let\lis, belongs to invention. He emphasizes the point 
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when he writes: "The writer conceives his paragraph topic before he 
develops it~ though of course in the process of development the 
associations of the symbols used may lead him afield. He thinks 
in successive nebulous masses, perceiving in each a luminous centre 
before he analyzes the whole." 
At this juncture Let..ris has uncovered three theoretical issues 
that continue to shape discussions of the paragraph: tvhich unit of 
discourse does he paragraph reflect--the sentence or the essay, what 
are the principles which govern the paragraph, and what is the rhetor-
ical office of the paragraph--style or invention? 
Lewis 1 dissertation also considers explicitly, in the first chap-
ter, the fourth critical issue in the theory of the paragraph: \o1hat 
is the function of the paragraph? Lewis finds that historically) the 
paragraph has served only one function, "a margin character or note 
employed to direct attention to some part of the text" (5), Yet, 
Lewis concludes the opening paragraph of his dissertation by pointing 
to the most recent use of the paragraph--the rhetorical paragraph--
l-:rhich may be "developed to a structural unit capable of organic inter-
nal arrangement 114 , Here, Le1-1is is acknouledging the arguments of Scott 
and Denny, l<lhose Paragraph t~riting strives to convince teachers of 
composition that the paragraph is the "best adapted, psychologically 
and pedagogically" for instruction in writing (iv). 
This chapter l<lill use these four critical issues exposed by 
Herbert Lewis as the frame1.;rorl< for responding to Cooper's challenge 
about the theory of the paragraph. The following discussions ~rill be 
presented: 
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(I) Which model for the paragraph, the sentence or the essay, 
is embraced today? 
(2) Hhat are the essential characteristics of the paragraph? 
(3) Hhich rhetorical office claims the paragraph? 
(4) What is the function of the Paragraph? 
Sentence Hodel or Essay Model 
No clear consensus has emerged since Let-lis as to the model of 
the paragraph. Manly and Rickert begin their discussion Hith the 
assertion that "The paragraph, like the sentence, is an organization 
of thought" (82). The provocative aspect of their assertion is that 
it pulls together tt·lo theoretical issues: traditionally, from Bain and 
others S, the sentence has been an element of style, not an element of 
"thought 11 or invention, yet Manly and Rickert align themselves with the 
nineteenth century school that sees the sentence as the model for the 
paragraph. 
This emphasis the sentence as the model for the paragraph h2s 
continued through the 1960's. For example, in his ~ article which 
vas part of the syrnposiun on the paragraph 6 , Christensen asserts that 
the second century of the rhetoric of the paragraph need not abandon 
the sentence analogy ("Symposium" 66). Christensen sees a continuous 
line of dependence on this sentence analogy. He places himself at the 
end of the line which starts ,_,-ith Bain, who said that the topic sen-
tence is to its support sentences t-.~hat the subject is to the predicate. 
Next, Christensen endorses Barrett Hendell's analogy: the paragraph is 
to the sentence as the sentence is to the word. Lastly, Christensen 
points to his mm notion of the cumulative sentence 7 and says that 
within his model the topic sentence is to its support tvhat the base 
clause is to its free modifiers. 
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A second contributor to the issue of Hhat analogy or model 
informs the understanding of the paragraph is Alton Becker and his 
essay, "A Tagmemic Approach to the Paragraph" (1965). His purpose for 
•..rriting the article is clear: there is a need to apply the discoveries 
of linguistic research beyond the level of the sentence ( 154). He 
chooses the model of tagmemics as a way to extend linguistic theory 
to paragraphs, 
Tagmemes have both a functional and a formal aspect at the level 
of the sentence. To illustrate the relationship between form and 
function, Becker uses "subject. 11 He explains that in grammar, 
"subject" is a functional slot into t·lhich several different grammat-
ical forms or constructions may be employed (ISS). This illustration 
echoes the nineteenth century paragraph tradition: "The principle in 
which the plan of a paragraph is constructed may be regarded as an 
extension of the principles of sentence structure" (Practical 198). 
Note that Genung's statement in Practical Elements uses "structure" 
much in the same t"ay that Becker uses "form." Also Genung suggests that 
the sentence-structure "principles" be "extended" to the paragraph, 
t·1hich is Becker's premise, too. 
The third major contributor to the issue of the model for the 
paragraph in its "second century" is Paul Rodgers and his article, 
"The Stadium of Discourse" (1967). Rodgers' "stadia" are units t"hich 
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contain a single topic "together with any accrete extensions 
adjunctive support that may be present" (182). Rodgers' claim rejects 
the sentence model and comes close to embracing the other school of 
thought from the nineteenth century tradition described by Let;ris--
the paragraph is an essay "toJrit small." 
The definition of stadia--the single topic and its support--
recalls what Genung says in his second text on composition, Outlines 
of Rhetoric ( 1893), about the paragraph: [the paragraph] is 
complete composition in miniature; it is constructed on the prin-
ciples governing a larger composition in this respect, that it has a 
theme and a plan and an articulation of parts" ( 228). The important 
difference bett,reen Genung's statement in 1893 and Rodgers' assessment 
of the paragraph almost one hundred years later is, simply, that 
Genung is prescribing, Rodgers is describing. 
A second Hriter who, according to Robert Conners, attacks the 
conventional sense of the paragraph--and its model of the sentence--
is Hillis Pitkin. Pitkin's "Discourse Blocs" (1969) attempts to shoH 
that discourse is not distinct sentences or paragraphs; instead 
discourse consists of "blocs" Hhich may be "coterminous" Hith 
paragraphs but typically these blocs consist of several paragraphs. 
On its face, Pitkin's claim can be seen to be more in Ieee ping '"ith 
Rodgers' stadia than t,rith Beclter's tagmemes or Christensen's cumula-
tive paragraphs. In fact, Pitkin's claim that "blocs" do not ah,rays 
find themselves Hithin traditional paragraphing practices seems to 
return to Scott and Denny's analysis of the paragraph: "The 
mechanical paragraphing does not alNays represent every joint in the 
structure of the essay. The joints are of greater or lesser impor-
tance, and hence it is frequently left to the options of the 1·1riter 
to determine lYhether he shall marlt the articulation (I) at every 
joint, (2) at the larger joints, or (3) for the sake of variety 
follot..r nmv one plan, now the other" (97). 
Hm.,;rever, in his later 1-1ork, particularly his "X/Y: Some Basic 
Strategies of Discourse 11 ( 1977), Pitkin seems to return to a more 
sentence-like model for the paragraph. Pitkin there claics that 
discourse e'thibits a "binary-hierarchical" structure lV'hich is 
reflected at all levels of discourse. This model echoes the binary 
model of transformational grannnar which defines an English sentence 
as consisting of t'm parts: a Noun Phrase (a head noun and all its 
modifiers) and the Verb Phrase (a finite verb t<1ith all of its modi-
fiers). Thus, Pitkin seems to be asking his readers to consider 
that if a S ----') NP + VP, then a paragraph must also reflect this 
structure. 
Closer examination of Pitkin's position, however, reveals that 
he is consistently aligned with Rodgers 1 and the rtodel of the essay 
for the paragraph. As he t'lrites in his dissertation ( 1973): 11 0ne can 
find in the verbal behavior called discourse a finite set of patterns 
at work. If one cannot find patterns, discourse must be defined as 
the linguistic chaos beyond the sentence 11 (25). Thus, the structure 
of discourse at its greatest level of generality is simply mirrored 
in the sentence, not dictated by the understanding of sentence 
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structure. What Pitkin seems to argue is that sentences are not the 
model for understanding discourse beyond the "double-cross" boundary; 
in fact, the converse is true: extended discourse beyond the level of 
the sentence has a structure l'lhich the sentence happens to reflect. 
Thus, the sentence reflects the structure of discourse, not the 
reverse as presented by the traditional paragraph lore. 
In the past fifteen years, a quite different approach to the para-
graph has been suggested. Researchers have begun to consider that 
neither the sentence model nor the essay model accurately accounts 
for the paragraph. This approach looks at the issue of "coherence" 
and claims that levels of coherence define the paragraph, not overt 
structural elements that exist at the level of the sentence or at the 
level of the essay as a l·7hole. The claims for coherence suggest the 
next section of this chapter, the essential elements of the paragraph. 
The Principles of the Paragraph 
Alexander Be:: in, as Lewis notes, is the first to point to any 
essential characteristics or principles which define the paragraphS 
These si:~ to~ere pared to three by Wendell Barrett 9 . And these three 
have survived until today: Unity, Coherence, Mass (or as Brooks and 
\~arren labeled it, Emphasis) lO. The only significant shift in the 
understanding of these three elements comes in the area of coherence, 
for coherence has been the only element to merit its own research 
and response. 
One of the first examples of focusing on coherence as the essen-
tial element is lJ. Ross Winterm·1d' s essay, "The Granunar of Coherence" 
( 1970}. Hinterowd begins by lamenting, "Just at the point 1V"here it 
could best serve rhetoric transformation generative [T-G] grammar 
fails: it does not jur.tp the double cross mark (II) that signifies sen-
tence boundary . . (225). Thus, he continues, T-G grammar, though 
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helpful in style, has done little to aid in the understanding of inven-
tion and organization (226). He does claim, however. that coherence 
aids in the understanding of Hhat happens beyond the If-boundary, for 
uhen one perceives coherence in discourse, one has perceived fori'!. 
And in perceiving its form, one has perceived coherence. 
To understand coherence, t.J'interowd claims, one needs to kn0\-1 what 
constitutes coherence. First, he finds that 11case" relationships are 
the "first 'layer' ... that make up coherence" (227). t.Jinterol.;rd, 
follm.;ring the T-G grammar model, finds that there is a "deep struc-
ture" relationship of case whi~h remains "invariable," even though 
writers may enlist several syntatic options l·1hich demonstrate these 
relationships ll. lHnterm.;rd takes the sentence, 
"Jones paid Smith the money with a check," 
through several "transforrnations 11 (direct object/indirect object 
e'tchange, the passive transformation, and so on) to illustrate this 
principle about case relationships. 
The second layer of coherence for Winterowd is the level of 
syntalt, including those options lY'hich allo,.,. "inserting sentences \Y'ithin 
other sentences by means of coordination. 11 After listing a fe,.,. 
methods, lHnteroud moves to the heart of his argument for coherence as 
the defining characteristic of discourse: 
there is a set of relationships beyond case and 
syntax and .•. this set constitutes the relationships 
for coherence--among the transformational units of a 
paragraph, among paragraphs in a chapter, . . . . I 
call these relationships transitions, and I claim ... 
'"e perceive coherence only as the consistent relation-
ships among transitions (228). 
Readers and writers knoH paragraphs, not because they have arbi-
trary punctuation points such as indention, but because paragraphs 
exhibit at least one of seven transition relationships II 
--Coordination (expressed by "and") 
--Obversity (expressed by "but") 
--Causality (expressed by "for") 
--Conclusivity (eJ:pressed by "so") 
--Alternativity (expressed by "or") 
--Inclusivity (expressed by the punctuation mark, colon[:]) 
--Sequential relationships (revealed by transitions such as 
"first ... second" or "earlier ... later" (229-30). 
Two aspects of "The Grammar of Coherence" make it important to 
this discussion: first, WinteroHd is using the most recent theories 
about language to make a claim that coherence is the most essential 
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characteristic of the paragraph, and second, by looking at transitions 
as the third and crucial "layerfl for his view on coherence, Hinterowd 
echoes one of the earliest writers to consider the paragraph as "the 
unit of discourse beyond the sentence," Alexander Bain. 
Winterowd seems to be using modern linguistic theory to cor-
robroate Bain's claim about the essential characteristic of the para-
graph. Wintermvd shows that there are snytactic and case relationships 
only ~1ithin the #-boundary. Once writers move ~the boundary, 
transition rules must apply, Thus, any series of sentences Hhich 
employ transitions exhibit coherence. And in exhibiting coherence 
beyond the #-boundary, a level of discourse beyond the sentence is 
defined, just as Bain claimed. 
More importantly, hmvever, HinteroHd emulates the organization 
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of Bain 1 s discussion of the paragraph. The first principle for Bain 
is that "the bearing of each sentence upon Hhat precedes shall be 
explicit and unmistakable" ( 142). After setting forth this principle, 
Bain points to the "employment of proper Con.iunctions" which is 
a condition of this first principle. These conjunctions can be 
grouped into tHo classes ( 142-45): 
Co-ordinating 
--Cumulative ("and") 
--Adversative 
l. E:r.:clusive (''else" or "othen7ise 11 ) 
2. Alternative (' 1or 11 and "nor") 
3. Arrestive ("but") 
--Illiative ("therefore," "thus," "so") 
Subordinating 
These are not sub-
divided but simply 
listed: because, if, 
in order that, and 
Note that there are six types classed as co-ordinating and the 
separate class subordinatinp,. Bain, therefore, finds seven conjunctive 
relationships ~..-hich establish an "e:~plicit bearing" on ~:hat comes 
before. Thou8h Hinterm..-d uses different names for his classes, the 
number of 11 transitions 11 he lists, seven, is iitentical to Bain 1 s. 
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Another look at coherence is found in B. J. F. t>ieyer 's The 
Orangization of Prose and its Effect on Memory ( 1975). In this bool<, 
~leyers defines a "Semantic Grammar of Propositions 11 uhich builds upon 
a foundation of tlV'O existing notions: "proposition" as defined in 
philosophy and "phrase structure rules" from T-G graJTUllar. 
Heyer sets forth two "rules" for coherence: 
(I) The predicate rule 
F ----) A 
(O) 
(2) The argument rule 
A ----) (F) 
The rules are eY.plained in this manner: 
11 F11 !'leans the "form" or coherence of a passage. 
11 P11 means 11 predicates11 as in logic or philosophy, not as in verbs. 
"A" Means areuments or "case" relationships 13 
"i (F)" means that the arp,u!"lent~. "A," can be represented as the 
indices of other propositions (26). 
Ueyer 1 s phrase structure rules may be paraphrased in this I'lanner: 
the predicate staternent says that form or coherence may be reuritten 
by one or More predicates along Hith zero or more argui'Ients. The 
argument rule allot.,rs for the recursi\re nature of her gralTIPlar. Simply, 
the A(O) of the predicate rule may be ret.,rritten as another "form-
structure," P 1 A(Q)' Consider the follo\'1ing exal!l.pled cited by 
Meyer. Tal<e the English sentence, Roger rode the horse. 
The predicate of the proposition is "rode." The first argument of 
this predicate (the agent) t.,rould be "Roger," or Hhoever t·1as riding 
the horse. The second argument of the predicate (the patient) is 
"horse," or t\lhatever Has acted upon. This sentence would be parsed 
tV"ithin Meyer's Semantic Grammar frameNork as: 
Rode_ [agent 
\,-._Roger 
,_..patient 
After establishing this Semantic GraMmar, Heyer considers a 
second element, "Rhetorical Predicates • 11 She defines "rhetorical 
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predicates" as ttw different hier::~rchical relationships that occur in 
a .-,ritten passage 14 . The first relationship, "paratactic predicates," 
establish a proposition of alternatives (2El). These alternatives 
considered to be equal in "Height" and may be realized as "tHO 
options, 11 "question(s) and ansHer(s)" or as "problem(s) and solu-
tion(s)." 
The second relationship, "hypotactic," consists of a superordinate 
statement <Nhich, in turn, is balanced by several subordinate state-
ments (33). The subordinate statements or arguments may describe 
qualities of the superordinate, may offer an analogy to support the 
superordinate, or may identify the superordinate as a part in relation 
to a uhole. By combining the rhetorical predicates which establish 
a fraMe~·mrk of hierarchical tensions and the tHo phrase structure rules 
which generate 11psychological" relationships, Meyer 1 s grammar of 
coherence is ready to analyze a passage of prose--whether an entire 
essay or a paragraph 14 
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The studies by Meyer and Winterm.,.d, besides their provocative use 
of a traditional element of paragraph theory knmm as coherence, move 
the theory of the paragraph to the third significant concern that Lewis 
considered in 1894--uhat is the rhetorical office of the paragraph? 
The Rhetorical Office of the Para.8.!.!!E!!_ 
Nith the birth of movable type and the spreading of literacy, 
the five traditional offices of rhetoric--invention, arrangement, 
memory, elocution, and style--slowly shifted to three: invention, 
arrangement, and style. Thus, as the paragraph began to find its 
place in the nineteenth century rhetorical tradition~ it had to have a 
rhetorical office. The tHO candidates Here, and still are, invention 
and style. 
Bain's position on the office of the paragraph is ambiguous. 
tlhen he tells his students that a paragraph "handles and exhausts 
a distinct topic" ( 142), he seer.1s to be placing the paragraph under 
invention. Yet he claims that "every division of discourse" exhausts 
its topic. Then, at the conclusion of his section on the paragraph, his 
focus, theoretically speaking, is that the paragraph functions as a 
"a maxim of style" 2.nd he ends the unit with DeQuincy's comments on 
style. 
John Genung, one of Bain's major disciples, also sends mixed 
messages to students about the office of the paragraph. Genung seems 
to have a clear understanding of t·1hat invention and style mean, for 
early in Practical Elements ( 1886), he points out that "the prin-
ciples of rhetoric therefore group themselves naturally around tHO 
main topics: style, which deals Hith the expression of discourse, and 
invention, t.J"hich deals v1ith the thought" (7). Genung follm,rs through 
uith this distinction even to his organization because he discusses 
the paragraph as the last unit in his section on "Style 11 before 
starting his unit on "Invention." Thus, his students could believe 
him t,rhen he writes " ... as v1e call the sentence the unit of style, 
so t-Je must regard the paragraph as the unit of invention 11 ( 194). 
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Hm1ever, Hhen Genung ;,rrites Outlines of Rhetoric (1893), he tells 
his students that "The paragraph is virtually an expanded sentence; 
that is, it contains a subject here called a topic .... " (221). 
The students are left tV"ith a question: hot.r can a paragraph follot.r the 
principles of a sentence, even an expanded one, and the principles of 
entire discourse at the same time? 
By the time Scott and Denny and Herbert Lewis contribute to the 
paragraph tradition, the tradition is nearly established. Perhaps 
because of Barrett Hendell 's insistence on "prevision," Scott and 
Denny seem to place the paragraph under invention. For example, they 
tell their students that the "main function [of the paragraph] . 
is ... to develop a specific subject by bringing particular facts 
into their due relation to the theme of the whole essay" ( 102). 
But Hhen Scott and Denny illustrate hot>' the theory of the para-
graph may be applied to a prose passage, their position seems to be as 
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ambiguous as Bain's and Genung's. They, like Lewis, talk of "stadia." 
Their explanation of "stadia" comes from the positing of a human thought 
pattern which moves "toward some point of interest, eddies about it a 
moment, then hurries on to another" (94), With this frame of refer-
ence, Scott and Denny seem to prefigure Rodgers' "discourse-centered" 
approach, for they turn to a piece of prose and show that it has three 
important "stadia and ten 11partial conclusions divided among the three 
stadia," demonstrating to their students that the passage may be para-
graphed in at least three different 1vays (97). They conclude: "The 
paragraph taken by itself is, indeed, a brief essay, the one difference 
beine that the essay is complete by itself, whereas the paragraph . 
can be truly understood only tn its relation to the remainder of the 
essay" ( 101). 
Hot·1ever, if the students loolc closely at the analysis of the piece 
of prose l-lhich Scott and Denny conduct, they t-1ill find that the empha-
sis is not on hot-1 lV'riters discover relationships, but on h.ot;)' 1V'riters 
select options for eY.:pressinB relationships. Thus Scott and Denny are 
really considering the paragraph as a function of style. For e:tample, 
they never show how "facts" could be suggested in relation to the 
theme of the composition. Second, they consider the options they 
establish as dependent upon the "character of the readers to lV"hom 
the writer is addressing himself" ( 100). And third, as they prepare 
to conclude their analysis, Scott and Denny cite Renton's Logic of 
Style to qualify their analysis of t1·1o of the options they have 
suggested: "It is very ungenteel to straddle back against a door 
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post, one leg in the room, and the other in the lobby . " ( 10 I). 
Not only in Renton's title, but also in considering the issue of 
"gentility, 11 Scott and Denny seel!l content to put the considerations 
of the paragraph within the office of style. 
Herbert Le~1is describes the paragraph unambiguously as a "a unit 
of invention much larger than the modern sentence" (43). And his 
discussion of the process of "invention" is characteristic of much in 
The History of the English Paragraph, for he is able to look back and 
find t·Jhat is important in Bain's associationist psychology, as v1el1 as 
look forward and apparently anticipate Rodgers' "stadia.'' 
l .. eHis explains that "The process of composition is ah;ays rela-
tively an intuitive one." The writer, Le1>1is claims, 11conceives his 
paragraph topic before he develops it, though of course in the process 
of development the associations of the symbols may lead him afield." 
As noted in Chapter One, an essential aspect of Bain's association 
psychology is the mind's capacity to form aggregates new combinations 
that djst1nct from any prev1ous experiences IS 
Then Let-Jis goes on describing this process in terms of "nebulous 
masses" Hith "lur!inous centers." This very description is cited in 
Rodgers' 11 A Discourse-Centered Rhetoric of the Paragraph" ( 1966). 
However, Rodgers classes Lewis' "nebulous masses" as a "horizontal 
image" which uses paragraphing to indicate "successive conceptual leaps 
and lingerings" (4). After dismissing this "horizontal image," 
Rodgers likens ~niting to music, "a comple::>: sequence of events in 
time. Subordinate patterns occur t>Jith the sequence, many of them 
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interpenetrating and partly coinciding with others" (5). Rodgers 1 
music analogy does not seem that foreign to Lewis' 11nebulous masses" 
tV"ith "luminous centres"; the similes employed by both are not mutually 
exclusive. Sound and light have both been considered waves and par-
ticles and both images allow for "subordinate patterns" that "inter-
penetrate" or "coincide." 
This connection between Lewis and Rodgers seems even clearer when 
Lewis 1 masses and centers are juxtaposed with his earlier claim that 
the real question about a paragraph "that nearly every great writer 
asks has not been, Is this paragraph a group of sentences? but, Is this 
paragraph a real stadium in the thought" (26). In his next paragraph, 
J~ewis makes it clear that the "stadia" are not always logical, which 
seems to be echoed in Rodgers' assertion that even though a great deal 
of stadia are logical, they may also be subject to the flexible parti-
tioning of the thought-movements evident in discourse (5). 
Into the twentieth century, the issue of invention and style seems 
to be decided in favor of invention. Crawford's "Paragraphs as Trains" 
( 1912) note in the English Journal and Grainger's response, '"Para-
graphs as Trains '--The Caboose" ( 1913), show their position by the 
simile they have selected. Though prescriptive in their intent 
concerning the topic sentence, their notes show that the topic 
tence is a cue for further thought, a method of invention. 
Thompson's title, "Though-Building in the Paragraph" (1916), 
reveals his position just as readily as Crawford's and Grainger's. 
His thesis is that the paragraph is a method for discovering the 
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development of the topic (610). One of his guiding principles in 
teaching the paragraph is "to teach [students] to interpret, evaluate, 
and to relate their experiences." And his pedagogy--develop a 11l..rorking 
thought, 11 call to mind "ideas, thoughts, facts, experiences, illus-
trations ..• that relate" to the thought, choose the best material, 
work the material into a "fitting topic statement," and then use the 
remaining material to amplify the statement ( 610-11 )--seems remark-
ably close to Maxine Hairston's regimen of pre-,.7riting and incubation 
( 16) which she explains in l,er 1978 te:ttbool( Contemporary Rhetoric, 
independently of paragraph instruction per se. 
Leon ~tones' method for "Teaching the Paragraph" ( 1921) differs 
slightly from Thompson's process. The instructor seems to be more 
prominent in Hones' model--either prompting the students or encouraging 
the discussion which leads to their discovering ideas or details for 
their paragraphs--but this point is a minor contrast tV'ith Thompson. 
The significant difference between the two is Mones' fervor in 
attacking the theory of Bain and his disciples, tV"ho Mones claims lean 
towards "metaphysics" instead of encouraging habits of writing (458). 
Even Manly and Rickert and their major critic, Herbert Winslol-1 
Smith, come to agreement on the issue of the paragraph's rhetorical 
office, as an "organization of thought" (82). Their advice on hol-1 to 
develop the topic is for the student to consider the subject three 
ways: 
(I) If it is concrete . , . you \v-ill naturally think about its 
parts and qualities; you will develop its details. 
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(2) If it is abstract ... you may look for illustrations ••. , 
you may develop it by examples. 
{3) Instead of developing the topic by details or examples ••• , 
you may develop it by repetition (88). 
Herbert Hinslow Smith's attack on Manly and Rickert challenges 
this simple l'lethod of discovery by claiming that students do not 
naturally think in one of the three l'1ays Manly and Rickert suggest 
(Smith 393). His solution, still a method of invention, is 11 the old 
fashioned, formal sentence outline, because it checks random associa-
tions and develops in the maturing mind a conception of relevancy 
" (394). 
Smith would have been pleased, on the other hand, l'dth Broolcs and 
Warren's Modern Rhetoric. As one of the Modern Rhetoic 's reviewers 
points out, " . . . Brooks and Warren . . . believe that people may 
be helped tmyoard straight thinking; in their chapter on the paragraph 
and the sentence, as well as in their appendices ... , they show 
how [straight thinking] may be done" (Stauffer 2)). Their decision 
on ho~1 to make best use of paragraph instruction, clearly as an aid 
to invention, fits Smith's conviction that the errors in writing come 
from sloppy thinldng. 
tVhen looldng at the issue of the paragraph 1 s rhetorical office in 
the 1960's, the consensus is not as evident. Rodgers, in "A Discourse-
Centered Rhetoric," holds that "Paragraphs are not composed; they are 
discovered" (6), and in "The Stadium of Discourse" ( 1967), he concludes 
with the aphorism: "A paragraph is where you invent" ( 182). Both 
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articles reveal his agreement tvith Letvis and most of the others from 
the early t"•entieth century that the paragraph belongs to invention, 
not style, Hhich is a marked contrast with the rhetoricians of the 
nineteenth century. The paragraph, as it is presented in the tt-ventieth 
century, reflects a shift at.;ay from the rhetorical and pedagogical 
functions of the paragraph toward the structural function--where 
invent ion does indeed occur. 
Rodgers' orientation is explicitly toward invention, yet he 
implicitly claims that Beclcer's ta2memic approach and Christensen's 
generative paragraphs are TT!Dre in keeping with rhetorical notions of 
style. For example, in his contribution to thesymposiumon tf)e para-
graph, he starts by claiming that he, like Christensen and Becker, 
Hill consider the "unit of style beyond the sentence" (72). He is 
being coy 1vith this choice of phrasing, for his arguments clearly show 
his departure from any preoccupation with style per se. Also, Rodgers 
equates Christensen and Becker with the nineteenth century's insistence 
on the sentence as the model for the paragraph, which leads the nine-
teenth century to lean tm1ard style as the office for the paragraph. 
Rodgers' analysis of Christensen and Becker is most compelling, 
however, when he considers the distinction bet1"een formal and func-
tional concerns of the paragraph. In "A Discourse-Centered Rhetoric," 
Rodgers reveals a functional concern in calling for rhetoricians ''to 
understand why indentations occur 1vhen they do" (4). Christensen, 
Rodgers points out, Hants to show that the paragraph has "a structure 
definable and traceable as that of the sentence and that it can be 
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analyzed in the same way" ("A Generative" 162). "Structure" denotes 
"form," not function. And Becker's model 11 sets off a unit which has a 
kind of internal structure allo~V'able by the rules of the language, 
just as an independent clause is punctuated by a period or a period 
substitute" ( 159). 
These associations with formal or structural concerns instead of 
functional concerns compel Rodgers to relegate Christensen's and 
Becker's models to concerns of style, not invention: "Structure does 
not govern indentation," he writes. "Rather, the indentation isolates 
and interprets structure" ("Symposium" 73). And this last assertion 
lends itself to l'linterowd 1 s assessment of the rhetorical office of the 
paragraph; for clearly • Rodgers 1 claim about form proceeding from 
function is compatible with H'inter01<1d 1 s model of coherence. 
~Hnterowd makes clear that his focus is on the paragraph 1 s rhe-
torical office: "transformational generative grai!II!lar has been tre-
mendously useful in the study of style, but it has little application 
••• to invention and arrangement" (226). His point serves ttiO 
purposes: a tacit attack on Christensen and Becker and a commitment 
to looking at the paragraph as an aspect of invention. And after his 
list of conjunctions that assure coherence, he tells his readers that 
these conjunctions move a writer across the 11-boundary to "that very 
point at t<7hich inventio and dispositio begin" (228). 
By the time tHnterm·1d makes his comments about coherence and the 
paragraph 1 s belonginp, to invention, the fourth and final issue of 
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paragraph theory found first in Herbert LetV"is 1 dissertation has fully 
emerged: Is the paragraph best understood by its form or by its 
function? 
Form and Function of the Paragraph 
The issue of form and function is not debated in the nineteenth 
century textbooks, simply because those texts assumed the preeminence 
of form. A survey of the texts indicates this inclination. Genung, 
like many of the others, spends time talldng about the 11 types 11 of 
paragraphs: preliminary, transitional, amplifying (Practical 2 I 1-12). 
And in Outlines of Rhetoric ( 1893) Genung tells his student 1o1riters, 
11 the structure of the paragraph concerns principally the relation of 
its parts to each other, a relation that involves what has been called 
'the secret of dovetailing style"' (228). 
Barrett Wendell's emphasis on "prevision"--according to "1hich the 
topic sentences of each paragraph fit into a part of the sentence 
outline ( 126)--shows the rigors of this emphasis on form. In his 
"Notes to the Teacher, 11 t</endell reinforces the importance of form over 
function when he tells the instructor: "[the students'] knowledge of 
the chapter on paragraphs is . . . tested thus: 
Paragraphs: I. Sununarize the theme you criti-
cize, paragrph by paragraph. 
II, 1. Kinds of paragraphs. 
2. Principles of comoosition. 
3. Denotation ancl connota-
tion." (iv) 
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After studying the paragraph t-lith Wendell, students may have an 
a~mreness of the forms of paragraphs, but they will have little, 5.£ 
any understanding of how to produce paragraphs that do what the writer 
wants them to do. 
For Scott and Denny, the paragraph's form is most important, for 
it is "psychologically and pedagogically" best suited for instructing 
beginning w-riters Civ). This conclusion comes from their premise that 
Learning to t.;rrite well in one's mm language means 
in large part learning to give unity and coherence to 
one's ideas. It neans learning to construct units of 
discourse which have order and symmetry and coherence 
of parts. It means learning theoretically hm..-r such 
units are made, and practically how to put theT'I together 
. . . . The making of such units is in general terms 
the task of all who produce written discourse (iii). 
Scott and Denny's approach to producing 11 \'Iritten discourse 11 
tells students that first they must recognize the isolated forms they 
\·Iill be producing and then model their writing on those rigid forms. 
This insistence on the paragraph's form, however, poses potential 
problems. Students, as Mones charges, spend too much time labeling 
types of paragraphs instead of producing paragraphs. Also, student 
~niters are compelled to emulate the forms on t.,rhich they have been 
drilled; hot·lever, actual t.,rriting does not always lend itself to such 
neat types as Genung and Scott and Denny laboriously prescribe. 
Thirdly, the paragraphs produced are often mechanical or unnatural, 
though they do conform to the structures students have been tested 
Still, student writers find themselves in a double jeopardy--they 
must produce unnatural forms or risk failure because instructors 
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regularly value the more natural "sounding" forms which do violate 
the patterns. Lastly, and most importantly, emphasis on form belies 
the historical evidence which clearly shows that the paragraph was born 
from a functional necessity--a resting point for the eye ("Discourse-
Centered"4). 
One can, however, understand why these nineteenth century writers 
placed so much value on form. The textbook writers had inherited a 
formal view of language born from the English Renaissance. A growing 
vernacular must and would be purified by molding the vernacular to fit 
Latin forms-- regardless af the fact that Lain syntax depends more on 
surface form to do its work than English does. Vernacular English--
in the Renaissance, in the nineteenth century, and today--is far less 
concerned with surface form and depends heavily on function. The 
grOl-Jth of English clearly shows a movement away from patterns of form 
towards patterns of function, a movement that effectively accounts 
for the loss of English inflections. The best example is the breal<-
down of the English infectional system. Only the English pronouns 
preserve the different forms for different functions of subject and 
object; nouns have long since lost any subject/object inflections. 
The nineteenth century writers 1-1ere content to consider form and 
to ignore function; however, as Becker points out 1-1ith the tagmel!lic 
approach, and as Rodgers calls for in his discussion of stadia, form 
seems to be equal to or proceed from function. Becker asserts, for 
example, that tagmemes are "composites of both forT't and function" 
( 155). Rodgers goes so far as to use a functional simile to stress the 
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paragraphs function when he likens paragraphs to buoys that mark out a 
channel among reefs ("Stadia" 179). And Josephine Miles, more 
conservative in her model of the paragraph than either Becl<er or 
Rodgers, concedes that "the basic parts of speech ••. are not just 
items but are also functions, and perhaps any of the items may serve 
any of the functions •.. 11 ( 185). 
Perhaps one of the most revealing analyses on this issue of form 
and function is Kenneth Pike's Languaee in Relation to a Unified Theory 
of the Structure of Human Behavior ( 1967). His work on language and 
human behavior illuminates the gap between depending upon forms and 
coming to terms t'lith functions in language. This gap \'lhich Pike 
explores uncovers implications for understanding the theory of the 
paragraph. 
Pil<e's exploration of the gap bet\-.'een forl'l and function starts 
t-.'ith an important step in explaining language behavior. He is 
convinced that the observer may perceive a language event--such 
discourse--through one of two "lenses": 
(I) the "etic" lens "which vie1vs the data in tacit 
reference to a perspective oriented to all 
comparable events , .. of all peoples, of all 
parts of the earth • " 
and (2) the "ernie" lens that "viet·IS the same events, 
at the same time, in the same conte,:t, in 
reference to a perspective oriented to the 
particular function of those particular events 
in that particular culture, as it and it alone 
is structured" (4 I). 
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How do these terms--etic and ernie--illuminate the issue of form 
and function? If an observer is looking at data in reference to a 
universal perspective, "of all people, of all parts of the earth,'' 
then the observer will tend to look for forms. However, if the 
observer is content to look at the data in reference to "the particu-
lar function of those particular events . ," then the observer will 
be considering function. The etic and ernie perspectives explain some 
differences in Bain and Le,vis, while illuminating the form/function 
split. 
To understand the "etic" perspective of Alexander Bain, one only 
need consider Paul Rodgers' "Alexander Bain and the Rise of the 
Organic Paragraph" ( 1965). In this essay, Rodgers sunt:r.larizes the 
grm-1th of interest in the paragraph: The shortening of the sentence 
from the days of Nil ton and Hooker '"hile paragraph length reMained 
stable posed a problem because more sentences per paragraph make the 
parts of the paragraph more 11 disjointed, 11 allowing the writer and the 
reader to be "more easily thrown off [the] track" (NcElroy 198). This 
problem of disunity is compounded in the nineteenth century with the 
shift of pedagogical emphasis frofTl oral discourse to written. As 
Rodgers explains, "The paragraph does not exist in spoken discourse; 
it arises only in Hritten contexts, where its function ... is 
comparable to that of punctuation" (405) 17 • Hence instruction on the 
paragraph becomes "obligatory." 
In response to this felt obligation to deal with the paragraph, 
Bain stepS forth '"ith a "theory." The paragraph is a unit of discourse 
beti.,reen the sentence and the essay; the paragraph exhausts its topic; 
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the paragraph, like the sentence, must obey si:x basic principles: 
explicit reference, parallel construction, an opening statement, a 
logical sequencine of sentences, unity of purpose, and appropriate 
~\Ieight depending on importance. Rodgers shaHs that all of Bain's 
principles are "formed deductively, first by assuming a close organic 
similarity betHeen the paragraph and the sentence, then by applying to 
the paragraph the classical sentence-oriented rhetoric he had 
inherited" (406). Bain does not attempt to vie~v the paragraph "in 
reference to a perspective oriented to the particular"; his deductive 
approach could only emerge from a perspective "oriented to all 
comparable events ... of all peoples, of all parts of the earth." 
Bain's perspective, as Rodgers' essay clearly suggests, is deductive 
and etic (a perspective on experience Hhich looks for CO!'lparable 
behaviors across all cultures )--\V"h ich leads to forT'Ial concerns. 
Le\·lis, on the other hand, works in his dissertation from an 
inductive point of reference. Bain's deductive and etic perspective, 
Hhich allm;red for the "tenuous and unproductive" organic parallel 
bet111een the sentence and the paragraph, requires "later investigators 
[to Hork] by induction" ("Alexander" 407). Also, Rodgers points out 
that these investigators can find too f!lany paragraphs Hhich are obvi-
ously satisfactory yet run "afoul of Bain's dictum.'' Thus, the stage 
is set for Lewis. 
Ler,;ris looks at paragraphs and sentences in their contexts. He 
counts sentences per paragraph and considers average t·mrds in a 
tence. He notes the numher and types of connectives used hy writers from 
the Old English period to Pater and Barrett H'endell. Only after 
counting hundreds of paragraphs and thousands of sentences v1hich he 
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has considered "in reference to a perspective oriented to the particu-
lar function of those particular events ... as it and it alone is 
structured," does Let.,ris offer some observations about the paragraph. 
Thus Lewis' dissertation reveals his perspective as ernie (a perspective 
on experience Hhich looks for uses and patterns of use l<lithin a par-
ticular group) and inductive--uhich leads to functional concerns. 
Though the formal/functional issue is e::<el!lplied in the words of 
Bain and Lewis, the form/function question maybe further illuminated 
Nhen one recalls the distinct ions made in the Introduction bet,,een 
the three approaches to the paragraph. One approach, the rhetorical 
approach, looks to the "usage" of the paragraph, that is the actual 
indenting practice of \Hiters. The second approach, the structural, 
considers hm-1 1·1riters work within large sections of discourse (larger 
than "usage" allat-Js for "rhetorical" paragraphs) as a way to discover 
and explore relationships in their lniting. The third approach, Hhich 
the third chapter explores in detail, is the pedagogical approach 
vhich is born out of the nineteenth century rhetoric of the paragraph 
and Hhich ignores the possibilities of the other two approaches by 
mandating the form and function of the paragraph as being confined 
to the limits of paragraph indentations. 
The first tl·TO approaches are explicable by using Pike's ernie and 
etic perspectives. Clearly, the rhetorical paragraph emerges from 
the etic perspective. He paragraph every eight to ten lines of typed 
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text because t-.~e are "oriented to all comparable events .. , of all 
peoples, of all parts of the earth " Somewhat overstated, adrrdt-
tedly, but nevertheless true. He indent just as we follov1 other usage 
constraints, such as corruna use or use of post office abbreviations 
for the fifty states. All English spea!<ers, whenever they ~"rite, 
typically folletV" certain patterns of "punctuation" for their 
paragraphs. The reason Hhy Ne do so is based on "comparable events" 
have observed and ~vhich v1e accecpt. 
The structural approach, on the other hand, is understood through 
the ernie lens that Pike provides. Each Hritinp, task is specific, 
isolated, unique. Thus, the relationships ~·riters discover as they 
make paragraph blocs 
particular events . 
"oriented to the particular function of those 
." As one Hrites, one looks for connections 
and patterns of development uhich are not ah1ays coterminous Nith the 
patterns of indentation mandated by usap,e. 
Though the el'l.ic and the etic perspectives highlight, froM a 
theoretical perspective, tNo of the three approaches, the perspectives 
do not adequately e:-:plain the pedagogical approach. Therefore, either 
the theory is flat-~ed, or the pedagogical approach is flal'wd. My 
position, as stated in the Introduction, is that the pedagogical 
approach is flaHed theoretically and--as shmvn in Chapter Three--
pedagogically. 
The four theoretical :::oncerns discovered in Let-~is have been 
addressed. Hhere does this leave writing teachers? The theory of 
the paragraph today, as it is inforMed by the distinctions described 
above and by a shift in our understanding of language and discourse, 
can best be explained thus: 
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Theoretically, the paragraph is no longer viewed as a distinct 
unit of discourse as it is in the nineteenth century tradition; 
pedagogically, however, it is. 
Theoretically, the paragraph's unity and emphasis no longer take 
significant role. Coherence has remained an important aspect of 
the paragraph, but this element of the paragraph is intimately related 
to the nature of writing--that the discourse event is not perceived at 
the same time and at the same location it is produced. Thus, coherence 
is essential if readers are going to have a chance at decoding the 
message. Pedagogically, however, the three elements of unity, empha-
sis, and coherence are treated with the same degree of importance as 
they were in Bain's day. 
Theoretically, the paragraph seems more readily placed under the 
office of invention. Pedagogically, however, ambiguity arises. 
For example, a typical college handbook, Prentice-Hall's 
Handbook for Writers ( 19RS), defines the paragraph as "rather like a 
miniature essay ... " (343). This 11miniature essay" may have prob-
lems in three areas: unity, coherence, and development. On looking 
at the section on development, the students find this pronouncement: 
"Readers want details--they need details--" (369). Yet if the students 
look for ways to "invent" or discover details, they are told to con-
sider outlining "each paragraph by the Christensen indentation 
method" and to look "for omissions in the paragraph's levels of 
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supporting details" (372). This advj.ce does not sound like "how to 
work out a line of thought from its central theme through its outline 
to its final amplified form" which is how Genung defined invention 
in Practical Elements in 1866 (7f). 
Yet when students look to Handhook for Writers for ways to solve 
coherence problems in their paragraph, they are told to make 
their ideas "flo1.;r11 and to check for this flow "as you revise and edit 11 
paragraphs (351). These suggestions--particularly concerning editing 
comments--seem closer to issues of style. Yet, the specific advice, 
listed as "Organizational options," include methods of invention: 
chronology, space relationships, comparison/contrast, cause and effect. 
In actual practice, as revealed in textbooks and handbooks, the 
paragraph is presented in a confusing manner, mixing invention and 
style. This confusion could be easily remedied if textbook: writers 
would either (a) avoid the specious instruction on the paragraph all 
together or (b) explain to students the difference between the rhe-
torical paragraph (which belongs to style) and the structural para-
graph (which fits under invention). 
Theoretically, the problem of form and function can be addressed 
by Pike's ernie and etic perspectives, by current theories of grammar 
which give precedence--or at least equal time--to function, and by 
recognizing two clearly defined functions of the paragraph: rhetorical 
and structural. Pedagogically, however, form seems to have precedence. 
An example of this nearly exclusive pedagogical dependence on form 
comes from Lynn Troyka's Handbook for Writers. Her advice on function 
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is treated in little over a page. Students are told the paragraphs 
may function to inform or to persuade (73). Yet Troyka quickly moves 
to form and spends most of what remains on the section looking at 
topic sentence placement (76-79) and at methods which ensure coherence 
(83-87). 
The theory of. the paragraph, therefore, has come back to where 
this chapter started--to Charles Cooper's claiiTJ that the "concern 
about paragraphs and their structure is misplaced •... " As far as 
those who consider theory today, structure or form of the paragraph 
is not of significant importance, except how structure of isolated 
paragraphs informs '"hole-discourse level decisions. Thus, the para-
graph theory of today shows how the paragraph lends itself to creating 
tension between awareness of intention and use 
of linguistic structures that enable W":."iters and readers 
to use discourse coherently. And it is just this sort if 
syntactic-rhetorical double vision that effective writers 
use when they write. No sentence-combining alJproach that 
ignores or devalues the 'Problems of the rhetorical inten-
tion can ever hel'P students develo'P this double vision. 
But, no purely rhetorical consideration of developing 
intention can accomplish this double vision, either. What 
teachers of writing need is a heuristic that naturally 
emlJhasizes both lJart and whole, that encouraji!:es developin~ 
writers to see chunks of syntax as resulting from choices 
made on the whole-discourse level, and that encourages theTTt 
simultaneously, to define and redefine their intentions in 
light of those syntactic chunks (Comprone 226f) 
Though balanced between syntactic options and rhetorical inten-
tions, the paragraph has no real identity of its own. The 'Paragraph 
is a clu~, a mark--11designedly drope'--which indicates parts that 
remind the readers there is a whole, t-l'hich tells writers that 
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sentence level decisions follow from discourse level intentions, and 
which serves as points of reflection where reader and writer can 
decide what meaning is being defined or needs re-defining. 
The problem remains, however, to translate this theoretical 
vision into a workable methodology for students in a t.rriting class. 
Alexander Bain 1 s deductive approach, in Paul Rodgers 1 words, has 
placed "paragraph rhetoric in a deductive cage, from which it has yet 
to extricate itsel£11 (Alexander 408). In theory, the paragraph has 
freed itself, but in practice, the bars of the cage are still evident, 
even after years of being hack-sawed by both theory and empirical 
study 18 . The next chapter considers what elements in the pedagogical 
approach dominate classroom practice with the paragraph, what the 
empirical studies say about these practices, how these practices 
have survived (even in the face of strong evidence that shows the 
practices are not used by real writers), and what--if any changes--
appear to be making their way into the classroom as the paragraph moves 
towards its second century, 
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NOTES 
1William Strong is responsible for several books which exploit Hunt's 
and Mellon 1 s work on sentence combining and syntactic fluency: 
Sentence Combining: A Composing Book. New York: Random House, 1973; 
Sentence Combining and Paragraph Building. New York: Random House, 
1981; Practicing Sentence Options. New York: Random House, 1984; 
and Crafting Cumulative Sentences. New York: Random House, 1984. 
Other works which take advantage of the student's innate competence to 
combine syntactic elements are Donald Dailer, Andrew Kerek, and Max 
Morenberg's The Writer's Options: Combining to Composing, 2nd ed. 
New York: Harper and Row, 1982 and William Stull's Combining and 
Creating: Sentence Combining and Generative Rhetoric. New York: 
Holt, 1983. 
2see Walter Beale, Karen Meyers, and Laurie White's Stylistic Options: 
The Sentence and the Paragraph. Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1982; 
Charles R. Duke's Writing Through Sequence. Boston: Little, Brown, 
1983; and Glenn Leggett, C. David Mead, and Richard Beal 1 s Handbook 
for Writers. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1985. 
3According to the Library of Congress National Union Catalog, Young, 
Becker, and Pike's Rhetoric: Discovery and Change saw only one imprint 
and that was 1970. 
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4The "rhetorical paragraph" described here should not be confused with 
the "rhetorical approach 11 to the paragraph which has been discussed 
at several points. What Lewis is calling the "rhetorical paragraph" 
is really the pedagogical, isolated paragraph which Scott and Denny 
present as the model for composition instruction. 
5see John Nichol's Primer of English Composition. London: np, 1891; 
T. W. Hunt's The Principles of Written Discourse. New York: np, 
189 I; and Barrett Wendell's English Composition: Eight Lectures Given 
at the Lowell Institute. New York: np, 1905 (first published in 189!). 
6The editors of College Composition and Communication asked the threP. 
major theorists of the time, Francis Christensen~ A. L. Becker, and 
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CHAPTER III 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE--UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 
ABOUT TRADITIONAL PARAGRAPH PEDAGOGY 
Richard Graves • in his introductory comments to a selection of 
essays on the theory of the paragraph~ writes that Richard Meade and 
W. Geiger Ellis' study of the paragraph pursues this question: "Do 
textbook admonitions accurately reflect current practice in para-
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graph structure?" ( 152) Graves responds to his question by saying that 
Meade and Ellis "give a resounding 'No. 111 If textbook admonitions do 
not reflect current practices, several questions immediately present 
themselves: 
--l-fuat are the textbook admonitions? 
--Hm..r did the textboo!< methods come about? 
--What is the practice by "real" writers? 
--Have the traditional methods regarded any of the evidence, botil. 
theoretical and empirical, or has the evidence simply been 
ignored? 
--Why have the traditional textbook methods survived, especially 
in the face of empirical evidence that the methods are 
inaccurate? 
To begin to answer these questions, one should begin with the 
writer who first offered a critical examination of the way the 
paragraph is taught, Herbert Lewis. 
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Hhat do Textbooks Teach About the Paragraph? 
In The History of the English Paragraph ( 1894), Lewis looks to the 
comments on the paragraph in the works of those lV"ho proceeded him--
Bain, Genung, Wendell, Scott and Denny--and charges: "All the 
definitions [of the paragraph] thus far given were framed primarily 
for the purposes of pedagogy" (22). The pedagogy LeHis surveys has 
quite simple prescriptions: 
(I) Paragraphs should exhause their topics (Bain 142). 
(2) Paragraphs should exhibit six basic principles--
!. explicit reference to all which lies uithin the 
paragraph. 
II. parallel construction for like ideas. 
III. the first sentence should announce t<1ith "prominence" 
the subject of the paragraph. 
IV. consecutive arrangement of ideas. 
V. overall unity within the paragraph. 
VI. subordination of less important details. 
(Bain 142-52 passim) 
Or paragraphs may exhibit three essential characteristics: 
I. Unity--the paragraph should develop one and only one 
central idea (Wendell 123). 
II. Mass--the principle is evident Hhen the unity of the 
paragraph can be demonstrated by "summarizing [the 
paragraph's] substance in a sentence whose subject 
shall be a summary of the closing sentence, .•. " 
( 1280. 
III. Coherence--the relationships l•lithin the paragraph are 
unmistakable ( 134). 
(3} Paragraphs should have topic sentences which should be 
placed at the beginning of the paragraph, at the beginning 
and the end of the paragraph, or--on occasion--at the end. 
(Scott and Denny 21), 
These same prescriptions about the paragraph are clearly echoed 
in composition textbooks today. Consider some of the paragraph 
instruction that students encounter: 
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--Paragraphs and Themes, a popular textbook in the late 1970's 
and early 1980's which has seen at least four editions, presents the 
structure of the paragraph by saying, "Good paragraphs possesses four 
qualities: unity, completeness, order, and coherence." And a page 
or so later, Canavan adds to these qualities the suggestion that a 
good paragraph usually has "a good topic sentence [which] ell'presses 
a single rna in idea" (4 I). 
--One of the recent handbooks on writing, Hans Guth's A New 
English Handbook ( 1985), acknowledges change in writing by including 
guidance on word processing, yet Guth maintains the traditional 
instruction on what makes good parasraphs: "In most l¥"ell-t-rritten 
paragraphs, we include a clear statement that tells our readers: 
'This is what I am trying to shot-r' . . A topic sentence is a 
sentence that sut"'s up the main point or key idea of a paragraph" (266). 
Guth also includes the important elements of a good paragraph--the 
material is relevant to one another hrhat McElory calls "free from 
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dislocation"), the material is adequately developed, and the material 
is coherent (265-77 passim). 
--Jean 1Vyrick informs the teachers l.zho use her Steps to t-lriting 
Hell: A Concise Guide to Composition ( 1987) that her section on 
parep;raphs "discusses in detail the requirei'lents of good body para-
graphs: topic sentences, unity, order and coherence, adequate develop-
ment, use of specific detail, and logical sequence" (iv). This actual 
discussion loolts like Barrett Wendell's "prevision," for loJ'yriclt ahom> 
her students to use topic sentences from their paragraphs as main 
points in the outline of the essay as a whole (32), She also includes 
a rule in the middle of page 33 to remind students: 11Most body para-
graphs you l-7ill write require a topic sentence. In addition, every 
paragraph s!-Jould have adequate developr.tent, unity, and coherence." 
--John Lannon's The Writing Process: A Concise Rhetoric ( 1985) 
spends several chapters looking at the paragraph. One of the first 
chapters shows that the paragraph "is an idea unit, one distinct 
place for developing one organizing point, a space for making [the 
l-7riter's] l'leaning exact" (40). Quite a bit later, students are told 
to remember that "a paragraph body has several sentences supporting 
the topic statement, [just like] an essay body has several paragraphs 
supporting the thesis statement" ( 166). 
--Even in books that are exploiting timely topics such as 
writing across the curriculum or on-the-job-writing, students l·lill 
still find much of the traditional paragraph instruction which 
continues the nineteenth century tradition of McElroy, Genung, and 
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Scott and Denny. In Maifllon, et al Writing in the Arts and Sciences 
( 1981), students find the rather innovative notion that writing is an 
effectivP. way of learning; however, when they are told about para-
graphs, they are told to rel'lernber, "Each paragraph should have a 
thesis statement and a commentary upon, a development of, or evidence 
for that thesis" ( 149 f). And in a textbook designed for "career-
education students, 11 the paragraph instruction echoes traditional 
pedagogy: "Paragraphs can stand by themselves as miniature essays, 11 
11most paragraphs •.• consist of several sentences that develop one 
and only one idea," and paragraphs should obey the rules of unity and 
adequate development (Hart 12-33 passim). 
This nineteenth century rhetoric of the paragraph has dofTlinated 
the instruction students have received--and still receive. Not that 
the content of this tradition has been aired, the questi.on to consjdP.r 
is how this peda~ogy developed. 
How did the Pedagogy of the Paragraph Come About? 
Paul Rodgers' "Alexander Bain and the Rise of the Organic Para-
graph" ( 1965) points to several cham~es in the mid-nineteenth century 
that lead to Bain's paragraph rhetoric and its wide spread acceptance. 
From the start, tl,e paragrapl, posed problems to nineteenth century 
rhetoricians because it does not occur in spoken discourse (405). Yet 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century witnesses a shift from the 
oratorical premise of the classical tradition--exampled by Blair, 
Campbell, and Whatley--toward a written rhetoric. 
Textbook writers, who were themselves schooled in Blair's 
Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles T..ettres (1783) or Campbell's 
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The Philosophy of Rhetoric ( 1850), found that their training seemed 
inadequate for addressing the needs of t-Jriting. First, neither Blair 
nor Campbell even consider the paragraph. Second, the rhetorics of 
Blair and Campbell seem to depend on l'Jhat Applebee calls ''the flowers 
of rhetoric" (8). Look, for example, at this sampling of Blair's 
table of contents: 
Lect. II Taste 
III Criticism--Genius--Pleasures of Taste--
Sublimity in objects 
IV The Sublime 
V Beauty, and other Pleasures of 'J'aste 
XVI Hyperbole--Personification--Apes t raphe 
(vel. I vii-viii.i) 
George Campbell's The Philosophy of Rhetoric is one of the 
of Blair's Lectures. Though first published in 1795, 
Campbell's several imprints and editions (save a condensation in 
1911) appeared exclusively in the nineteenth century and shaped 
classroom practices until the last decade or so of the century. Lloyd 
Bitzer says in his introduction to Philosophy that those who taup,ht 
before Bain clearly favored Campbell's work "as a text for students 
of oratory, composition, and criticism11 (xi). A glance at the contents 
of Philosopy reveals that Campbell, just as Blair, is committed to the 
11 flowers 11 of rhetoric: 
Book 
II 
The Nature and Found at ion of Eloquence 
The Foundation and Essential Properties of 
Elocution 
III .•.. The Discriminating Properties of Elocution 
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(v-vi) 
Though Blair and Campbell seem to dominate the century, they 
begin to lose favor ,.,hen w·riting supplants the tradition of oral corn-
position. Rodgers' historical survey in his essay on Bain and the 
organic paragraph traces the course of events that culminate t.~ith 
oratory being divorced from the classroor.t practices of rhetoric. 
Rodgers reports that the evidence for this shift may be found 
early as 1827 in Samuel Nettnnan's Practical Syster:J of Rhetoric, 
noting that Nem!lan's text "seel'I.S to have been the first American 
rhetoric . , • [to concern] itself almost exclusively tdth written 
composition" ("Alexander" 402n). After tracing the shift through the 
1840's and into the 1860's, Rodgers concludes that "the separation of 
voice and delivery frol!l rhetoric uas generally accepted by the 1880's" 
(402). 
Along with this shift froiTI voice and delivery tot11ard a rhetoric 
of 1·1riting, a second significant change occurred in classrooms, 
especially in AI'lerica. America's educational systems in the post-
Civil t-J'ar years faced r.:tass confusion because the students who occupied 
the chairs in the college and university classrooms changed. Suddenly, 
men--and women--from broader cultural and socio-economic backgrounds 
found their 1V"ay into composition classes. Before, instructors could 
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expect that their students came from similar economic backgrounds and 
had shared cultural values and experiences. Hol<rever, with the democra-
tization of education following the industrial revolution, many men 
and uomen became first generation college students, and their back-
grounds were not highly literate or culturally sophisticated. This 
lack of shared experiences affected the expectations of college 
instructors, 
This change in shared el~periences, in conjunction with the shift 
from oral to 1·1ritten discourse, is problem enough. Yet a third change 
also occurred in the last decades of the nineteenth century. The 
belletristic tradition of Blair and Campbell, ~vhich is described above, 
gave t-1ay to the p.ressut'es of a scientific and technical tradition. 
A new prose "genre" was born fror:1 the study of science and the rise 
of business--el:position. Students l·Tere no longer encouraged to make 
"attempts"--"essais" as Montaigne envisioned. They must produce 
l\lriting that meets the requit'ements of the "bottom-line." These new 
students require a 11 pract ical" rhetoric, as Rodgers describes it, that 
assures adequately developed paragraphs which exhibit unity 
("Alexander" 407). 
'lo1ith all these changes occurring in the classrooms--the shift 
froi!l oral to l>Tritten, the change of the student population, the 
supplanting of "eSsais" with exposition--there t-ras near anarchy in 
departments of English and rhetoric. Robert Connors sees this anarchy 
and cocments: 
What occurred between 1870 and 1895 was a shift from a 
concrete, form-based model [of writing] rooted in lit-
erary high culture to a more pliable, abstract model 
that seemed to be adaptable to anything which a rising 
young American might wish to say ("Rise" 447). 
Thus, events required someone to step forward and assert order 
over this chaos in the classroom and lead the \-Tay in developing this 
adaptable, abstract model for writing. Ale}~ander Bain's rhetoric 
of the paragraph, modified somewhat by his followers--but othenlise 
intact, emerged with prescriptions that assured this order for the 
classroom. Rodgers reminds his readers at the end of his essay on 
the organic paragraph that "on the surface [Bain's] appeal is 1~holly 
to logic and empirical authority 11 ; however, Rodgers goes on to warn 
that beneath this facade the pedagogy of the paragraph is deductive 
and arises from the model of the expanded sentence (408). And Bain 1 s 
prescriptions, though addressing the immediate needs of classroom 
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teachers faced ,.,lith chaos, placed 11 t1~entieth-century paragraph rhetoric 
in a deductive cage, from loJhich it has yet to extricate itself." 
Bain's appeal, as RodBers rightly claims, bore only a semblance 
to empirical authority. The late 1960's and early 1970's, however, 
offer significant and authoritative studies of the paragraph whose 
conclusions are--at best--surprising tr1hen compared to the current 
pedagogies, for the studies show that actual practice is at odds with 
traditional textbook claims about the paragraph. 
What do "Real11 Writers do uith Paragraphs and how does the Pedagogy 
Deal with the Theoretical and Empirical Studies? 
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The first empirical studies to show the descrepancy between 
pedagogy and practice of "real" l·1riters is Richard Meade and W. Geiger 
Ellis' report~ "Paragraph Development in the Modern Age of Rhetoric" 
( 1970). The premise for their study is candid and obvious--"Much 
attention has been given to the phase of organization usually referred 
to as the paragraph, Because of the dearth of research investigations 
rhetorical concerns [such as th.e paragraph], the teacher has been 
left to rely largely on the recommendations of textbooks" ( 193). 
Meade and Ellis go on to report that various events--the CCC 
conference on the paragraph in 1958 and Albert Kitzhaber's COl'II!1ents 
on the paragraph in Themes, Theories, and Therapy: The Teaching of 
\o1riting in College ( 1963}--lead them to look for research l.;rhich 
supports the traditional textbook recommendations ~1hich the CCC 
conference and Kitzhaber challenge. They turn to Richard Braddock 1 s 
Research and Hritten Co!'lposition ( 1963) • ~1hich is a compendium of 
research on theory and pedagogy, and find no research l.;rhich defends 
the traditional pedagogy against such assertions as Kitzhaber's: 
"the majority of handbooks present a dessicated rhetorical doctrine 
that has probably done a good deal more over the years to hinder good 
writing than to foster it--the position of the topic sentence and 
mechanical rules for developing expository paragraphs" ( 136}. 
Thus • Meade and Ellis see a "dual attacl<" on the issue of 
traditional writing instruction: do writers actually practice the 
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methods for paragraph development which are born from Bain' s deductive 
approach and which consume great deals of time in classes and space 
in textbooks? And, halo~ do writers go about using any method in their 
writing? Meade and Ellis, after posing the ttvo questions, report on 
their observation concerning the first. 
Their methodology is relatively simple. They look at three hun-
dred paragraphs randomly selected froo three print sources: one hundred 
paragraphs from a popular source, Saturday Reviet·11 one hundred para-
graphs from a professional publication, English Journal; and one 
hundred paragraphs. from the letters to the editor section of the 
Richmond Times-Dispatch newspaper. The paragraphs from Saturday 
Revien and English Journal are considered as they appeared in print; 
Meade and Ellis use the actual letters sent to the Til'!les-Dispatch, for 
journalistic practices may have required some changes from the letter 
~-Jriter 1 s intentions, 
Their observations reveal that fewer than 50 percent of the three 
hundred paragraphs exhibited the usual prescriptions found in text-
books: 53 out of 100 fror.l the Saturday Review used no textbook method, 
62 out of the 100 from the Til'les-Dispatch avoided traditional para-
graph prescriptions, and 53 out of the 100 randomly selected from 
English Journal indicated no usual method of development ( 195). Also, 
Meade and Ellis report that the 44 percent of the paragraphs depended 
on only t~ro methods of development: reasons and examples 1 
Meade and Ellis suggest a conclusion based on their observations: 
11A teacher may therefore question the validity of teaching all the 
methods textbooks include •.• 11 ( 199). And from this conclusion, 
Meade and Ellis tell their readers, 
l.fuch teaching in the English class in the past--attention 
to formal grallll!lar, for example--t'l1as irrelevant to the real 
use of the language. A sii'lilar danger exists in the 
modern age of rhetoric if the English teacher, in the name 
of rhetoric, turns to forr.talities of paragraph development 
irrelevant to the output of contemporary writers " 
(200) 0 
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But as the survey of textbooks included here, or any1vhere, indi-
cates, this conclusion about "irrelevant formalities" has gone 
unheeded over the past fifteen years since Meade and Ellis' research. 
A second empirical study of the paragraph considers "The fre-
quency and Placement of Topic Sentences in Expository Prose 11 ( 1974), 
Richard Braddoct~ looks to the prescriptions about the topic sentence 
that appear in the pedagogy and asl<s, "Hm-1 much basis is there for us 
to make such statenents to students or to base testing on the truth 
of them?" (311) He plans to pursue this question t-Jith two lines of 
investigation: t·1hat percentage of paragraphs do indeed contain topic 
sentences and, if they occur, where in the paragraph do they appear? 
His procedure is similar to Meade and Ellis' methodology, 
Braddock uses a corpus of material randomly selected by Margaret Ashida 
from popular magazines such as The Atlantic, Harper's, The Net-1 Yorker, 
The Reporter, and The Saturday Revie\'1, Braddock t-7orks Hith 25 essays 
garnered from Ash ida's 420 and begins with going through each article, 
numbering the paragraphs. 
After numbering the par3graphs, Braddock inserts "a penciled slash 
mark after each T-unit in each paragraph and [then ~<~rites] the total 
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number of T-un its at the end of each paragraph" (312). Braddoclt uses 
Kellogg Hunt's description ofT-units as "the shortest grammatically 
allowable sentences into uhich ... [l-lriting can] be segmented." 
Braddock t,•ants to locate the T-un its for tt"o purposes: to have a 
"standard conception of a sentence" t.;rhich avoids differences in 
punctuation and to be e.ble to determine which T-unit functions as the 
topic sentence (312-13 passim). 
As he begins to search for the topic sentence, Braddock runs into 
problems: "After several frustrating attempts [to underline the topic 
sentence] I realized that the notion of Hhat a topic sentence 
is, is not at all clear." Finding no adequate and elegant description 
of the topic sentence, Braddock concludes that topic sentences may 
appear as he develops sentence outlines for each of the 25 essays in 
his corpus. Sentence outlines, he decides, "omit transitional and 
illustrative statements and concentrate on the theses themselves" 
(314). 
After analyzine his T-units and classifying his data into heaclings 
such as "siMple," "delayed-completion," "assembled," and "inferred," 
Braddock is able to conclude: "It just is not true that !:lOst exposi-
tory paragraphs have topic sentences in [the coT'lposition textbook] 
sense" (320). He can then move fran this conclusion to SOI!1e ii!1pli-
cations for teaching \.,rriting: both teachers and te...:tbook authors 
should "exercise caution 11 in malcing claims about the frequency of 
topic sentences in contemporary prose and textbooks, teachers, and 
reading-test makers should be r::~ore careful in defining the "topic 
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sentence" and give students assistance in dealing with delayed-
completion and inplicit topic sentences. Braddock summarizes his 
study by pointing out that even though topic sentences may be helpful 
for students in developing their paragraphs, teachers should not imply 
that the topic sentence came from words written in the sides 
("Discourse-centered"4), but that topic sentences, at best, aid in 
mal<ing the ~'ll'riting clearer for both the 1vriter and the reader. 
Again, as the brief survey included above indicates, no one 
to have wanted to clarify the definition of the topic sentence nor have 
any textbook t·1riters elected to tone down their claims about the 
frequency or the occurrence of topic sentences. 
In yet another study, "The Psychological Reality of the Para-
graph" ( 1969), Koen, Beclcer, and Young report their results of 
giving students long pieces of discourse without indentations and 
having them mark paragraph boundaries. '1-lhen the discourse is 11normal" 
English prose, the students agree l-Iith one another 80 percent of the 
time. Koen, Beclcer and Young take the experiment further and re~ove 
all nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, replacing them t<lith non-
sense lolords, "paralogs" (50). Still, they report their students have 
75 percent ap,reernent on paragraph breaks. 
Robert Connors uses these findings to make the claim that 11 the 
paragraph is a psychologically real unit that depends on both formal 
and content based cues for its identity 11 (Dissertation 461). Connors 
goes on to assert that the findings from Koen, Becker, and Young 
refute "Rodgers' contention that many paragraphs are indented by their 
authors in a cocpletely arbitrary l'1ay. 11 
Hm>1ever, Keen, Becker and Young and Robert Co,nnors seem to miss 
a crucial point. If the students agree, fine. But how closely do 
the students' intuitions Match those of the writer's paragraph 
intentions? Isn't this agreeiTJent important in tall:i.ng about the 
"psychological reality" of the paragraph? Don't "real" Hriters 
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insert paragraph marl(s--either rhetorical or structural--for sOfTie 
purpose in aiding the reader throup,h the task? However, Koen, Becker, 
and Young indicate in their stud~' that they chose not to comp2re the 
students' paragraphing Hith the author's. 
Another question concerns Koen, Becker, and Young's methodology. 
Students were told to mark on the page t.J"here paragraphs appear. The 
Question arises, hm·Jever, t·JOuld students be more l:i.!<ely to aeree if 
they are acting as readers and mark as they go throup,h the discourse 
~ is their agreement more likely to occur t~hen they copy or "write" 
the discourse? In reading, He are dependent upon the t-Jriter's 
cues--or else t-Je are lil<ely--as t-Jere the freshmen students in Keen, 
Becker, and Young's study--to "cone up for air" more often than He 
supposed to. Writers, on the other hand, paragraph for usage 
"coming up for air" and for other purposes. Thus, ho\o: can we 
unequivocally say the paragraph is psychologically real Hhen there 
too many variables that affect its occurrence? 
In an attempt to anst-.rer these questions about reading and tv-riting 
and in an attempt to see hm<J agreement among students at a com..'!lunity 
college match with the paragraphing from {{oen, Becker, and Young's 
study, I gave three groups of students a brief essay by Stephen Jay 
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Gould, "Ever Since Darwin." This piece was chosen for two reasons: 
it is used in The St. Martin's Guide to Hriting (1985) as an example 
of how students intuitively know paragraph points. Secondly, the 
passage is rat~er difficult to read, thus requiring the students to 
read for "both formal and content-based cues," just as in the nonsense 
passages in Kocn, Becker, and Young. 
The three groups used in this mock of Koen, Becker, and Young's 
study 1vere: 
Group I: Developmental English students who Here placed in 
pre-college Hark because of an inadequate score on a placement essay 
holistically scored by members of the English department. 
Group 2: Students who <vere enrolled in the Spring Quarter 1988 
in English 113--Research and Composition. These students have 
completed two quarters of freshman English and have demonstrated 
adequate control of academic writing to be enrolled in English 113. 
Group 3: DevelopMental reading students who were placed in a 
course to improve their reading comprehension and speecl. These stu-
dents were placed into reading because they scored less than eleventh 
grade, fifth month ( 11.5) on the Nelson Denny reading test adminis-
tered by the Davidson County Community College placement service. 
The students in Grou{JS I and 2 read the essay and then were asked 
to copy by hand the Gould piece and insert paragraph indentations where 
they believed parar;raphs should go. These students were told not to 
type the essay. This caution was inserted to assure that the students 
consider the material as if tftey \V"ere playing the role of writer. 
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Trained typists can dupLi.cate a piece of prose and not know what has 
been written. Group 3 was told to read the essay and insert para-
graph points with a slash marie ( /) or a square bracket ([). 'l'8ble 
shows the results of the exercise. 
Table 1.0 
Results from the Three Groups Marking Paragraphs 
in an Essay 
Number of Mean 
Sentences Number of 
Marked as Paragra~hs 
Paragraphs Found 
Group I 19/30 5.n 
(N•I3) 
Grouo 2 25/30 ~.PO 
(N•J4) 
Group 3 28/30 fi .3~ 
(N•I7) 
Table I shows that the more advanced readersh.,.riters in Group 2 
tended to find tv!O !'lOre paragraphs cut of the thirty sentence essay 
than the lesser skilled developMental groups. However, the skilled 
group seems almost as wi 11 ing as the group of readers to mark para-
graphs more often than the developmental English group. The develop-
mental writers found 19 places for paragraphs; however, the other two 
groups found 25 or 28 cut of only 30 sentences. 
The issue to consider next is the percent of agreement that can 
be discovered from the sampling. However, some problems present them-
selves in defining agreement. First, how many students must select a 
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sentence as a point for a paragraph before one can say the students 
"agree"? Secondly, every student in the sample agreed that the first 
sentence is a paragraph point; hO\olever, this agreement sket\IS what the 
sampling is trying to discover. Koen, Becker, and Young to.~ere careful 
to avoid this issue because the subjects in their study \~ere told that 
' 1each passage might or !'light not begin or end with a paragraph 11 (50). 
Because the instructions for the three groups of students did 
not indicate the possibility of the J?resence .£!..absence of a para-
graph at the beginning or the P.nd of the essay, this samplinR found 
100 percent agreement among the students in all three groups that the 
first sentence indicates the beginning of a paragraph. Since students 
were not properly instructed and since even the most basic writer 
knows that the first sentence of a piece of discourse is usually 
marked as a paragraph, this percentage is considered moot and 
Table I. 1 indicates the mean 11 agreement 11 among the students where 
two or more students indicated a paragraph point. 
Table I. I 
Agreement among Students on Paragraph Marks 
Group I 
(N= 13) 
Group 2 
(N= 14) 
Group 3 
(N= 17) 
Mean % 
for the three groups 
Mean % of agree-
ment for paragraphs 
(based on 2+ decisions) 
35% 
47% 
34% 
39% 
~fuen the points of indentation are counted, the students agree 
Hith one another only 39 percent of the time, \'lith those who ~>'ere 
"writing 11 the essay tending to agree more often than those who were 
"reading" the essay. Also, almost as one would expect, the more 
advanced \'lriters tended to agree more often, yet their agreement is 
less than 50 percent and far less than what Koen, Becker, and Young 
report. 
Koen, Beci(er, and Young report their findings in a table which 
indicates the percentage of agreement at the sentence junctures .• For 
one of their sample passages, the data are reported: 
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Percentage of S 1 s marking paragraphs 
Passage 
No. 
junctures 0-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 
SE I~ 14 
(Reproduced here from p. 51 of Koen, Becker, and Young's Table I) 
Thus, out of this passage where somewhere between 9 and 14 under-
graduates read the passage and marked paragraphs at sentence junctures 
labeled with brackets [], only at 3 .iunctures did the students agree 
80-10(1 percent of the time. Yet, in their discussion of these data, 
Keen, Becker, and Young report, 11 In other words, there was 80 percent 
or better ap,reenent for 17 of the 19 .iunctures" (50). 
If the date from the sampling of colTUllunity college students are 
placed in a table such as Koen, Becker, and Young (Table I. 2), the 
follm·1ing is revealed: 
Table 1.2 
Community College Sample Modeled on Koen, Becker, 
and Young 1 s Data 
Group No. Percentage of S 1 s marking paragraphs 
junctures 0-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 
30 19 
30 16 
30 20 
Totals 90 55 16 II 
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Out of the 90 sentences considered for this sampling, at 55 
junctures students agreed less than 20 percent of the tine, and at only 
4 junctures could students agree 80 percent of the time or better. In 
other words, given any passage of discourse, only at 13 percent of 
the sentence junctures will students be able to agree 80 percent 
better on whether a paragraph belongs at that .iuncture. 
Thus the sample collected from community college students does 
not differ greatly from Koen, Becker, and Young in that in roughly I 
out of 10 sentence junctures of non-indented prose students can agree 
RO percent of the time or better. This figure, hm..,ever, seems far less 
than Hhat Connors reports in his dissertation, \'lhich leads him to 
assert that the paragraph is a psychologically real unit. 
These data shm" that far less than 80 percent of the time can 
students agree with one another where the paragraphs should appear, if, 
indeed, the researcher wants to definitely learn about this sort of 
agreement. Koen, Becker, and Younr,'s study is disturbing at this very 
point. They present, in their discussion of the data, that their 
saP.Jple agreed 80 percent of the time. Hm.,ever, close examination of 
their data reveals that yes--80 percent either a~reed £!.. disagreed 
about the location of paragraphs. Hhat Koen, Becl<er, and Young present 
as 80 percent agreement is that at 14 of the 19 .lunctures students 
agree less than 20 percent of the time. This figure is added to the 
3 junctures v.•here they found 80-100 percent agreement for them to 
make their claim of 80 percent agreement. In reality, the students 
only agreed at 3 .iunctures and disagreed at 14. When this reading of 
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the data is considered and when one considers that Keen, Beclcer, and 
Young's sample included~ 9-14 students, then one needs to consider 
how reliable is Connor's psychological reality of the paragraph. 
Of course, my attempt to follow-up Keen, Becl(er, and Young's 
study may err in the definition of "agreement." Thus, Table 1.3 
reports where at least half of the students agree a paragraph should 
belong (with sentence one deleted). 
Table 1.3 
At T ... east 50% Agreement among Students 
Group I Group 2 Group 3 
(N= 13) (N=14) (N= 17) 
Sent. 9-69% Sent. 3-50% Sent. 4-59% 
(9/ 13) 0/ 14) (10117) 
Sent, 24-61.5% Sent. 11-50% Sent. 24-76.5% 
(8/ 13) (7/ 14) ( 13117) 
Sent. 24-86% 
( 12/ 14) 
Sent. 28-57% 
(8/l4) 
Using the raw data from Table 1.3, the Table 1.4 reveals the 
mean percentage of agreement from each group. 
Table 1.4 
Mean % of Agreement among Students 
Group 1 
(N=I3) 
Group 2 
(N=I4) 
Group 3 
(N=I7) 
65% 
61% 
67.5% 
Table !.4 seems to show agreement more in keeping witl1 Koen, 
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Becker, and Young's study. However, the number of points of agreement 
so small that one must question the reliability of the agreement. 
Out of the 30 sentences in Gould's essay, Groups I and 3 could only 
find 3 (exactly 10 percent of the sentence junctures) wl)ere the 
students could agree 50 percent of the time or more. Group 2 agref!-
ment is better--4 sentences out of 30 ( 13% of the .iunctures). 
Yet another issue in terms of e.p,reeiT\ent needs to he considered--
what of the points of agreement with Gould? In other words, how often 
do ti-Je students' paragraph points agn:e with Gould's indentations and 
intentions? Table 1.5 illustrates this issue. 
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Table I .5 
Students' Agreement with Paragraph Marks in the Essay 
Gould's para- Group I Group 2 Group 3 
graphing (N= 13) (N=I4) (N= I 7) 
Sent. I I 31 I 3 14 I 14 I 7 I I 7 
Sent. 8 Ol 13 2114 41 I 7 
Sent. II 5113 7 I 14 7 I I 7 
Sent. 13 3113 31 14 3117 
Sent. 24 8113 I 21 14 13/17 
Sent. 28 3113 Bl 14 7 I I 7 
Table I. 6 takes these raw data and converts them into percentages 
for simpler compad sons. 
Hhen the students' paragrap!l, as indicated in Table 1.6, is 
compared to Gould's original parap.raphinP:, the students' a~reeiT\ent 
IY"ith his marks range from 29 to 46 oercent. Thoup,h Group 3, who only 
read and marked paragrcphs, tends to make a larger number of paragraphs 
(28 out of 30 sentences are labeled as paragraphs by at least student), 
the students agreed with Gould more often than Group 1, the 11 unsopi1is-
ticated" t-Jriters of Gould's essay. Nevertheless, Group I tends to mark 
fewer sentences as paragral)hs (only 19 out of the 30 sentences). Of 
course, Group 2 has the p,reatest amount of agreement t-Tith Gould's 
marks, which should not be a surprise since these students have had 
more experience with 1Hiting and reading than those in the other groups. 
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Table 1.6 
Percentage of Agreement with Paragraph Marks in 
the Essay 
Gould's para- Group I Group 2 Group 3 
graphinp.: (N=I3) (N•I4) (N= 17) 
Sent. I 100% 100% 100% 
Sent. A 0% 14% 23.5% 
Sent. II 38% 50% 41% 
Sent. 13 23% 21% 18% 
Sent. 24 62% 86% 76.5% 
Sent. 28 23% 57% 41% 
Mean % 41% 54.5% 50% 
Mean % 
(without Sent. I) 29% 46% 40% 
What do all these percentages mean? Perhaps that Keen, Becker, 
and Young's study needs to be reevaluated with a broader range of 
students before one claims, as Connors does in dissertation, that the 
paragraph "is a psychologically real unit." Perhaps the students \.,.ho 
make up this current sampling cfoes not have the sophistication of the 
university undergraduates in Keen, Becker, and Youny,' s study. However, 
the number of students involved in this sampling is in keeping with 
Keen, Becker, and Young's sample; they employed 9-14 students. and 
this sample used 13-17. 
Regardless of the controls--number of subjects, similar passages 
and instructions, levels of experience--comparing the two samples does 
illuminate several important issues for those ~.;ho wish to consider 
further the "psychological reality" of the paragraph. Keen, Becker, 
and Young ask their students to mark paragraph points as readers; 
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the sample for this dissertation asked the students in two groups to 
make paragraphs as writers. The unsophisticated group of readers does 
agree Hith Gould more often than the unsophisticated writers; hm.,;rever, 
the readers tend to make more paragraphs (almost 50 percent more than 
those in Group I) and they do agree less often with one another (only 
about 35 percent of the time) than the Group I writers (who agree 
38 percent). 
Also, those in this sample who are sophisticated readers and 
writers still do not display anything near the level of agreement 
reported by Koen, Bec\(er, and Young. This difference may be explained 
in several Hays. The students in this present survey may _iust be 
poorer readers and writers than in the earlier study. Certainly most 
people today are familiar \·lith decline of American's students. The 
difference between what readers expect and Nhat Nriters supply may be 
more different than Koen, Becker, and Young's study can e•~plain. Or, 
perhaps Keen, Becker and Young's report of 80 percent agreement may 
be more ambiguous than Connors allows. Just because students agree 
where paragraphs do not belong, does not mean that students will agree 
Hhere paragraphs ~belong. 
Whatever the case, this present study suggests the need to 
reevaluate Keen, Becker, and Young's findings and further suggest that 
the "psychological reality of the paragraph" may not refute Rodgers 1 
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contention about stadia of discourse as Connors tvould have us believe. 
In fact, just the oppos j. te may be true; for even though one may agree 
Nith Connors that paragraphs are "psychologically real" for readers, 
the 11Hriter' 11 samples for this present survey seem to confirm Rodgers' 
claim that paragraphs discovered. The "writers" mark fewer para-
graphs and are more likely to agree with one anot~er than those who 
marked as tl-tey read. Also, the "writers" of Groups I and 2 can deal 
Hith larger pieces of discourse than the readers. Simply, when the 
readers do not have marks to guide them, they insert marks ~·1herever 
they ta!<f! a rest; l.Jriters, on the other hand, can vielo the discourse's 
larger function and supply pc.rar,raphs as the paragraphs work to 
establish or develop that larger function, not simply because the 
writers needed to stop and reflect. 
A fourth empirical study, Thor.~as H. Utley's "Testinf Standard 
Modern Paragraph Theories" ( 1983}, attel'lpts to shmv just vrhat the title 
suggests: Vlhich of the three modern theories best account of para-
graphs selected from published sources? Utley uses Becker's tagiT~emic 
approach (the operations of variation, lexical equivalence classes, 
lexical transitions, and verb sequences}; Christensen's coordination, 
subordination, and mixed sequences (as ~1ell as Christensen's claim 
that the topic sentence should appear in the initial position}; and 
Rodgers' stadia of discourse '"hich influences paragraphing patterns. 
Utley reports that of the corpus he analyzed, 32.8 percent of the 
paragraphs could be explained by Becker's tagmemic approach, 30.8 
percent by Christensen's model, and 100 percent by Rodgers' stadia. 
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Utley concludes that Rodgers' P.Jodel allotv"s "for sequences not neces-
sarily coterminous t-lith paragraph boundaries and for more flexible 
concepts of flunctuations in the abstraction levels within sequences." 
Thus, Utley's empirical observations uncover a crucial concern that 
has been folloued throughout this dissertation's analysis of the 
paragraph--the clist inct ion bettoJeen form and function, which, in turn, 
informs our understanding of the rhetorical and the structural 
approaches to the paragraph. 
What do the Textbooks say about 
the Research and the Theories? 
If these empirical studies are to be believed even marginally, 
then teachers should exercise caution in their lectures about the 
placer::tent of topic sentences, the Hays para8raphs are developed, and, 
perhaps, reconsider their entire approach to the paragraph. Hot-~ever, 
teachers rarely consider the theories of Becl-::er, Christensen, or 
Rodgers, simply because fe~v teachers have been advised by their texts 
to 11 e.xercise caution 11 concerning the traditional approach to the para-
graph. '!'extbooks are not considering the empirical research and only 
a handful of the uriting texts incorporate the new ti-Jeoretical Nark 
which challenges the nineteenth century pronouncements about the 
paragraph. Look, for example, at a few of those textboo!<s which do 
acknowledge that, perhaps, the nineteenth century tradition of the 
paragraph needs to be reassessed. 
--Jiin Corder tells students, in Contemporary Writing: Process 
and Practice ( 1979), that "a recent study of paragraph form shaHs that 
somewhat felV"er than half of the paragraphs examined had a single, 
plainly recognizable topic sentence" (255). Though Corder does not 
note this "recent study 1 " he is surely referring to Braddock 1 s 
"Frequency and Placement of Topic Sentences" ( 1974). Of thirty-two 
rhetoric texts surveyed concerning paragraph instruction, Corder is 
the only text to acknowledge the existence of an empirical study 
which presents counter-evidence to the traditional pedagogy2 list 
the books). 
--Out of the thirty-tHo texts surveyed, ten texts (see note 2) 
followed Christensen's "generative rhetoric of the paragraph 3 . This 
number, nearly 30 percent 1 should not be surprising because 
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Christensen's approach is the most conservative of the three and goes 
far as to insist that the topic sentence be the first sentence 
in the paragraph 4 
--In this survey, five textbooks (see note 2) inform students of 
Becker 1 s tagmernic method (though the texts often use different vocabu-
lary and rarely acknowledge Becker). 
--And in the te):tbooks surveyed, only two (see note 2) mention 
paragraph chunks in such a way as to echo Rodgers' stadia of 
discourse. 
Regardless of Yhat the studies and the theories claim, however, 
textbooks clearly prefer the traditional paragraph instruction. Of the 
thirty-two texts considered, seventeen hold the line on the nineteenth 
century rhetoric of the paragraph and essentially ignore the work of 
the last thirty years. 
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Why Have the Theories and the Studies Been Ignored? 
The question remains, however, since over the past thirty years 
the tradition has at least been questioned: why have r:tore than 50 
percent of the current textbooks elected to ignore the issues tbat have 
dominated professional literature and even shaped the theme for the 
CCC conference in 1958? 
One reason the challenges have been ignored is that the theoret-
ical approaches are not easily adapted to classroom practice. 
Christensen has had the most success, perhaps because his model is 
reMiniscent of the sentence-combining approach and because he preserves 
many of the nineteenth century pedagogy's vocabulary: the topic sen-
tence, coordination, subordination 5 . Becker has had some following, 
particularly l'l'ith the increasing interest in the process approach to 
l'l'riting. His typolop,y--TRI and PS--offers students "hooks" which are 
far more helpful in generating and shaping their ideas than 
Christensen's levels of generality which connote structure or form 
instead of heuristic. 
A second reason why the tradition has been preserved is the essen-
tially conservative nature of teaching. That "teachers teach the lt~ay 
they were taught"" has becone accepted as a truism. Thus, tvhen teacher 
training for English spends a great deal of its time focusing on the 
study of literature and traditional theories of language, then fel'l' 
innovative or challenging approaches t·1ill make their way into a class-
room_. Look, for example, at transformational-generative grammar which 
goes far in explaining 1·1hy students produce the sentences they do. Yet 
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few high school teachers have been exposed to this model for grammar 
and fet•Jer dare use--except indirectly in sentence-combining exercises. 
Third, many writing instructors are intimidated by the teaching 
of 1..-.riting, thus they depend on the traditional pedagogies to help 
them deal uith their anxiety. Especially since the emphasis on the 
process approach began ten to fifteen years ago, teachers hc.ve become 
apprehensive about the teaching of t1riting because (I) the process 
approach does not lend itself readily to 11content-driven 11 pedagogies 
and (2) the process approach det:lands that teachers model for their 
students. As one reader responded on looking at the argument against 
the paragraph t~hich I summarize in the introduction, "If the para-
p,raph isn't taught, t,rhat w·ould teachers teach in a Hriting class?" 
With the process approach, teachers have found thePlselves in the 
uncoF.Jfortable position of meeting their classes, but not having any 
material for formal lectures. The topic-sentence and development 
model of the pedagogical approach solves this problem. Also, if 
students drilled topic sentences and development, then the 
teachers do not have to read so much writing. As Scott and Denny 
argued in their introduction to Paragraph Writing, the bane of a 
writing teacher's life is having to read student t...riting. Short 
answers--such as underline the topic sentence--and requiring only 
short paragraphs of eight to ten lines give teachers the opportunity 
to avoid the burden of reading student writing. And, Nhen time in 
class is spent Hith drill on topic sentence location and modes of 
develoment, teachers do not have to take the responsibility to write 
themselves; thus their credibility as a Hriter can go unquestioned--
as their credibility might Hell be questioned if they did T'lodel 
~·1riting regularly for their students. 
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A fourth, and provocative explanation for the majntencmce of the 
traditional peda3ogy may be gleaned from Susan Sontag's essay, 
"Against Interpretation" ( 1969). Sontag challenges the tradition of 
the Ne1;1 Critical approach to literature, uhich she says starts Nitb 
Harx and Freud and Hhich " ... [reduces] the v10rk of art to its 
content and then . . . tames the work . Interpretation [of the 
New Critical ilk] makes art manageable, conformable" ( 17). "To make 
!Tlanageable and conformable" is the goal of most composition teachers. 
And this conformity can be assured if students are required to follow 
the prescriptions of the nineteenth century rhetoric of the paragraph. 
Sontag goes on to say that the ro1 e of interpretation has been "to 
translate the elements of the poem or play or novel or story into 
something else. 11 This attitude is dfe in a COP!position class. 
Teachers often feel compelled to tal<e the "stuff" of the students 1 
essay and 11 translate it 11 into something that it is not. If nothing 
else, consider the traditional pedagogical r.~odel of the essay--five 
paragraphs. Students knOIJ from their reading in l'lagazines and news-
papers that discourse does not follm-.' the pattern of five, and only 
five, paragraphs. Yet teacher after teacher, especially at the 
secondary level, demands that student essays be no more. nor less, 
than five paragraphs. 
Sontag 1 s essay addresses the question of forrr1 and says that 
legitiMate 11criticism, 11 fran her perspective, should avoid "excessive 
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stress on content [l<lhich] provokes the arrogrance of interpretation, 
[and should develop] extended and more thorough descriptions of 
form . . . " (22). By "form," Sontag is suggesting a vocabulary for 
"the temporal arts": "What t>Je don't have yet is a poetics of the novel, 
any clear notion of the forms of narration" (22n). Her comments here 
echo the probler.J '"ith the study of the paragre.ph; teachers do not have 
a "poetics" of the paragraph, nor even of the essay. Thus, teachers 
find their pedagogy is far sirnplier \Vhen they depend upon prescrip-
tions instead of descriptions. 
Sontag goes further to say the critics, composition teachers 
for that matter, schooled in New Criticism find it easier to "shou 
what [a piece] means, 11 than to be able to shmv 11 hOH it is Hhat it is 
" (7~). This "meaning-based" approach to a language act domi-
nates all language instruction in En!Jlish classes, even thouBh the 
last thirty years have l·litnessed major shifts--at least in profes-
sional journals and at professional conferences--in how one goes about 
explaining language. tool< at hmv sentences are parsed: nouns are 
"persons, places, or things 11 ; verbs are simply "action Herds"; and 
Little instruction at the sentence level concerns itself with 
"hoH a sentence is t>1hat it is." This same attitude contaminates 
'~riting instruction beyond the level of the isolated sentence. A 
paragraph can not ~ Hhat it is; the paragraph must ~--"a unit 
of structure higher than a sentence." 
Thus the traditional rhetoric of the paragraph survives in 
textbooks and conpos it ion classrooms because it is expedient and 
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because it is I'leaning based instead of form or function based--in 
spite of t,•hat language theory tells teachers, in spite of what empir-
ical evidence shows teachers, in spite of Hhat new theories of the 
paragraph tell teachers, ancl in spite of what may (and probably is) 
in the best interest of the student writers. 
To illuminate this gap betNeen the traditional pedagogy and t~hat 
current discussion of the paragraph suggests, I conducted a. study in 
the spring of 1986 at Davidson County Comnunity College to see if, 
indeed, any tangible results can be determined v1hen COT'Iparine; the work 
of students t~ho received traditional instruction with the work of 
students Hho received!!..£_ explicit instruction on the paragraph at all. 
The follm~ing chapter reports on the results of this study. 
NOTES 
1In Manly and Ricltert 's The l-lriting of English ( 1923) students are 
instructed to develop parap,raphs in one of two \lays: 
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I. If [the subject] is concrete--a person, thing, place, or 
event--you ~dll naturally think about its parts and qualities; 
you l..rill develop it by details. 
2. Jf [the subject] is abstract--a class, a truth, a la,.,.--
you may look for illustrations of it in the concrete; you 
may develop it by examples (88). 
Manly and Ricltert 's two methods seem quite similar to what Meade and 
Ellis discover. Manly and Rickert's first suggestion seems to be 
more like 11 examples. 11 If something is concrete, students give examples 
of this concrete object's parts or qualities. 
Also, their second suggestion seer.ts more like 11 reasons 11 than examples. 
If the students' subject is an abstraction, they may give 11 reasons 11 
why a class is a class or why a la\V" should be followed or a truth is, 
indeed, the truth. Of course, students may return to the first sug-
gestion and give their readers details as to what the qualities 
of a certain class or some details about 11 the Parts 11 of a truth or 
a la1v. 
If nothing else, Manly and Rickert are able to intuitively know fifty 
years before Neade and Ellis that paragraphs typically depend on a 
small set of methods for development. 
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2The folla.;ring composition texts and handbooks were surveyed to 
determine their position on the pedagogy of the paragraph. The first 
ones listed here maintain the traditional nineteenth century pedagogy 
of topic sentence location(s), r:lethods of development, and the meaning 
of the paragraph--a unit of discourse between the sentence and the 
essay. 
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Winkler, Anthony C. and Joe Ray NcCuen. Rhetoric Made Plain, 4th 
edition. Atlanta: Harcourt Brace, 1984. 
The following te"ts make use of Becker 1 s tagmemic theory by encour-
aeing students to organize paragraphs using TRI [topic/restriction/ 
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illustration] (so some slight modification) and PS [problen/solution] 
strategies. 
Adelstein, Michael E. and Jean G. Pival. The IVriting Comnitment. 
Atlanta: Harcourt Brace, 1976. 
Corder, Jim H. Cant emporary Hr it ing: Process and Practice. 
Tucker, GA: Scott Foresman, 1979. 
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The follot-1ing tHO texts use "paragraph bloc" in much the same way 
that Rodgers describes ''stadia": 
Irmscher, Hilliam F. and Harryette Stover. Holt Guide to English: The 
Alternate Edition. New York: Holt, 1985. 
Neeld, Elizabeth Cm-1an. Writing Brief, 2nd edition. Glenvie\·1, 
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3T\<10 of the texts listed as using Christensen's method--Adelstein 
and Pi val ( 1976) and Neman ( 1983)--also use Becl<er's tagmemic 
method. These authors tend to use Becker's tagmemes a methods for 
development and Christensen's "generative rhetoric" as a Hay to 
account for paragraph "movement or modification \<1ithin the para,graph" 
(Adelstein 286). 
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Secondly~ one should note that Beale, Meyers, and Hhite ( 1982) depend 
heavily on Christensen for their analysis of the sentence, yet they 
shift to one of Christensen's students, 1.J'illis Pitkin, and discuss 
paragraphs as "discourse blocs 11 whiCh demonstrate a binary, bier-
archical structure of function units. For further details on Pitkin's 
system, see his "Discourse Blocs," ~g~ (May 1969): 138-47 and 11X/Y: 
Some Basic Strategies of Discourse," g: (Mar. 1977): 660-72. 
4compare Christensen 1 s hF.!adings from "The Generative Rhetoric of 
the Paragraph 11 to traditional nineteenth century pedagogy. 
Christensen's Heading 
I, The paragraph l'lay be defined 
as a sequence of structually 
related sentences. 
2. The top sentence of the 
sequence is the topic 
sentence. 
4. Simple sequences are of t\V'O 
sorts--coordinate and subor-
dinate. 
19th Century Pedagogy 
l. 11When several consecutive 
sentences iterate or illus-
trate the same idea, they 
should, as far as possible, 
be formed alike 11 (Bain 148). 
2. "The place for the subject 
is often in the opening sen-
tence; sometiflles preceeded, 
houever, by a fe.,1 .,1ords, 
obviously connective and 
preparatory" (Practical 196). 
3. TNO 1-1ays to assure 11explicit 
reference" in a paragraph 
are conjunctions of 11 the 
coordinating class . 
[and] subordinating" 
(Bain 142). 
6. Some paragraphs have no top, 
no topic, sentence. 
4. In some paragraphs, the 
"subject cannot so easily 
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be reduced to a proposition, 
but must be gathered from the 
general bearing of the whole" 
(Practical 195). 
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CHAPTER IV 
AN ANSlVER TO THE "WHAT IF" QUESTION 
After considering l'1hat the theories say and what the empirical 
studies demonstrate, one has to consider the possibility that the 
pedagogy in composition classrooMs is either--( I) ineffectual, (2) 
confusing to students, (3) ill-founded theoretically, or (4) simply 
"burned-out." If not, uhy do students receive the sane instruction 
about the paragraph and the modes of development year after year, from 
the primary grades all the way throu~h their freshman year of college 
writing? Are students simply incompetent and need the same instruction 
over and again? And hmv can one account for the fact that 
instructors often praise student writing that does not follow the 
prescript ions of the pedagogy? 
To explore further this challenge to the traditional paragraph 
instruction ~"hich the previous two chapters have revealed, I coor-
dinated a different approach to the study of the paragraph in the 
fall of 1985 on the campus of Davidson County Community College. 
During the quarter, four sections of freshman composition, 
English Ill, ~·1ere selected: tuo sections of students received no 
forl'lal instruction on the paragraph or the modes of development and 
two sections were taught the traditional paragraph lore. Othendse, 
the four sections "'ere similar: the process approach was used and 
instructors encouraged revisions; all students used the same 
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textbooks--Reflections: A Ther.1atic Reader ( 1985) and The Practical 
English Handbook, the sixth edition ( !982); all instructors used 
one-on-one conferencing techniques for which they had received 
training in a staff development uorkshop the previous spring. 
Students in the four sections had demonstrated a similar level of 
skill in writing or they t·Jould not have been placed in freshman 
composition. All students, before enrolling in English 111, must write 
an essay that is holistically scored by two or three Members of the 
English departT'Ient. The essays are scored on a six-point rubric (see 
Introduction, n.l). Readers look for clarity of purpose, of 
audience, indications of development and organization, and some control 
over Edited Anerican F.nglish (EAE). Students must also pass a reading 
test 1 tv-here passinp, is approximately equivalent to reading at the 
eleventh grade level. Even after their placenent testing, students 
were given a follm.,r-up essay to Hrite the first few days of class. If 
instructor felt a student's performance was below the eJ<:pectations 
of the course, the student was T'l.oved to a pre-college ~;riting course 
where his or her tveaknesses could be diagnosed and remedied. Also, 
if students sho.,.•ed a deficiency in their reading, they too Here placed 
in a developmental English class. To suMmarize, all students hart 
demonstrated a basic level of competency in writing before they tvere 
admitted or allot•!ed to stay in English Ill. 
Most of the students in the sample also come from the same 
socio-economic bacl<ground. The college is located in the center of 
Davidson County, a rural county in the Piedmont of North Carolina, 
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Hhere most income is derived from agriculture or from labor-intensive 
~..-ark in furniture textile factories. There are three relatively 
large cities Hithin a forty-five minute drive. Ninorities do not 
figure significantly in the results because they comprise less than 
three percent of the college population and less than 
this sampling. The gender mix 1>'35 nearly 50--50. 
percent in 
All instructors in the study, even though their actual classroor:J 
practices differed, used a similar rating scale. Evaluations of stu-
dent writing loolted first at content--purpose, understanding of 
audience's needs; ( 2) development--use of concrete details and expe-
riences; (3) organization--smooth transitions from section to section 
and some apparent plan for r.toving the reader from one section of the 
essay to another; (4) style--avoidance of a'·~k,~ard phrasing or 
fusing sentence structure, clear and concise use of language; and 
(S) mechanics--follm~ing the conventions of EAE. This hierarchy ~~as 
carefully attended to by all the instructors involved in the sample. 
In the spring of 1985, four or five rmnths before the taking of the 
sample, these instructors pc.rticipated in uorkshops that acquainted 
them \·lith this hierarchy for evaluation, as well as 
conferencing techniques. 
Admittedly, there '~ere some variables that could not be con-
trolled in this sort of research: teacher/student personalities, time 
of day ~~hen classes meet, classroom setting, number of students per 
class on any one day of instruction, student motivation. Hm,'ever, 
though these factors may play a role, they Here not believed to be of 
ma.ior significance. 
During the .final exam period in NoveiT!ber, students in the test 
classes t\Fere given thirty minutes to Hrite an essay (see A-1pendix G 
for the prOP.Ipt and instructions). All students tHote on the same 
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topic, which they had not seen before. All of the students to.~ere care-
fully timed and told to stop at the thirty minute mark. All Here given 
the essay task during the first hour of the exam. All uere told that 
the essay Hould figure in their final grade, yet the score on the 
essay Hould not hurt their performance in the course overall; houever, 
the score could help them. After the exar~ Has Hritten and collected 
by the instructor, he/she did not the essays. 
An independent panel lool~ed at the essays and scored ther.1 holis-
tically on the sn.T'Ie rubric used for placement into Enp,lish I! l. Each 
essay '"as read tHice. If a disparity of more than tHo points occurred 
bett·leen tl,ro of the readers, a third reader looked at the essay. The 
essays Here presented to the scorers as a refresher on holistic scoring 
and in preparation for a round of essays to be scored on a siniJ.ar 
rubric for GED testing. 
Follat.J"ing the ficoring, the essays t-~ere given to another panel of 
readers who t.J"ere asked to read each essay and mark t.,hat the readers 
thought to be topic sentences in each of the paragraphs. The members 
of this panel had taught high school English, and they '"ere instructed 
to look for topic sentences that matched the definitions they tvould 
have given their high school Hriters. If the readers felt they had 
found "implied" topic sentences, they were to indicate so by putting 
an "I" in the left margin ne::t to the paragraph that contained the 
implied topic sentence. Essays that did not have clear paragraph 
markings (an obvious attempt to indent) Here discounted. 
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As Braddock ( 1974) reported, looking for topic sentences can be 
frustrating. HO\·Iever, the readers v1ho looked for topic sentences t..rere 
specifically informed to use the "definitions" they used in their 
classes. Tile rationale forthis instruction to the readers is simple: 
typically, high school instruction foll01·1s the same nineteenth century 
definition t·!hich has been discussed already. One of th!.'! goals of this 
study is to deterT!line hou many of these paragraphs do indeed contain 
topic sentences and if these topic sentences ar,ree Hith the definition 
fran the nineteenth century. 
The hypothesis \vhich inforr:1ed this study was quite simple: 
instruction in traditional paragraph lore (topic sentence, its proper 
location, the modes of development) \wuld not significantly affect 
a reader's response to the quality of the students' HTiting as measured 
by holistic scoring. The rest of this chapter reports the data from 
this study and discusses what the data reveal. 
Tables 2.0 and 2.1 report the rm! data from the sampling. The 
first colur.m indicates the number assigned to the paper to protect 
the anonir:1ity of the writer and for ease of reference. The next tHo 
columns report the scores assigned by the tv1o readers. Note that after 
the essay Has read by the first reader, her score lV"as hidden so as not 
to contaminate the second reader's scoring. The readers never learned 
until after the experit'tenl hoH each other scored the essays. The 
fourth column reports the total score. A "perfect" paper Hould be 
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Table 2.0 
Raw Scores from the Control Group (AR) 
Who Received Traditional Topic Sentence Instruction 
~ 
II Paper 1st Read 2nd Read Tot. Score ToE· s' s Para. 
AR I II 
AR 2 9 
AR 3 10 
AR 4 7 
AR 5 
AR 6 10 
AR 7 3 
AR 8 10 
AR 9 II 
AR 10 9 
AR II 
AR 12 
AR 13 
AR 14 9 
AR IS 12 
AR 16 8 
AR 17 6 
AR 18 9 
AR 19 10 
AR 20 II 
AR 2 I 10 
AR 22 
AR 23 
AR 24 II 
AR 25 
AR 26 
AR 27 
AR 28 
AR 29 
AR 30 10 
AR 31 
AR 32 
AR 33 
AR 34 
AR 35 
AR 36 
AR 37 
AR 38 
AR 39 
Totals 17 I 156 327 95 125 
Mean: 4.3846154 4.1282051 8.5128205 2.4358974 3. 2051 
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Table 2.1 
Raw Scored from the Test Group (BV) 
Who Received No explicit Topic Sentence Instruction 
II of 
II Paper lst Read ~ Tot. Score TOf!:. S 's Para. 
BV I 2 I 
BV 2 5 4 
BV 3 3 3 
BV 4 4 3 
BV 5 2 6 3 
BV 6 6 3 9 I 
BV 7 4 5 9 2 
BV 8 4 4 8 6 
BV 9 3 3 6 ,, 4 
BV 10 3 3 6 2 4 
BV II 3 4 7 2 5 
BV 12 3 4 I I 
BV 13 4 5 2 3 
BV 14 4 6 4 4 
BV 15 4 8 3 4 
BV 16 2 4 0 2 
BV 17 5 9 
BV 18 4 7 2 
BV 19 4 7 4 
BV 20 4 e 4 
BV 21 6 3 
BV 22 6 2 
BV 23 5 I I 
BV 24 ,, 8 5 5 
BV 25 4 4 8 I I 
BV 26 3 5 8 3 5 
BV 27 2 2 4 I I 
BV 28 5 3 8 2 I 
BV 29 4 4 8 3 4 
BV 30 3 3 6 I I 
BV 31 3 4 7 4 4 
BV 32 3 3 6 4 5 
BV 33 3 3 6 3 6 
BV 34 6 4 10 3 4 
BV 35 3 3 6 3 
Totals 128 112 240 87 120 
Mean: 3.6571429 3.2 6.8571429 2.4857143 3.4286 
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a score of 12; conceivably, a poor paper could earn of "0, 11 
yet this did not occur. The scores ranged from one perfect 12 in the 
control group to a lm.;r combined score of 3. The last t\•!O columns 
report the number of topic sentences found by the second panel of 
readers and the total number of paragraphs per naper, respectively. 
Vlhat do these data reveal? First, tl"tf! mef!n ~umber of paragraphs 
for the t•·Jo groups Has nearly identical. The control p,roup, to,~hich 
received traditional paragraph instruction, had 3.2 paragraphs per 
essay uhere the test group had a wean of 3.4 paragraphs per student 
essay. This difference is not statistically significant (0\=.01). 
Secondly, the mean number of topic sentence Has also nearly 
identical. Those t-~ho received traditional instruction generated a 
mean of 2.44 topic sentences per essay, and the test group generated 
2.49. This difference is not statistically significant (O(=.OJ). 
Note that based on the mean number of paragraphs and the mean number 
of topic sentences, the students nearly had one topic sentence per 
paragraph. 
Thirdly, the raH combined scores tJere quite different. Those who 
received traditional instruction (Table 2.0), had a mean score of 8.5 
out of a possible 12. The test group's mean holistic score from tt·:o 
readers was 6.9 out of a total of tt·1elve. These reveal 
tHO important points: even though the number of paragraphs and topic 
sentences nearly identical, the control has a higher mean score. 
This fact suggests that topic sentences must not factor significantly 
in the readers' response, t·Jhich is supported by the fact that even 
though a difference in the raH mean score occurs, it is not 
statistically significant (CX= .OJ). 
Table 2.2 belat·l reports on the variance of the topic sentence 
per group. 
Table 2.2 
Occurrence of Topic Sentences 
Control Group (AR) 
No. of topic 
sentences 
Test Group (BV) 
No. of topic 
sentences 
No. of 
occurrences 
12 
10 
II 
No. of 
occurrences 
10 
10 
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Table 2.2 shows that the highest occurrence of topic sentences 
was 3 (21 instances out of the sample) and that the lowest occurrence 
of topic sentences 6 (only 2 instances). These data demonstrate that 
the number of topic sentences does not necessarily improve the quality 
of the writing. Also, the variance in the number of topic sentences 
between the tlV"O groups is not statistically significant (ot.= .0 I). 
Table 2.3 illustrates the distribution of topic sentences by 
the combined readers' score. In other 111ords, this table shaHs hot'l 
many topic sentences appeared per "value 11 of the essay. Keep in mind 
that a combined score of 12 is the highest score possible, 
Fip,ures I and 2 ~ive a p;raphic representation of these data. 
Though an ap'Parent anomaly appears in Figure 2 at a readers' combined 
score of 6, the curves are quite sirlilar. In both fip.ures, the lower 
and upper ends indicate low numbers of topic sentences, while in the 
middle range of scores, far more topic sentences appear. Curiously 
enough, in the BV group, YJhich received no formal paragraph instruc-
tion, there appears the highest occurrence of topic sentences • 36. 
The curves are interesting: in three areas: in their similarity to 
traditional bell, in the anomaly that appears in Figure 2, and in tlle 
large nuMber of topic sentences in the test group. However • the 
difference in the number of topic sentences per the readers 1 combined 
score bet~o1een the two groups is not statistically significant 
(<X= .0 I). 
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Table 2.3 
Distribution of Topic Sentences by CoMbined Score 
Reader's No. of 
combined score topic sentences 
AR BV 
12 
II 15 
10 20 
21 
17 27 
12 
36 
(Note: a 0 (phi) means that !!£.occurrence of this is in 
the data, and a 0 (zero) means that for the scores given, no topic 
sentences appeared.) 
Yet, 111ore relationships to explore from the raw data are presented 
in Table 2.4. In this table, one finds the distribution of paragraphs 
per the readers 1 combined scores. 
NO. OF 
TOPIC 
SENTENCES 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
II 
10 
9 
a 
7 
6 
5 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 
Readers' 
Score 
Fig. I. The Relationship of NuMber of Topic Sentences 
to Readers' Score for the AR Grouo 
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NO. OJT 
TOPIC 
SENTENCES 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
II 
10 
9 
8 
7 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Readers' 
Score 
Fip,. 2. The Relcltionship of Number of Topic Sentences 
to Readers' Score for the BV Group 
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Table 2.4 
Distribution of Paragraphs by Readers' 
Combined Score 
Readers' 
combined score 
12 
II 
10 
No. of 
paragraphs 
AR BV 
17 
23 
35 
23 34 
18 
II 49 
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(Note: a 0 (phi) means that EE_ occurrence of this score is in the 
data, and a 0 (zero) means no paragraphs occurred for that score,) 
These data reveal a curious pattern. In both cases--occurrence 
of topic sentences and occurrence of paragraphs--the control group 
(AR) has more in the rat·1 data (gs topic sentences and 125 paragraphs) 
than the test group (87 topic sentences and 120 paragraphs), However, 
t,;rhen the mean number is figured based on the combined readers 1 score, 
something quite different emerges. Table 2.5 reveals this trend. 
NO. OF 
PARAGI\APRS 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
IS 
14 
13 
12 
II 
10 
9 
8 
3 4 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 
Readers' 
Score, 
Fig. 3. The Relationship of Numb~r of Paragraphs 
to Readers 1 Score for the AR Group 
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40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
IS 
NO. OF 14 
13 
PARAGRAPHS 
12 
II 
10 
9 
3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Re<:~dcrs' 
Score 
Fig. 4. The Relationship of NuMber of Paragraphs 
to Readers' Score for the BV Group 
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Table 2.5 
Mean Number of Topic Sentences and Paragraphs by 
Readers' Combined Score 
No. of topic 
sentences I score 
No. of para-
graphs/score 
Control group (AR) 10 15 
Test group (BV) 12 17 
Thow~h the mean readers' score for the control group is higher 
(8.5) than the test group (6.86), the mean number of paragraphs and 
topic sentences is higher in the test group. Even though these stu-
dents received no fo::mal instruction in paragraphing, they produced 
more paragraphs '"hich contained easily identifiable topic sentences; 
nevertheless, this greater number of paragraphs and topic sentences, 
Hhich traditional instruction claims is a mark of quality Hriting, did 
not produce better scores for these students. Fi.gures 3 and 4 
p;raphically represent this issue. 
Hhat, then, do all rhese dara and all t!-.e::1e graphs and all these 
tables add up to? Simply, the hypothesis is confirmed. Traditional 
instruction in the paragraph Makes no statistically significant dif-
ference in the quality of student \·lriting. This clair.~ is statistically 
confirmed to a level of .01, \.;rhich means that an instructor can 
confidently talk to students about their \Hiting Hithout recourse to 
the traditional paragraph ped~,ogy and still have students produce 
acceptable ~1riting. 
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The data presented here do illuminate some curious trends and 
interesting patterns; however, the important aspect is that based on 
these figures collected from student writers, instructors and text-
books could prescribe topic sentences all they wished, but the 
prescriptions would not, and in the case of the present study do not, 
significantly affect the quality of the student writing--unless the 
instructor t·rere looking just for topic sentences. The eoal of teaching 
tvriting,. though, is not to produce topic sentences; the goal is to 
produce effective tvriters. And this study seems to suggest that 
traditional enphasis on the paragraph does not help student uriters 
be any more effective than those t"ho are told nothine; about the 
traditional lore of the paragraph. 
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NOTES 
1The Nelson-Denny Reading Test is given to all students \o!ho seek to 
enter a degree program at Davidson County Community College. The test 
reports on three areas in the students' reading: (J) vocabulary 
development, (2) reading rate, and (3) reading comprehension. 
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Appendix A 
REIN' Scores of Basic Writers Making Paragraphs 
Copying "Ever Since Dandn" 
Group I: Basic Writers 
Number of Percentage of 
Students Agreement--
Marking a Based on 2 
Sentence Paragraph More Marks 
5 I 13 100 
52 0 0 
53 5 38 
54 6 46 
55 2 15 
56 5 38 
57 2 15 
58 0 0 
59 9 69 
510 I 0 
5 II * 5 38.5 s 12 I 0 
513 • 3 23 
514 0 0 
515 0 0 
516 5 38.5 
517 I 0 
518 0 0 
s 19 I 0 
520 2 15 
521 0 0 
522 0 0 
523 0 0 
524 . B 61.5 
525 2 15 
526 0 0 
527 3 23 
528 . 3 23 
S29 0 0 
530 0 0 
Total 77 
Mean %: 37% 
Mean % \Vithout Sentence 1: 30% 
* "' Sentences Marked as Paragrephs by Gould 
Appendix B 
Raw Scores of Advanced Writers Making 
Paragraphs Copying "Ever Since Darwin'1 
Group 2: Advanced Writers 
Number of Percentage of 
Students Agreement--
Marking a Based on 2 or 
Sentence Paragraph More Marks 
S I 
S2 
S3 
st, 
S5 
S6 
S7 
S8 
S9 
SIO 
S I J * 
s 12 
s 13 * 
s 14 
s 15 
S If. 
s 17 
s 18 
s 19 
S20 
S21 
S22 
S23 
S24 * 
S25 
S26 
S27 
S28 * 
S29 
S30 
14 
2 
7 
5 
2 
5 
6 
2 
8 
4 
7 
I 
3 
2 
I 
8 
2 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
12 
I 
I 
5 
B 
0 
I 
Total 112 
Mean %: 38% 
100 
14 
50 
36 
14 
3r 
43 
14 
57 
28.5 
50 
0 
21 
14 
0 
57 
14 
0 
14 
0 
21 
0 
0 
86 
0 
0 
36 
57 
0 
0 
Mean % lHthout Sentence I: 33% 
* = Sentences Marked as Paragraphs by Gould 
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Appendix C 
Ra\" Scores of Basic Readers Harking 
Paragraphs Reading 11 Ever Since DarHin" 
Group 3: Basic Readers 
Number 
Students 
Harking a 
Sentence Parap,raph 
5 I 17 
52 2 
53 4 
54 10 
S5 3 
56 
57 
58 
59 
510 
S II * 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
5 17 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
S24 * 13 
S25 
526 
527 
S28 l~ 
529 
530 
Total 118 
Nean %: 34% 
Percentage 
Agreement--
Based on 2 
More M;;~rks 
100 
12 
23.5 
76.5 
18 
12 
4 I 
23.5 
29 
41 
12 
18 
0 
12 
4 7 
18 
12 
12 
12 
0 
76.5 
0 
18 
18 
41 
0 
12 
Mean Z Hithout Sentence I: 29% 
of 
* "' Sentences Harked as Paragraphs by Gould 
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Appendix D 
Essay and Instructions Given to Groups and 2 
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the follm-1ing essay. As you can tell, the para-
graph marks (indentions) have been removed. 
After reading the piece, copy it over by hand and insert 
paragraph marks (indentions) where you believe they 
should go. 
As you copy, do not Harry so nuch about the accuracy 
of your copy; this exercise is to shm-J F.Je ~.Jhat you 
knm-J about paragraphs. 
Appendix E 
Essay and Instructions Given to Group 3 
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the follm.,.ing essay. As you can see, no para-
graph marks (indentions) have been included. 
After reading through the essay once, go back through 
the piece and insert some kind of mark either a slash 
(/) or a square bracket (L) to indicate l~here you 
Nould place a paragraph lll.ark. 
This exercise is to shaH lll.e Hhat you knm ... about 
paragraphs. 
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Appendix F 
Stephen Jay Gould's 
Essay, "Ever Since Darwin"* 
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{I) Since man created God in his own image, the doctrine of special 
creation has never failed to explain those adaptations that ue under-
stand intuitively. (2) HaN can He doubt that anil'lals are exquisitely 
desisned for their appointed roles Hhen we watch a lioness hunt, a 
horse run, or a hippo lvallow? (3) The theory of natural selection 
Hould never have replaced the doctrine of divine creation if evirlent, 
admirable design pervaded all organisms. (4) Charles Dan~in understood 
this, and he focused on features that 'wuld be out of plcce in a world 
constructed by perfect \•.dsdor~. (5) Hhy, for example, should a sensible 
designer create only on Australia a suite of marsupials to fill tile 
same roles that placental f!l8!'1nals occupy on all other continents? 
(6) Dan.'in even t>'rote an entire book on orchids to argue that the 
structures evolved insure fertilization by insects are jerry-built 
of available parts used by ancestors for other purposes. (7) Orchids 
are Rube Goldberg machines; a perfect engineer t•'OUld certaily have 
come up with somethinp, better. (8) This principle remains true today. 
(9) The best illustrations of adaptation by evolution are the ones 
that strike our intuition peculiar or bizarre. ( 10) Science is not 
"organized corunon sense 11 , at it.s most exciting, it reformulates 
view of the M:orld by iT!lposing pm~erful theories against the ancient, 
anthropocentric prejudices that we cc.ll intuition. (II) Consider, for 
example, the cecidofllyian Ball midees. ( 12) These tiny flies conduct 
their lives in a way that tends to evoke feelings of pain or disgust 
when we empathize with them by applying the inappropriate standards 
of our ol-m social codes. ( 13) Cecidomyian gall ITlidges can grow and 
develop along one of tl.,.o pathNays. ( 14) In some situations, they 
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hatch from eggs, go ':hrough a normal sequence of larval and pupal molts, 
and emerge as ordinary, sexually reproducing flies. { 15) But in other 
circumstances • females reprodce by parthenogenesis, bringing forth 
their young l.;tithout any fertilization by males. ( 16) Parthenogenesis 
is common enough ar.J.ong animals, but the cecidonyians give it an inter-
esting twist. (17) First of all, the parthenogenetic females stop at 
an early age of development. ( 18) They never become normal, adult 
flies, but reproduce Hhile they are still larvae or pupae. ( 19) 
Secondly, these females do not lay eggs. (20) The offspring develop 
live t11ithin their mother's body--not supplied with nutrient and pack-
aged a~11ay in a protected uterus but right inside the mother's tissues, 
eventually filling her entire body. (21) ln order to grow, the 
offspring devour the mother from the inside. (22) A fetJ days later, 
they emerge, leaving a chitinous shell as the only remains of their 
only parent. (23) And t-1ithin two days, their o~11n developing children 
are beginning, literally, to eat them up. (24) Micromalthus debilis, 
an unrelated beetle, has evolved an almost identical systen ~li'ith a 
macabre variation. (25) Some parthenOgenetic females give birth to a 
single male offspring. (26) This larva attaches itself to his mother's 
cuticle for about four or five days, then inserts his head into her 
genital aperture and devours her. (27) Greater love has no woman. 
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(28) Hhy has such a peculiar mode of reproduction evolved? (29) For 
it is unusual even among insects, and not only by the irrelevant 
standards of our OHn perceptions. (30) Hhat is the adaptive signifi-
cance of a mode of life that so strongly violates our intuitions about 
good design? 
*ln Axelrod and Cooper's, St. Hartin's Guj_~ __ !..Q .. ~_g. Ne1~ York: 
St. Mart in's Press, I 985: 350-5 J. 
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Appendix G 
Prompt 
This writing sample is a way for the English department to check 
and see if it is meeting the needs of the students in our English Ill--
Introduction to Composition classes. Please write a response only to 
the prompt that is given below. A resi)onse on any other topic is 
unacceptable. 
You will have exactly thirty minutes to complete the assignment. 
At the end of thst time~ you '~ill be asked to stop 1-1riting and turn 
in what you have completed. 
l-1rite your social security number and the first initial of your 
last ne:ne at the top of the first page. Do not l'7rite your naf'le, Skip 
a line and begin ~·our essay. Do not play to recopy. lf you l'lant to 
make corrections, do so--neatly. You may use the back of the second 
page for scratch 1-JOrk. 
lf you finish before time is called, go back over your paper and 
check for correctness and clarity. Return these directions 1V"ith your 
essay. 
l\lri t ing Proi'l.pt 
Increasingly, 1~e are told by the media that Americans today 
have more leisure time than at any other tir.te in the past. 
You may not believe such a statement not" that you are in 
college, but few people in 11 real" jobs work over 40 hours 
a week. The question becorrtes, then, what can 1·1e do l·~ith 
our free tirrte? Your task is to write an anm,..er to tl:le 
question of 1\'hat to do uith leisure time. Direct your 
response to your classmates. Vlhat do you do 1·1ith your 
free time? Why do you do l-1hat you do? Would you encourage 
others to share your activity? Why or t\'hy not? As you 
write, keep the needs of your audience in mind. 
Start to~riting at the signal froc your instructor. 
